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THE GOALS PROJECT'S "BUILDING CAPACITY " AGENDA 

BACKGROUND 
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The Goals Project Agenda . CIJE' s Goals Project assumes that 
progress in Jewish education depends significantly ( though by no 
means exclusively ) on the ability of educating institutions to 
become clearer concerning their major educational goals and to use 
these goals as a tool for organizing and assessing their 
educational prac tices and polici e s . The c ha l lenge of the Goals 
Project is to encourage and actively support efforts in this 
dir ection. 

Past , continuing, and p rojected activ ities . Against the 
background of work done in Isra e l under t h e a uspi ces of the Mandel 
Institute ' s Educated Jew P r oject and serious d i scussions in the 
first part of 1994 between CIJE and t h e Mandel Inst itute conce rning 
the direction of the Goal s Project , the Goals Pro ject l aunched its 
work with communities through a s emi nar i n the summe r of 1994 
designed for lay a nd profes sional educa t ional leaders from a number 
of communities i n the United States. This s e minar was designed to 
educate the participants concerning t he importa nt place of goals 
and vision in J e wish education and to e ncourage them to engage 
their local educating ins titutions back home in a process of 
becoming more thoughtful conce r ning their goals and the 
relationship betwe en these goals and educationa l practice. 

CIJE promised to support s uch local e fforts by means of a 
series of seminars in the local communities aimed at key 
stakeholders in thei r educati ng institutions. I t was a s sumed that 
the clientele f o r thes e seminars would be ge nerate d by these 
communities . It was a l s o assumed t hat amo ng institutions 
participating in these seminars , some would decide that the goals
agenda did not meet their needs: o t hers would u s e the opport unities 
provided by these seminars to improve their educational efforts; 
and that from among the latter group of institutions a few would 
emerge as candidates for intensive work beyond the period of these 
local seminars . These institutions might become the nucleus of a 
kind of coalition of institutions seriously striving to be vis ion
driven . 

Since the time of the 1994 Summer Seminar on Goals, all 3 of 
the major communities that were represented in Jerusalem have 
embarked on Goals- related efforts. In Baltimore, a set of seminars 
organized around goals is s cheduled to be launched with a special 
program in the late spring. Moreover , a Baltimore institution that 
participated in the Jerusalem seminar reports that the seminar has 
catalyzed some fruitfu l efforts at self- improvement over the last 
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s e veral months . In Cle v e l and , a semina r o r ganized a round t he theme 
of goals and led by Walt e r Ac kerman has become a v e h ic l e for 
b ringing together key lay and p r o f e s s i o na l l eaders i n the Jewish 
e ducation from across t he community f or r e gula r me e tings. I n 
additio n, Rob Toren has been hard at work with h is Drisha Proj ect, 
which is de s i g ned to eng age loca l educating c o ITUnunities ( schools 
and congrega t i ons ) in a serious self- improvement pro cess in which 
issues pertaining t o goals play a very prominent role . Finally, 
Cleveland 's Agnon School has approached CIJE with a proposal for 
col l a borative wo rk around a goals- agenda , a proposal to which we 
have yet t o res pond . In Milwaukee , a four- session seminar on goals 
is scheduled t o begin in February f o r a constitue ncy that will 
include t wo Day Schools, the JCC, and possibly also one or more 
congregations. 

Alongside these efforts, CIJE has agree d to organize an all
day seminar on goals in Atlanta for the key stakeholders of a new 
Hebrew High School that i s now being developed there. There have 
also been c o nversation concerning Goals Project i nvol vement with a 
number of JCC c amps and pos sibly with one or more congregations 
(fo r examp le, i n Baltimore ) that seem particularly interesting. 

The "building capacity" challenge. Based on its work to date , 
CIJE is well- equipped to develop and run the kinds of seminars that 
it will be holding in the months ahead. Such seminars have the 
promise of helping representatives o f participating institutions 
become substantially more aware of the important role that goals 
ought to play - but usually do not - in guiding our efforts at 
Jewish education, as well a s of s timulating a l ot of reflec tion 
concerning the status of goals and vis ion in their own 
institutions. If successful, these seminars will also generate a 
serious desire on the part of at least s ome participating 
institutio ns do launch into a serious effort at self- improvement 
that takes the goals- i s sue to heart . 

CIJE is, however, not yet ad e quately po sitioned t o move the 
Goals Project agenda beyond the stage represented by this year's 
local seminars. If CIJE is to be able adequately to support the 
efforts of educating institutions to become substantially more 
goals- sensitive than they now are, it needs to do much in the way 
of buil ding capacity in this area . Specifically , c apacity needs t o 
be built up in two areas : first, we need to develop more of the 
kind of knowledge and know- how that a r e necessary if serious 
educating institutions are to be adequately helped in their efforts 
to implement a goa l s - agend a . Second , since CIJE' s core- staff 
cannot itsel f wo rk with individual institutions around the country 
in any sustained way, there is a need to identify , recruit, and 
cultivate a cadre o f resource- pe ople who will be available t o work 
with educat ing institutio ns. 

So important and pressing is this matter o f build ing capacity 
that it needs to be viewed as the Goals Pro j ect's pre- e minent 
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challenge and priority in the months ahead . We must use the 
period between now and the fall of 1995 to become "tooled up" for 
the next stage of the Goals Project . 

BUILDING CAPACITY : A SKETCH OF THE PLAN OF ACTION 

Building our knowledge- base and know-how. With respect to the 
development of the right kind of knowledge- base and know- how, our 
strategy is fairly straight- forward. We are aware of the major 
literatures and resource-people in areas that concern the Goals 
Project agenda. 

1. Within the orbit of Jewish education, we need to do 
what we can to continue working with and learning from 
the individuals associated with the Mandel Institute's 
Educated Jew project. Special attention needs to be paid 
to the "curricularization" of the "Educated Jew" ideals . 

2 . We need to learn what we can from other instructive 
efforts going on in Jewish education that are related to 
our agenda - for example, the project Isa Aron has 
undertaken ( both its conceptualization and the experience 
to date). 

3. As a staff, we need to fully digest and assess the 
relevance to our own work of the pertinent efforts in 
general education (and organizational development) . This 
includes the work done under the auspices of the 
Coalition of Ess€ntial Schools and of the Accelerated 
Schools movement: it also includes the work of change
theorists like Michael Fullan, Peter Senge, and related 
literatures. In addition to studying the relevant 
literatures, we need to continue the process initiated in 
our recent conversation with Amy Gerstein (of the 
Essential Schools Coalition) of arranging meetings and/or 
seminars with key individuals representing different 
approaches to reform. The aim of meetings with such 
individuals will be not just to better understand their 
views but to encourage them to reflect with us concerning 
how their approaches might lend themselves to work in our 
arena. 

4 . Intellectual energy and time need to be given to the 
effort to pull together the results of the efforts 
described in #s 1 - 3, to integrate them into an approach 
that will be adequate to the training of resource- people 
and to the work they will need to be doing . As will be 
discussed below, our work to date already suggests quite 
a lot in this area i but there is reason to hope the 
process of learning described above will continue to 
refine our understandings and skills . 
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Developing personnel . With respect to the other part of 
"capacity- building" - the part that concerns personnel, our plan of 
action, roughly speaking, is as follows : 

1. to identify from 5 to 10 individuals who will 
recruited and trained to serve as coaches/resource people 
to communities and institutions . (January , 1995 ) 

2. to hold a one- to- two- day workshop in the late spring, 
probably right after Pesach, for these individuals, which 
will be used to "bring them up to speed" with the work of 
the Goals project - to initiate them into the project's 
concerns , universe of discourse, core- literature , and 
agenda . This workshop will be an opportunity for both 
CIJE and each of the individuals we've recruited to make 
an assessment of whether a continuing relationship is 
desirablei that is, in addition to educating the 
participants concerning the rudiments of the Goals 
Project, the workshop will also provide an opportunity to 
identify obvious mis- matches . 

3. a week- long seminar for the same set of participants 
(CIJE staff and the resource-people) this coming summer, 
probably in July. At this seminar, the p articipants 
will have the opportunity to develop understandings and 
tools that will enable them to enter into working 
relationships with institutions as coaches/consultants. 

It is anticipated that the seminar will include sustained 
day- long opportunities to meet with thoughtful 
representatives of approaches to educational reform which 
seem most closely related to our own efforts; 
opportunities to initiate participants into a CIJE 
approach that draws on these various approaches ; 
opportunities to acquire a repertoire of strategies and 
skills that will be useful in working with institutions, 
opportunities to struggle with concrete cases that 
require decisions concerning the appropriateness of 
different strategies. 

4 . Precisely because the cadre of resource- people will be 
"out in the field" after the summer, it will prove 
important to have periodic follow-up seminars during the 
1995-96 year . This will provide all of us with an 
opportunity to continue our learning. The next paragraph 
develops this point . 

Building capacity through work with institutions . It is 
important not to draw a sharp distinction between "building 
capacity " and "work with institutions" . In fact, one of the ways, 
and perhaps the most important way, in which our knowledge- base 
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concerning such matters as goals, the change- process, the traits 
desired in the coaches/resource people who will work with 
institutio ns, etc . will expand is through the actual process of 
working with institutions . This, of course, will only happen if we 
do what we can do view and use our work with institutions as 
experiments from which there is a lot to learn. This in turn 
entails serious efforts to keep track of what happens in the 
institutions we work with . Note that this is not intended to 
suggest that we or our cadre of coaches will enter into work with 
institutions without substantial knowledge and know- how; but it is 
to acknowledge that there is much that remains to be learned, and 
that much of this learning can only arise out of work " in the 
trenches " . 

ARTICULATING AND ADDRESSING AN OBSTACLE TO THE IDENTIFICATION AND 
CULTIVATION OF COACHES/RESOURCE PEOPLE WHO WILL WORK WITH 
INSTITUTIONS 

"The problem." As already noted, our challenge this spring is 
to identify a cadre of coaches/resource people who , after a 
suitable initiation into the work, can carry forward the Goals 
Project agenda with educating institutions. But in order to 
identify the right kinds of coaches/resource people to work with 
institutions and in order to develop an adequate curriculum that 
will serve to initiate them into their work with institutions, we 
need to understand the nature of that work, and this, in turn , 
requires us to have an understanding of the ways in which fruitful 
change in educating institutions can be catalyzed and guided . 
Unfortunately (and as evidenced by our insistence that our effort 
to build capacity this spring needs to focus heavily on the 
development of understanding and know- how), we don't yet have as 
much knowledge in t hese areas as we need. In view of this , it would 
thus seem that an attempt in the near future to identify 
coaches/resource people and to deve lop a curriculum for them is a 
good example of "putting the cart before the horse." 

Putting "the problem" in perspective. There is, it is true, 
a measure of truth in this characterization of our situation and in 
the objection that it implies ; and c e rtainly it would be better if 
we had a clearer theory than we now do of the conditions of 
institutional change and the ways in which coaches/resource people 
can contribute to it. But the objection is not decisive; and the 
reason that it is not decisive is that we have in fact been 
developing considerable lore concerning the work to be done with 
institutions . This lore falls way short of a full- fledged "theory" 
or "approach", but it includes significant familiarity with the 
approaches identified with different reform movements, as well as 
a number of fundamental beliefs that are jointly sufficient to 
guide us in selecting coaches/resource people and in developing 
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fruitful working- relationships with institutions -- relationships 
that will both benefit them and offer us opportunities to deepen 
our own understandings of the work at hand. The critical point is 
to organize our efforts in such a way as to maximize our learning 
and to feed it back into our work. 

I want, in this connection, to stress that we do not need to 
feel any embarrassment concerning the fact that we don't have a 
full- fledged theory or approach to guide our efforts. In point of 
fact, it is far from clear that anyone has an adequate theory or 
approach to the kind of work at the level of institutions that we 
want to encourage. If , for example, we look at the most prominent 
movements ( like the Essential Schools Coalition), we discover that : 
a) studies of their efforts show very mixed results; b) the 
approaches associated with such movements are themselves fluid and 
evolving; and c ) these approaches are in many ways very open- ended 
and depend on a whole lot of "seat-of- the- pants" intuition on the 
part of the participants . 

This said, I want to illustrate the claim made above that we 
already have a quite a few ideas concerning the nature of 
institutional change process in which we would like to engage 
institutions. I will do so by summarizing some of these points . 
Then, in the concluding section, I will speak briefly about some of 
the implications of these ideas for the identification and 
cultivation of coaches/resource people to work with our project. 

SOME GUIDING PRINCIPLES IN OUR WORK WITH INSTITUTIONS 

As just suggested, in this section I identify some of the 
basic assumpt ions that can guide our work. I have not attempted to 
develop an exhaustive list of assumptions but to articulate enough 
of them to offer some guidance in thinking about identifying and 
cultivating a cadre of coaches/resource people for the work ahead . 
Some of these assumptions have been explicit or implicit in our 
conversations: in some cases I go beyond these conversations, 
drawing on insights gleaned from other arenas . These assumptions 
are tentative in two senses: first, they may be revised or 
withdrawn based on our own conversations: second, even if they 
"pass muster" among ourselves right now, they may need to be 
dropped or revised in light of experience . And, as noted above, 
even if reasonable, this list of assumptions will need spelling out 
and augmentation. In any event, here is the list: 

1. Under the best circumstances fundamental change is 
difficult to achieve and cannot be guaranteed in advance; 
but there will not even be "a fighting chance" unless an 
institution's key stakeholders and a substantial element 
in its core constituency are committed to the effort. 

2. The identification of compelling educational goals, as 
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well as serious efforts to organize practice in their 
light and to assess these efforts at regular intervals, 
must play a prominent role 1.n the process of 
institutional self- renewal. 

3. As part of its efforts to clarify the goals and the 
vision that are to inform its work, the major 
stakeholders of a Jewish educating institution should 
unearth and struggle to give voice to their own most 
heart- felt convictions : but the process should also 
include a serious opportunity to encounter and struggle 
with other visions of a meaningful J ewish existence, for 
example, those emerging from the Educated Jew project and 
from denominational ideologies. 

4 . Institutions that enter into the CIJE goals- process 
will undertake a careful survey of what they are 
presently doing: special attention will focus on the 
identification of the institution's avowed goals and how 
they are and are not expressed - and with what effect -
1.n the life of the institution. 

5 . To suggeat that thoughtful attention to goals needs to 
be at the heart of the process of change in Jewish 
education is no t intended to imply that the process of 
improvement nec essarily begins with a "visioning
activity" or any other institution- wide effort to 
articulate underlying goals. On the contrary, there are 
many possible roads an institution might travel in its 
efforts to clarify and better achieve its fundamental 
goals . Which road to travel depend on an array of local 
circumstances that need to be assessed on a case by case 
basis. A measure of intuition and eclecticism, informed 
by a thoughtful survey of the situation at hand and an 
awareness of a range of possible strategies for "cutting 
into" the situation, is indispensable to the enterprise . 
The appropriate plan should be determined after careful 
deliberation by the institution in collatx::>ration with 
CIJE staff. 

6. In order to enter into a partnership with CIJE around 
a goals- agenda, an institution will need to identify a 
team of key stakeholders who will be responsible for 
overseeing and guiding the institutional process . The 
institution will need to make it financially and 
otherwise possible for this team to participate in 
periodic and sometimes extended seminars and workshops 
organized by CIJE for teams of institutional 
representatives . Opportunities for such teams to meet on
site with teams representing other institutions for 
purposes of give- and- take consultations will also be 
provided . 

8 
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7. When CIJE agrees to work with an institution, it will 
appoint a coach identified and trained by CIJE to serve 
as a consultant to the institution and as a liaison to 
CIJE. The job of the coach will be to help t he 
institution t o identify and keep focused on central 
questions, to encourage appropriate forms of study and 
self- study, to identify and to help in deciding among 
and implementing strategies for advancing the reform
agenda, to access appropriate CIJE- resources, and to 
encourage periodic self- assessment . 

In addition to the initial training provided by CIJE, 
coaches will participate in periodic seminars and 
workshops in which they will continue their learning and 
will share what they are learning in the field with 
their colleagues and with CIJE. 

8 . The coach and the institutional team will have shared 
responsibility for keeping and sharing with CIJE a record 
of its efforts. 

9 

IMPLICATIONS OF THE GUIDING PRINCIPLES FOR THE IDENTIFICATION AND 
CULTIVATION OF COACHES/RESOURCE PEOPLE 

Based on the foregoing, we can begin to identify the kinds of 
individuals who would make good institutional coaches. For example, 
a ) such individuals would need to have a familiarity with a variety 
of subject- matters ranging from the Educated Jew Project to 
different approaches to institutional reform; b) t hey would need to 
have at their finger- tips a number of different strategies that , at 
different stages, might be used by an institution to forward and to 
assess its effort s; c) they would need to have an in- depth grasp of 
the role of vision and goals in the process of education and of 
ways to work towards strong coherence between goals and practice; 
d) and they would need to have a solid grasp of the kinda of goals 
that are likely to figure prominently in Jewish education and of 
competing interpretations of these goals . But such skills and 
understandings, while important, will prove no substitute for the 
savvy and thoughtfulness needed to size up a situation and arrive 
at a judgment concerning what is needed at a particular juncture, 
or for the interpersonal skills needed to develop fruitful working 
relationships with the diverse stakeholders that make up an 
institution. 

Some of the characteristics identified in the preceding 
paragraph can be nurtured through seminars, workshops , and other 
CIJE- sponso red i nitiatives ; but others , and particularly those that 
pick out traits of character - savvy, thoughtfulness, good judgment 
even under pressure , and interpersonal skills, may well be beyond 
our capacity to cultivate. In looking for appropriate individuals 
for the work of the Goals Project, we need to seek out individuals 
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Time permitting it would be possible to go on to do two very 
important things: first, to offer a ful ler characterization of what 
adequate coaches would look likei and second, to more fully discuss 
the implications of the foregoing analysis of the organization of 
the projected summer- seminar . Such matters will, however, need to 
be deferred 



COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

To: Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen 

From: Gail Dorph 

Date: January 13, 1995 

Re: Our next meeting dates 

CC: Alan Hoffinann, Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi, Nessa Rapoport 

Our next meetings wiU take place on March 8 and 9 at the CIJE offices in New York. On 
Wednesday, the 8th, we will discuss your plans for personnel in your communities and on the 
9th, we will meet with denominational leadership to discuss place/role of denominations in these 
plans. Feel free to invite other key members of your team to participate in the meeting. 

For now, assume these meetings will last from 9:00 to 5:00 each of these days. If you have 
suggestions for how to structure these days to have maximum effectiveness for your planning 
process, please contact me -- the sooner the better. 



COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MINUTES: 

DATE OF MEETING: 

DATE MINUTES ISSUED: 

PARTICIPANTS: 

COPY TO: 

I. Agenda/Overview 

COMMUNITY CONSULTATION MEETING 

DECEMBER 28, 1994 

JANUARY 13, 1995 

Chaim Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen, 
Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 
Robin Mencher (sec'y), Nessa Rapoport 

Morton Mandel, Virginia Levi 

This meeting began with a restatement of our agenda for the day: Discussion of issues 
and strategies to be considered in developing comprehensive personnel action plans. 

The agenda was divided into two sections: 
1. The morning was devoted to hearing and responding to updates by Chaim 

Botwinick, Steve Chervin and Ruth Cohen on the issues/challenges/problems each of the 
lead communities is facing as they develop their plans 

2. The afternoon session focused on a presentation and discussion led by Gail 
Dorph and Barry Holtz on the characteristics of a comprehensive action plan with a focus 
on in-service education of teachers and the challenges we face in creating such plans. 

The day ended with a decision to reconvene in March of 1995 to 
A. discuss concrete iterations of community action plans with focus on steps 

needed for implementation. 
B. meet with leaders of denominational groups to talk through the roles of the 

national denominations in the development and implementation of community plans. 

II. Community Presentations 

A. ATLANTA 

Steve Chervin traced the actions in his community since reception of the results of the 
Educators' Survey in November. In general, his work group reacted positively to the 
report, noting some ambiguities in the data collecting process. 

The draft along with an introduction written by Steve (which emphasized next steps in 
community planning for personnel) was made public soon after it was received. It was 
presented at a series of meetings to key stakeholders including, CJC ( continuity 
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commission) committee members, and members of all three principals' councils (day 
school, supplementary school, and pre-school). The policy brief was given to these 
people as well. Additionally, the study and policy briefs were distributed to all 
congregational rabbis, members of the JES (Jewish Educational Services) board, 
congregational presidents, school committee chairs, and Jewish studies faculty at Emory 
University. 

The meetings proved to provide an open, honest forum for expressing concerns and 
connecting different group~ of people to a shared communal agenda. All those who 
participated in the meetings supported work towards developing an action plan for 
Atlanta, although the suggestions for how the community should proceed to develop a 
personnel action plan differed. 

The community plans to create focus groups of teachers in order to bring them into the · 
process. The community is also looking for avenues to mobilize specific constituencies 
of individual organizations around the issues of building the profession. 

B. BALTIMORE 

Chaim Botwinick described the hard work of the small sub-committee of the CIJE 
committee charged with re,iewing the draft of the document and giving feedback to 
Adam and Ellen. This committee successfully completed its work and Baltimore 
received a revised copy of the report in addition to receiving additional tables of 
information that addressed their planning concerns. 

Chaim then gave an overview of the dissemination plan in Baltimore. He reported that 
they had worked hard to develop a sense of urgency around the issue of personnel 
through dissemination of the report on the teaching force in Baltimore. The Baltimore 
report was sent out to the following groups and discussed in the following forums: 

Round One: Federation Committees 
1. executive committee of Associate 
2. board of CAJE rthe Associated's committee on Jewish education) 
3. CUE committee 

Round Two: Four Focus Groups 
1. lay chairs of congregational committees on Jewish education 
2. rabbis 
3. congregational school directors and pre-school directors 
4. day school directors 
5. CJES professional staff 
5. CJES board of directors 
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The policy brief was only given out to those who attended focus group meetings rather 
than mailing it out with the community report. There was some discussion of whether 
or not the polilcy brief should now be maiiled out. Chaim felt that attention to the policy 
brief might distract the community from moving ahead on the creation of its own 
personnel action plan. He felt now was the time for action and not the time for more 
discussion. 

The community of Baltimore has established a professional work group, consisting of 
educational professionals and a few rabbis and lay leaders. Beginning in mid January, 
this group will meet as an intensive think tank to develop short term, mid term and long 
term community plan for educators with attention to implementation and funding. In 
May, this work group will present the results of its work to the CIJE committee. As part 
of this new planning process, Baltimore's educational committee structure will be revised 
to supervise the implementation of their action plan. This plan will develop further into 
micro-plans, directing specific institutions in the community. 

Two major challenges facing the Baltimore Jewish community were noted. 

I. In terms of dissemination, the focus group meetings were good meetings, but 
were poorly attended. Thus although all members of the groups got the report, 
few took the opportunity to respond to it. 
2. The pace of implementation of the action plans is directly related to the 
funding cycle of the community. The plan will be adopted in the spring, but 
cannot be funded until next fall, delaying activity in the community. 

C. MILWAUKEE 

Ruth Cohen began her presentation by noting the separation of powers within the 
Milwaukee Federation. While her role within the Federation is one of planner and 
advocate, she does not carry any implementation power within the system. The lead 
community committee has taken on five areas of concern based on a strategic planning 
process last November: personnel, teen programming, family programming, vision and 
goals, and funding for Jewish education .. 

In tenns of personnel, Milwaukee received their report a year ago. A personnel action 
committee was formed to review the data. This committee went through all of the tables 
before the final draft of the integrated report was available. When the final report came 
through, two community wide receptions were held at which Adam Gamoran and Gail 
Dorph made presentations. One of the receptions was for educators, particularly teachers; 
the other was geared toward community lay leaders. The presentations were well 
received and the discussions that followed were quite good. The disappointment was that 
they were not as well attended as was hoped. 
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She recapped] positive and negative events since the data on Milwaukee was releas,ed a 
year ago. On the positive side, two projects stood out as major steps forward on the road 
to building the profession in Milwaukee. The CIJE - Harvard Principals' Center Seminar 
provided information and inspiration to the educators in her community. More recently, 
the work towards creating a masters degree program for Milwaukee's teachers through the 
Cleveland College of Jewish Studies is also viewed by the community as an innovative 
development in building the profession. 

On the negative side, recent articles in the Mi.lwaukee Jewish Chronicle have produced 
some negative responses from professionals and lay leaders, shifting the focus away from 
the progress being made in the community. Ruth felt that these articles had created 
tension and cast a negative aura on the survey and the lead community initiative. Alan 
and Nessa pointed out ways in which the lead community project of Milwaukee could 
use the media attention as an opportunity to keep the issues on the community agenda. 
They suggested a series of carefully crafted letters to the editor of the newspaper. 

Milwaukee currently faces five tensions in their work to improve educational quality: 

1. improving current programs vs. adding new program 

2. influencing institutions to take personal responsibility for reform vs. adding 
new professional positions to work with the institutions. 

3. investing in current personnel vs. bringing in new people 

4. building a partnership between planning and implementation: involving 
MAJE in teacher training towards systemic change 

5. adding programs that will lead to systemic change vs. expansion of programs 

m. Creating a Personnel Action Plan 

Gail Dorph and Barry Holtz presented a six part strategy for undertaking the development 
of community personnel action plans. This strategy is based on two central questions: 

1. What might a personnel action plan include in terms of content? 

2. What are the steps a community could take to implement these goals? 

The strategy included the following steps: 

1. Assessing needs of teachers and leaders ( specifying needs for particular target 
populations) 



2. Projecting possible solutions to meet these needs 

3. Stating preconditions for success 

4. Surveying present in-service offerings and their strengths and weaknesses 

5. Deciding where we want to be in five years 

6. Laying out the activities in which you must be engaged over the next six 
months (a year, etc.) in order to arrive in that spot in five years. 

5 

As aids in the planning process, Barry and Gail distributed a skeleton of a comprehensive 
personnel action plan as well as several worksheet type documents to help in the planning 
process. 

Additions to these documents were made by the group as we moved through the exercise. 
In particular, suggestions for thinking about preconditions for success were expanded to 
include: 

Under B.--Building capacity for In-Service Training for Teachers, the following three 
areas were added: 

a. supervisor/lead teacher 
b. teacher educators/national faculty 
c. in-service training 

Three new categories were added: 

1. motivation of teachers (mentioned were intrinsic motivation in terms of quality 
of programming, incentives for participation both financial and psychological, 
empowerment, need for networking) 

2. organizational context (that is, the readiness of institutions for teachers to be 
engaged in ongoing professional development( 

3. research and evaluation capacity (this was also added to The Critical Path) 

Three other items were mentioned in this regard that need to be on the table but did not 
seem to be preconditions to the success of the plan: establishing minimum requirements 
for teachers, some kind of certification program, thinking through the dynamics of 
individual learning plans ala first model in the article on in-service education models. 

(The seminar planning documents reflect these additions) 



V. Next Steps 

This group will reconvene March 8-9, 1995. Everyone had a homework assignment 
which includes a first cut to answering the questions in worksheets N - VI: 

IV. What in-service opportunities currently exist in your community? What are 
there strengths and weaknesses? 
V. Where do you want to be in five years? 
VI. Given where you and where you to be, what's your plan for getting there? 
Chart the next six months time. 

On March 9th, the meetings will also include a discussion with representatives from the 
education departments of the denominational movements. 

C:\CJJE\PLANS\COMSE.'d.DEC 
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TOW ARD A COMPREHENSIVE PERSONNEL ACTION PLAN 
(This document only deals with personnel in formal educational settings) 

WHAT WOULD AN ACTION PLAN LOOK LIKE? 

RUBRICS FOR UPGRADING PERSONNEL 
A PLAN IN PLACE WOULD HA VE THESE ELEMENTS: 

I. PROFESSilONAL DEVELOPMENT 

A. Differentiated In-Service Pro~ams for Teachers (according to 
knowledge, training, setting, and need) 

(The following could be part of an individually or communally 
based plan for professional growth tied to licensing and increments) 

1. Courses 

a. Subject Matter Courses 

b. Educational Foundations/Pedagogy Courses 

c. Courses that blend subject matter and pedagogy according to age and setting 

Examples: 

* Early Childhood Teachers Seminar (emphasizing Judaica component of 
the program as well as implications for pedagogy) 

* Seminar on the Teaching of Hebrew language 
* day schools - spoken Hebrew 
* day schools - text Hebrew 
* supplementary schools - reading and Siddur Hebrew 

* U-STEP (United Synagogue In-service courses) 

d. Courses that have "lab or practice" component 



2. Programs 

a. Sequenced programs not necessarily developed for "training of 
educators11 (e.g., Melton Mini-School) 

b. Sequenced programs designed for educators (Early Childhood 
Institute) 

c. Sequenced programs designed for educators with classroom 
based component 

d. Induction (Site based or Communal) 

3. Retreat Experiences 
which will focus most particularly on personal/ experiential needs of 
participants (tefillah, Shabbat) 

{One way to frame items 1-3 could be the creation of a Teachers Institute with a variety of 
,offerings for teachers of different subjects, settings, denominations, and ages.} 

B. In-Service Programs for Educational Leaders 

Leadership Institute - Across Communities 
(as sub-groups and across settings) 

C. 

1. Principals of Day Schools 
2. Directors of Early Childhood units 
3. Principals of Supplementary Schools 

Leadership Seminar - W ithin Communities QJsing Best Practices and Other Resources) 

1. Directors of Early Childhood units 
2. Principals of Supplementary Schools 
3. Principals of Day Schools 

Courses, Programs, Retreats appropriate to leadership personnel also need to be 
developed 

Mentoring Programs for Novices 

1. Preparation of mentors 

2 



D. 

II. 

A. 

2. Mentoring programs in action 
a. for novice principals 
b. for novice teachers 

Peer and "EX,Pert" Coaching Program for Experienced Personnel 

1. Preparation of peer coaches 

2. Coaching programs in action 
a. for experienced principals 
b. for experienced teachers 

RECRUITMENT 

Developing teens and young adults 

1. Leadership programs for teenagers that involve them as counselors, youth group 
advisors, and teaching assistants 

2. Programs to support college age youngsters who are teaching and working as 
personnel in youth groups, camps, and in schools 

B. Developing alternative pools of teachers 

1. Recruiting and preparing "volunteer" teachers for supplementary schools (bringing in 
new populations to teaching force, e.g., public school/private school teachers, retirees) 

2. Retooling public/private school teachers for careers in Jewish education, particularly 
supplementary schools 

ill. RETENTION 

A. Salacy and Benefits 

1. Benefits packages available for full time people 

2. Partial (proportional) benefits packages available for part-time people 

3. Synagogue, JCC Memberships 

4. Reduced day school and camp tuition ( even for those teaching in supplementary 
schools in proportional way) 

3 



B. 

5. Free invitations to communal events 

6. Conference lines, membership in professional organizations 

7. Appropriate sabbatical and study opportunities in Israel and U.S. 

8. Tuition stipends/pay incentives for teachers taking Inservice courses 

Career Path 

1. Creation of full time positions for teachers that include teaching, mentoring new 
teachers, and peer coaching. 

2. "Community" Teacher (teacher who teaches in more than one institutions thereby 
creating full-time positions) 

3. Creating positions in day schools and supplementary schools for curriculum 
supervisor, master teacher, Judaic studies coordinator, resource room teacher 

IV. PRE-SERVICE PROGRAMS 

4 



CREATING A PERSONNEL ACTION PLAN 

I. WHAT ARE YOUR NEEDS? 

TEACHERS 

l sETTINGS I PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

JUDAICA EDUCATION BOTHJ &E ADVANCED 
OPPORTUNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL 

DAY SCHOOL 

CONGREGATION -

EDUCATIONAL LEADERS 

I SETTINGS I PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

JUDAICA EDUCATION BOTHJ&E ADVANCED 
OPPORTUNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL 

DAY SCHOOL 

CONGREGATION 

(To be complete this matrix actually has to have many more cells which would be created by 
including all the populations and needs --and maybe more--included on the page called 
ACTION PLAN: FOR WHOM below) 

C:\CUE\PLANS\FULLPLAN.WPD 



II. THE FOLLOWING CHART IS ONE EXAMPLE OF A STRATEGY DESIGNED TO 
MAP THE ISSUE OF NEEDS. 

I 
TEACHERS 

SETTINGS I PROFESSIONAL GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES 

JUDAICA EDUCATION BOTHJ &E ADVANCED 
OPPORTUNITIES 

PRE-SCHOOL Holiday Child Development Teaching Jewish Curriculum 
Cycle Holidays in Early Writing Seminar 

High Scope Childhood 
Classrooms 

DAY SCHOOL Bible Group Investigation Using Tal Sela in Talmud Shiur 
Model the elementary 

school years 

CONGREGATION Siddur Classroom Teaching the Preparing to be Lead 
Management Joseph Cycle to Teacher 
Strategies the Dalet Class 

using the Melton 
Bible materials 

(To be complete this matrix actually has to have many more cells which would be created by 
including all the populations and needs --and maybe more--included on the page called 

ACTION PLAN: FOR WHOM below) 
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ACTION PLAN: 
FOR WHOM? 

TO ANSWER WHAT NEEDS? 

POPULATIONS: 

TEACHERS AND PRINCIPALS 

Settings: 
Day School 
Pre-School 
Supplementary 

Experience: 
Novices 
3 to 7 years 
Over 7 years 

Background and Training: 
Trained in Education vs. Untrained in Education 
Trained in Judaica vs. Untrained in Judaica 
Trained in Both 
Untrained in Both 

NEEDS: 

TEACHER 

Judaic Subject Matter Knowledge 
Pedagogic Skills 
Pedagogic Content Knowledge 
Child Development 
Personal Growth Experiences 

PRINCIPALS 
Judaic Subject Matter Knowledge 

Leadership Knowledge and Skills 
Management Knowledge and Skills 
Supervision of Instruction and Teachers 
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m. ARE THERE SOME THINGS THAT EVERYONE MUST DO FIRST? 
ARE THERE PRECONDITIONS FOR SUCCESS OF PLAN? 

A. Educational Leadership 

B. Build Capacity for In-Service Training for Teachers 
a supervisor/lead teacher 
b. teacher educators/national faculty 
c. ; n-service training 

C. Motivation of teachers (mentioned were intrinsic motivation in terms of quality 
of programming, incentives for participation both financial and psychological, 
empowerment, need for networking) 

D. organizational context (that is, the readiness of institutions for teachers to be 
engaged in ongoing professional development( 

E. research and evaluation capacity (this was also added to The Critical Path) 
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IV. WHAT INSERVICE OPPORTUNITIES CURRENTLY EXIST IN YOUR 
COMMUNITY? 
WHAT ARE THEIR STRENGTHS AND WEAKNESSES? 

5 



V. WHERE DO YOU WANT TO BE IN FIVE YEARS? 

1995-2000 

I OPTIONS I YEARS 

1995 1996 1997 1998 

1. Courses 

Subject Matter 
Courses 
--- -------------
Educational 
foundations/Ped 
agogy courses 
-
Blend of Subj. 
matter and 
pedagogy 

Lab/Practice 
courses 

2. Programs 

Sequenced 
programs: not 
necess. for 
training of 
educators 

--·--·-·--
Sequenced 
programs: for 
training of 
educators 
-----------------
Induction of new 
teachers ( site or 
communal) 
-----··--- -
Sequenced 
programs: with 
classroom 
component 
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3. Retreat 
experiences 

4. Inservice 
programs for 
Ed. Leaders 

Across 
communities 
--------------
Within 
communities 
----------------
Mentoring 
programs for 
novices 
------------
Peer and expert 
coaching for 
experienced 
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VI. GIVEN WHERE YOU ARE AND WHERE YOU WANT TO BE, WHAT'S YOUR 
PLAN FOR GETTING THERE? 

For some suggestions, approaches, strategies, see: 
CRITICAL PATH #ID. p., 3, 4; 

(Particularly, map future needs in terms ofleadership positions that will 
become available as well as predicting new opportunities) 

ACTION PLAN: HOW; and 
ONE STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING PERSONNEL ACTION PLANS IN 

COMMUNITIES 

Use chart that follows as possible worksheet 
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VI. WHAT DO YOU NEED TO DO IN THE NEXT SIX MONTHS? 

1995-96 

OPTIONS MONTHS 

Februarv March Anril May June Sept. 

1. Courses 

Subject Matter 
Courses 
---------------------
Educational 
foundations/Ped 
agogy courses 

----·---
Blend of Subj. 
matter and 
pedagogy 

Lab/Practice 
courses 

2. Programs 

Sequenced 
programs:llQ.1 
necess. for 
training of 
educators 
-----·-----------
Sequenced 
programs: for 
training of 
educators 
----------------
Induction of new 
teachers (site or 
communal) 
----------------
Sequenced 
programs: with 
classroom 
component 
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3. Retreat 
experiences 

4. lnsen•ice 
programs for 
Ed. Leaders 

Across 
communities 
--------·--·----
Within 
communities 
-----------------
Mentoring 
programs for 
novices 

. 
Peer and expert 
coaching for 
experienced 



ACTION PLAN: 
HOW? 

1. MAPPING RESOURCES AVAILABLE: 
BJE 
Hebrew Colleges (local or regional) 
Denominations 
Local Secular Universities 
Out of town universities 
Rabbis in the community 
Judaica Professors 
Israel Programs 
CAJE 
JESNA 
Professional Groups (e.g. NATE, JEA) 
Melton Mini-School, Derekh Torah 

2. DEVISING APPROPRIATE APPROACHES TO ADDRESS ISSUES 
fudividual Learning Plans 
Courses 
School-based Curriculum improvement project 
Training Sessions with Supervision and Feedback 
Programs (Sequenced Courses) 
Observation/assessment 

Peer Coaching 
Men1oring 
Supervision 

Structured Reflective Practice 

3. PRIORITIZATION: 
Economic Feasability 
Human Resources Available 
Scope, Content, Quality 

4. DEVELOPING INCENTIVES 
Extra Money 
Increased Salary 
Degrees/Certification 
Released Time 
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ONE STRATEGY FOR DEVELOPING PERSONNEL ACTION PLANS IN 
COMMUNITIES 

1. Create a meeting of school directors (rabbis/lay leaders) to discuss: 

a their respective curricula 
b. to decide if there are areas of overlap and potential cooperation for courses that need 
to be developed 
c. discuss appropriate auspices for such courses: community vs. denominational 
d. discuss appropriate venues for such courses: community vs. school based 

2. Other issues for discussion by this same group might include: 

a. incentives for participating in the program 
b. salary increments that would accrue for participation 
c. accreditation procedure that would accompany successful completion of "x" number 
of courses 

3a. Set up a three part program for teachers that would include: 

a. Judaica courses that deal specifically with the content of the curriculum 
(examples: holidays, life cycle, Siddur, Parashat Hashavua, etc) 
These courses should also include where appropriate real life experiences and 
assignments as well as retreat type experiences focused on participants' "personal 

meaning making"). 

b. Pedagogic input and support for teaching the Judaica content ( either integrated 
with the course or as a lab component of the Judaica course) 

c. Oassroom coaching as support (to be provided either by teacher of whole course, 
teacher of the lab course, principal of the school) 

3b. Set up schoolwide professional development program to meet needs of setting (upgrade 
faculty, creates esprit de corps) 

4. Additional Questions: 

a. How would the above program be planned? 
b. How could it be coordinated/managed? 
c. How would it be orchestrated/taught? 
d. How would success be evaluation? 

12 



From: 
To: 
CC: 
Subj: 

Adam, 

EUNICE::"GOLDRIEB@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu" 10-JAN-1995 13:21 : 54.11 
gamoran, goldrieb@ctrvax.Vanderbilt.Edu 

MEF Advisory Meeting, etc. 

fl Ll·"""' ( I 

Since I know Alan will be trying to schedule a conference call 
soon, I thought it would be helpful if I summarize the tentative 
agenda that Annette suggested for MEF advisory meeting. We can 
talk about this when we talk on Thurs. Once we finalize it we can 
e - mail it to Alan and Annette . 7 ·..yL- . 

As I said, A.nnette wants tile focus of the meeting to be the :module. . ~ 
She says this is top pri ority and wants us to come with specific ~ ~C.,: 
suggestions for revisions, a s well as "MEMOS" perhaps of our 1 , b.li ~ 
position on each of the main topics a s sugges tions for discussion. t...V'~f' 
The agenda is a bit detailed so you have a sense of the issues ~--(/ 
around each topic. 

MEF Advisory Committee Me eting: February 9, 1995 Boston 

Tentative Agenda 
I,.. 1 

''"'?""" 
I . Developing a Module for the Study of Jewish Personnel 

A. Preparing the Module for Use Communities 
These are Bill 's issues from his e-mail fo r 11/23 more o r 
less. What to include, how detailed, what type of guide, 
,revisions of items, the inte rview guides, etc. 

B. Data Collection : How do we assure quality? What i s CIJE's 
role? Should an outside group be involved? 

c . Data Analysis : Who will analyze data? Private c onsulting 
group? A university, researched-based institute (CUNY?) . Bill? 
How to ensure quality, comparative bases, and opportunities 
for secondary analyses from other researchers? 

o. What is the dissemi.nation plan for the module itself? 

E. How can the data be disseminated and accessed for •public" 
use? 

F. How can findings be disseminated and reported? In 
individual communities? Beyond individual communities? 
Reports of secondary analyses? 

II. Rev iew of experience of the Policy Brief: What went well, 
what did not go well, where are we in t he dissemination plan, etc? 

III. Review of MEF 1995 rk plan and anticipated products in 
light of the first poli brief, new staff configurations (no field 
researchers except Bi ), changes in CIJE 's work plan, etc . .. The 
point is to leave th day with a revised work plan . Do we want addi onal policy briefs? 

Prioritizing to ics? 
, >Revisit reseo/ch paper ideas, such as personnel study in best 

practice schoo;ls, etc. 

ft\ Ct.t£..- l q Ct. S tJ)o-, ~ rf u 1' : 

L'.: A Coo<. 
~, Q. 



THE PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM GROUP 
NOT-FOR-PROFIT SEARCH CONSULTANTS 

January 23, 1995 

Mr. Adam Gamoran 
Professor 
University of Wisconsin 
2444 Social Science 
1vfadison, W"I 53706 

Dear Adam: 

DEBRA Y. OPPENHEIM • JAN E PHILLIPS MORRISON 

Thank you very much for your help as we begin the search to find the next Executive 
Director of CUE. We appreciate the time you shared with us. Your suggestions, advice and 
insight were instructive as we reviewed the scope of the job and defined its specifications. 
We feel we now have a good understanding of CUE, its mission and its goals. 

We are enclosing a copy of the final position description which we will be sharing with 
sources, nominators and potential candidates. Again, thank you for your help and we look 
forward to working closely with you as we continue the search process. 

Cordially, 

w-- s~ 
Debra Y. Oppenheim Jane Phillips Morrison 

521FIFTHAVENUE • SUITEl802 • NEWYORK.NY 10175 • 212953 1770 • FAX2129531775 



POSITION DESCRIPTION -·· . 
January 1995 

COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION (CUE) 

Executive Director 

The Council for Initiatives in Jewish Education (CUE) is an independent organization 
dedicated to the revitalization of Jewish education across North America through 
comprehensive, systemic reform. In November 1990, the Commission on Jewish Education 
in North America released A Time to Act, a report cal ling for dramatic change in the scope, 
standards, and quality of Jewish education on this continent. It concluded that the 
revitalization of Jewish education -- whatever the setting or age group -- wiU depend on two 
essential tasks: building the profession of Jewish education; and mobilizing community 
support for Jewish education. CITE was established to implement the Commission's 
conclusions. 

Created as a catalyst for change, CUE promotes reform by working in partnership with 
individual communities, local federations and control agencies, continenta1 organizations, 
denominational movements, foundations, and educational institutions. Current projects 
include: 

• Lead Communities -- working with a number of communities to create laboratories of 
systemic change at the local level. 

• The Goals Project - to engage educational institutions and lay leadership in local 
communjties jn a strategic a nd analytical process designed to clarify and articulate 
goals for Jewish education and create a plan for achieving them; 

• Best Practices -- a project designed to identify and document successful models of 
Jewish education and explore how such models can be translated to other educational 
settings; 

• Monitoring, Evaluation and Feedback -- a project which has resulted in a Study of 
Educators in several communities and a Policy Brief with national implications on the 
upgrading of Jewish educators. 

Headquartered in New York, CUE has a core staff of seven, a distinguished board and 
executive committee, as well as outside consultants, including experienced educators, and 
internationaUy renowned experts in the areas of Jewish and general education, community 
planning, Judaic Studies, educational philosophy, research, leadership and organizational 
change. The staff is currently led by an Acting Executive Director who is on loan from the 
Centre for Jewish Education in the Diaspora of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem. 

CUE has an annual operating budget of approximately $ 1.5 million. CUE works closely 
with the Mandel Institute in Jerusalem, a center for the advanced study and development of 
Jewish education worldwide. 

THE PHILLIPS OPPENHEIM GROUP 



,. CUE 
Position Description 
Page 2. 

BASIC FUNCTION AND FffiST YEAR'S OBJECTIVES 

Working closely with CUE lay leadership, the Executive Director will provide direction, 
strategy and vision for the organization and its programs and projects throughout North 
America. The Director will also manage day-to-day operations and will serve as a 
spokesperson, fund raiser and community mobilizer. 

The Executive Director will be a national advocate and catalyst for change, generating broad 
resources to ensure that CUE impacts on all Jewish education , including day schools, 
yeshivot, supplementary schools, synagogue-based programs, community centers, programs 
at coHeges and universities, and summer camps, and encompasses Jews from all 
denominational rr.0·1ements, including Onhodox, Conservative, Reconstructionist, a.'ld 
Reform. By creating carefully crafted research and strategic demonstration projects, and by 
building communHy support for implementation, the Executive Director will ensure that CUE 
helps shape Jewish education in North America. 

It is assumed that the Executive Director will be a builder, conceptual thinker and strategist 
with strong interpersonal skills. In addition, he/she will be expected to achieve the following 
during the first twelve months: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

Thoroughly understand CUE, its history. mission and purpose; programs, projects, 
research and initiatives; board and staff; 

Forge a partnership with the Chair of the Board and build a collegial relationship with 
the Board of Directors; recruit new Board members and find ways to best utilize the 
Board's expertise to help the organization achieve its goals; 

Establish a strong and collaborative relationship with CIJE's staff, researchers, 
consultants, and other educators; 

Forge good relationships with the Jewish Community in North America, including the 
CJF, JCCA , JESNA, and the religious denominations; build support among lay 
leaders and existing players; 

Become a visible advocate for CUE with the media, the community, foundations and 
educational institutions; personify and communicate the mission of CUE; increase 
awareness and mobilize support; 

Seek to further broaden CIJE's financial base; reach out to major donors and 
foundations; educate them on the importance of CIJE's mission and enlist their 
support; 

Oversee CIJE's programmatic efforts; further refine CIJE' s "product" to ensure that 
the organizatfon is targeted. 
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Position Description 
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KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 

The Executive Director will be responsible for the following: 

Board and External Relations 

• Know the Chair and members of the Board of Directors well and develop an effective 
working relationship and partnership with them; 

• Challenge and stimulate community leaders and activists so that support is built from 
outside CUE as well as from within; 

• Explore and establish partnerships with other institutions; work with these partners, 
and enlist them as catalysts for change in Jewish education. 

• Work closely with the Mandel Institute, the Hebrew University and other major 
Jewish educational organizations in Jerusalem; utilize their resources and expertise. 

Communications and Public Relations 

• Act as a spokesperson, presenting CIJE's mission, goals, objectives and projects to a 
variety of audiences; get the message out to the community convincing them why 
CUE exists and how it can have an impact on Jewish continuity in North America; 

• Represent CIJE to its various constituencies conveying the appropriate values, 
concepts and ideas; act as CIJE's representative and advocate to the media, Jewish 
and general educational institutions, community leaders, local organizations and 
supporters, corporations, and foundations; 

• Monitor key issues and trends in Jewish and general education and communicate their 
implications to Board and staff, together with recommended action. 

Program and Planning 

• 

• 

• 

Work with the Chair, board members and staff to create short- and long-term strategic 
pJans for CUE which encompass research, demonstration, training, implementation 
and policy development; 

Evaluate the quality and effectiveness of projects and programs based on their impact 
in the community and their ability to foster change; 

Work with an ever-increasin,g number of laboratory communities to define strategies 
and develop action plans that mobilize community leadership to effect change; 
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Position Description 
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Fundraising 

• Know and understand fundraising a:nd funding strategies and sources; have a solid 
grasp of philanthropy in North America; nurture alliances with foundations, 
community leaders and other potential funders to create a national and local funding 
base; 

• Develop a strategic plan for expanding the funding base for the organization long
term. 

General Management, Administration and Finance 

• Provide the leadership to insure that day-to-day operations are smoothly and 
efficiently managed; direct the staff so that the necessary resources are available to 
run the entire organization; 

• Oversee CUE's day-to-day finances, including budget and cash flow, using sound 
business principles . 

IDEAL EXPERIENCE 

The ideal candidate should have the following experience and qualifications: 

• Broad-based leadership and management experience in a sophisticated environment 
known for its creativity; candidates could come from Jewish or general education, the 
rabbinate, the Jewish communal world , or consulting, business or other segments of 
the private sector. 

• A knowledge of the Jewish Community, either as a lay leader, staff member or 
volunteer; 

• Demonstrated ability w effect change systemicalty; the adaptability and skill necessary 
to build on a start-up situation; a willingness to take risks for social change; 

• Demonstrated experience in conceiving and implementing new poUcy and programs to 
stimulate thinking and engage top leadership; 

• A familiarity with and commitment to Jewish education; if not from the education 
world, the individual should understand and appreciate the arena; must be able to 
frame the right questions; 
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• Demonstrated verbal and written communications skills; a track record which includes 
taking an idea or project out to the community and generating support for it; 
demonstrated ability to capture the interest of a Jay constituency and to raise money; 

• A record of success in working in partnership with and marshalling the forces of a 
group of diverse personalities on a national level, such as community leadership, 
volunteers, or a board, to create or expand an entity; 

• Knowledge, skills, and ability equivalent to a graduate degree in management, 
education , organizational development or the like. 

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

The successful candidate must be a knowledgeable Jew who is absolutely committed to the 
mission of CUE, Jewish education, and the future of the Jewish people in North America. 
In addition, the Executive Director should be the following: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A passionate, inspiring and dedicated leader, spokesperson and representative who can 
effect change; must impart credibility, trust, enthusiasm and integrity and motivate 
others in a similar vein; 

A visionary; a conceptual thinker who is strategic and analytical; able to remain 
focused on the big picture without becoming bogged down in short-term detail; 

Smart and insightful, with the ability to excite and engage the most intelligent and 
dedicated talent in Jewish education; 

A team builder, coUaborator and coalition builder who can bend when necessary yet 
be emphatic and decisive when called for; 

Comfortable working with a variety of constituencies, including academe, the 
communal world, board members, religious leadership and educators. 
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COUNCIL FOR INITIATIVES IN JEWISH EDUCATION 

MEMORANDUM 

January 31 , 1995 

TO: MEF Advisory Committee Members and CIJE Staff 

FROM: Adam Gamoran 

SUBJECT: February 9th MEF Adv isory Committee Meeting 

Enclosed are materials in preparation for our MEF Advisory Committee Meeting 
on February 9th. They include: 

1) A summary of our last meeting (August 24, 1 994) written in the form of 
a memo from me to the field researchers. The memo includes a long list 
of tasks we were to undertake last fall, and I have annotated this list by 
noting in capital letters the status of each task. 

2) The approved MEF Workplan for 1995. The Workplan was based on our 
August meeting and on foll,ow-up conversations among Alan, Ellen, and 
myself. 

These two documents are important for our February 9th discussions. 

In addition, I am enclosing some materials which may serve as additional (but 
not essential) background: 

slb 

3) A, B, & C - Three updates on the progress of personnel action plans in 
the three lead communities. These updates are the final reports from our 
intensive field monitoring of the lead communities. Each community has 
also received its report on the "Teaching Force" of its Jewish schools, 
and you've seen those already. 

4) The long-delayed report on mobilization in Atlanta during 1992-93. (This 
was completed six weeks ago, but I didn't have a chance to send it 
out.) You may want to skim this report before reading the update for 
1994. 
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MEMORANDUM 

To: CIJE Steering Committee Members 

From: Alan D. Hoffmann 

Date: January 31, 1995 

Re: Steering Committee Meeting of February 14, 1995 

This is to confirm that the next meeting of the CIJE Steering Committee is 
scheduled to take place at 10:00 am to 4 :00 pm on Tuesday, February 14 at 
the CIJE office in New York. 

Enclosed you will find a set of materials for your review prior to the meeting: 

I. Agenda 

II. CIJE 1995 Workplan 

III. CIJE Community Consultation Meeting minutes and planning 
documents 

N. CIJE Media Coverage/Community Mobilization 

Immediately following the Steering Committee Meeting, we will hold a Staff 
Meeting until 4:00 pm while the committee chairs continue to convene in 
Executive Session. 

Please confirm your attendance with Robin Mencher at (212) 532-2360 ext. 
440. 

P.0.1lox 94553. Cleveland. Ohlo 441 o I • Phone: (216) 391-J 852 • Fax, (216) 391-5430 
l.5l:4st £6th Street New lbr.e. NY IOO!O-J.579 • Phone: {i/i).5JHJ60 • Fu: {iti)SJi-£646 



CIJE STEERING COMMITTEE MEETING 
February 14, 1995, 10:00 am to 4 :00 pm 

New York 

AGENDA 

CIJE STEERING COMMITTEE: 1995 WORKPLAN 

I. 

II. 

III. 

Minutes and Assignments 

Overview of Organization Workplan 

Reporting and Community Mobilization 

A. GA 
B. Harvard Leadership Institute 
C. CJF Relationship 
D. Communications 

IV. Capacity Building 

A. 
B. 
C. 

Building the Profession 
Content and Program 
CJF Relationship 

V. Committee Chairs and Staff meet over lunch 

VI. Research and MEF 

STAFF MEETING 
2:00 pm - 4:00 pm 

VFL 

ADH 

ADH, NR 

GZD 
BWH, DP 
ADH, ARH 

AG/EG 
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CIJE Worl<plan and Budget 
Fiscal Year 1995: Draft 4 [1112;9s1 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In 1995, as in no previous year, CIJE will be able to focus all of its energy on implementing the 
major elements of its mission. 1995 will focus primarily on the CIJE building blocks: 

- addressing the shortage of qualified personnel - in particular through in
service training; 

- community mobilization for Jewish education. 

Planning efforts will continue in the other areas prescribed by the Commission: developing a 
plan for building the profession, building research capacity and enhancing North American 
Jewish community capability for the strategic planning of quality Jewish education; enlarging the 
understanding of what CIJE is and does. 

Past years - including much of 1994 - have been devoted in large measure to building CIJE's own 
capacity through hiring staff and consultants, setting up a lay Board and Steering Committee and 
dealing with issues of image, perception and CIJE's p,lace and role within the North American 
communal framework. 

By the latter part of 1994, much has been achieved in: 
• building an outstanding expert staff 
• recruiting consultants 
• forging strategic alliances with key organizations in North America 
• completing comprehensive surveys of all teachers and principals in the three laboratory 

commuruties and publicizing the key findings. 
• engaging these and other communities to consider issues of content through the goals 

project and best practices 
.convening a seminar for 50 principals at Harvard University's principal center to 

demonstrate models of in-service training new to Jewish education 
• convening in Jerusalem a seminar on the goals of Jewish education, for lay and 
professional leaders from the lead communities together with the Mandel Institute 

• restructuring the board and the board process 

cije/95wkplan/jan 12.95 
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• creation and publication of policy brief on "The Background and Professional Training 
of Teachers in Jewish Schools" 

.distribution of policy brief to 3,000 GA attendees and CIJE sponsored forum on the data 
• coverage of policy brief data in Jewish and some general media outlets 

By the November 1994 General Assembly, CIJE was able to bring to the North American 
community, for the first time, a diagnostic profile of its educators. The main issue facing CIJE 
towards 1995 is: 

How can CIJE maximize the impact ofMEF's survey findings and use it as a catalyst for 
the development of in-service training capacity in various regions on the North American 
continent? 

We recommend developing strategies that will respond to the critical issue of capacity. 
Two examples for consideration and discussion: 

a. In 1995 CIJE will begin the process of creating capacity for teacher and 
leadership training. One possibility is to identify a finite cadre (no more than 45) 
of outstanding educators and training them to be teacher-trainers for select CUE 
communities. The training of such trainers could be in cooperation with the 
Mandel Institute. In each of the following years, this cadre could be enlarged as 
needed. 

b. Another possibility is for CUE to develop with one of the local training 
colleges (the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies, for example,) a fully fleshed
out plan for becoming a regional in-service training institution. 

cije/wkplan95/janl 2. 95 
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II. WORKPLAN 

ln light of the above it is proposed that in 1995 the CIJE should focus primarily on the following: 

A. BUJLDING THE PROFESSION 

To include: 

a. ~mpacting in-service training strategically through developing a plan to 
bwld capacity for training nationally, regionally and locally and then 
testing the plan. 

b. First sJeps towards a comprehensive plan for building the profession 

•· in-service training 

Based upon the major findings of the educat.ors survey and the interest and opportunities that it 
generates,_ 1995 will see a major focus of CIJE's activities in the area of in service training of 
educators in CUE laboratory and selected communities. These should include: 

I . Developing and implementing a plan for a finite pool of high quality teacher trainers 
who can implement in-service education in communities and institutions. CJJE will 
de~e~op the strategy and will be directly involved with pilot implementation. It is 
anuc1pated that the Mandel lnstitute will participate in the training of these trainers. 
Where possible, implementation will also be banded over to others. 

2. Offering selected communities guidance in preparing their comprehensive in-service 
training plan based on the Study of Educators. 

3. Explo~n~ ways to mobilize existing training institutions, central agencies, professional 
orgaruzations, and the denominational movements to the endeavor. A model plan for 
developing regional in-service training capacity should be crafted. Over a period of 
years this should include Institutions of Higher Jewish Leaming, some general 

universities and regional colleges. 

cije/wkplan95/jan 12.95 

199S WORKPLAN: UPDATE AND NOTES FOR SEPTEMBER- DECEMBER 

A. BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

To include: 

a. Impacting in-service training strategically through developing a plan to 
build capacity for training nationally, regionally and locally and then testing 
the plan. 

In September, the staff met to discuss the results of the survey of educational leaders that was 
part of the CJJE Study of Educators. We began to consider C/JE's response to these 
findings. These discussions will continue over the next few months and lead to a consultative 
process on educational leadership in early J 9 96. 

b. First steps towards a comprehensive plan for building the profession. 

•· in-service training 

Based upon the major findings of the educators survey and the interest and opportunities that it 
generates, 1995 will see a major focus of CIJE's activities in the area of in service training of 
educators in CIJE laboratory and selected communities. These should include: 

I . Developing and implementing a plan for a finite pool of high quality teacher trainers 
who can implement in-service education in communities and institutions, CUE will 
develop the strategy and will be directly involved with pilot implementation. It is 
anticipated that the: Mandel institute will participate in the training of these trainers. 
Where possible, implementat.ion will also be handed over to others. 

During the summer of 1995, we ran a five day teacher Educator Institute (Cummings Grant) 
for 20 participants from eight different communities. There is one more such seminar 
planned for December of l 995. Four to five more four day seminars are being planned for 
this cohort during the 1996 year. Hopeful/)' the July '96 seminar will take place in Israel. 
The/al/ of 1995 will also see the beginnings of the recruitment of the second cohort of 
teacher educators for this program which will begin in the spring or summer of '96. 

Although early childhood educators have been included in this inlliaJ/ve, we will also create 
an advisory team of academics lo work with us on designing a more specific approach to 
professional development to meet the needs of early childhood educators. At this point, we 
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4. Articulating and disseminating (where necessary developing) in-service training 
concepts, curricula and standards. 

b. comprehensive pla110ing for Building lht Profession 

An ongoing function of the CJJE has to be the development ofa comprehensive continental plan 
for building the profession. First steps towards this plan will be taken in 1995 by: 

Establishing an academic advisory group to define and guide the assignment. Th.is group will 
articulate the charge to a planner to be commissioned in 1996. 

• • 
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are "researching" the question: "wlro are tire Deborah Balls and Sharon Nemsers in early 
childhood education?" We will hold individual consultations with such experts over the next 
few months with an eye toward a meeting witlr an advisory group (of educators in general 
and Jewish education) analogous to the one we did in May, June for supplementary school 
educators and designing a plan for professional development of early childhood educators. 

A consultation with Torah Umesorah leadership in November will explore the issues af on
going professional de\•elopment for teachers in Torah Umesorah day schools. In addition, 
we will invite other educators ro a cross-denominational consultation in December on 
professional development for day school teachers with the Intention of creating a plan to 
,neer rhe needs of these popular ions (lTf of Professor Twersky) . 

2. Offering selected communities guidance in preparing their comprehensive in-service 
training plan based on the Study of Educators. 

During the/all of 1995, we will continue to consult to Milwaukee, Baltimore and Atlanta on 
developing personnel aclion plans and pilot projects. In tire coming months, this will include 
consultations on the Cleveland College Masters Program (which began this past week in 
Milwaukee), a program/or new supplementary school teachers in Milwaukee and a program 
for early childhood educators (teachers and directors) in Bali/more. 

Consultation with rhe 1hree lead communilies will rake place at the beginning of October on 
the findings of the educational leadership surveys in their communities. This will lead to the 
development of local pi/or initiatives in the area of educational leadership. 

3. Exploring ways to mobiliz.e existing training institutions, central agencies, professional 
organizations, and the denominational movements to the endeavor. 
Two projects are underway: 
•Consultation on the education of early childhood educators with the Association of 
Colleges of Jewish Studies. 
• A planning process with Brandeis University will begin in October. It is geared toward 
helping the president and faculty think through an expansion of their mission. 

A model plan for developing regional in-service training capacity should be crafted. 
(Deferred by Steering Comm/tree, June, I 995) 

Over a period of years this should include Institutions of Higher Jewish Learning, some 
general uni vcrsities and regional colleges. 

4. Articulating and disseminating (where necessary developing) in-service training 
concepts, curricula and standards. 
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The winter of I 996 should see the publishing of a best practices volume on professional 
development. 

b. compreheo! ive planning for Building the Profes!ioo 

An ongoing function of the CIJE has to be the development of a comprehensive continental plan 
for building the profession. First ste-ps towards this plan will be taken in 1995 by: 

Establishing an academic advisory group to define and guide the assignment. (Deferred to 1996) 
This group will articulate the charge to a planner to be commissioned in 1996. 
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D. MOBILIZING THE COMMUNITY 

Al the heart of CIJE is an axiom that national champions, local community leaders, imellec1uals, 
scholars and anists need to be mobilized to ensure that Jewish education emerges as the central 
priority of the North American Jewish community. 

In 199S this will be translated into 4 major foci of our work: 

I . CIJE Board, Steerinit Committee and Committees 
This involves the continued mobilization of outstanding lay leaders to ClJE leadership positions 
through: 

• Appointment of vice-chairs to the CIJE Steering Committee which will meet S times in 
199S 

• Addition of 8 - 16 Board members in 199S ( 4 • 8 at each of two meetings) and 6 • 12 
additional comminee members (3 • 6 at each board meeting) 

2. lmpacliog oo lhe J ewish educational agenda or an ever-ioerea5ing number of 
communities 
This involves: 

• Ensuring that an ever-increasing number of North American Jewish communities arc 
engaged in comprehensive high quality planning for Jewish educational change. Our target for 
December 199S is 9 communities engaged in this process. 

• Articulate a plan for creating a network of "affiliated" or "essential" communitic-s leading 10 

a definition of such u community and a proposed time Line and outcomes in creating the 
network . 
• Working closely with the CJF and its new SI.anding committee to focus CJF's centrol role in 
continental community mobilization for Jewish cducalion. 

3. Telling the Story 
This means aniculating CIJE's core mission to the most significant lay and professional 
audiences so as to help build the climnlc for change. This will involve: 

• Dissemination of policy brief 10 key constituencies 
• preparing and disseminating 3 • 4 CJJE publicntions selected from: 

- guidelines on preparation of local personnel plan from educators' survey 

cije/wkplan95~anl 2.9S 

1995 WORKPLAN: Updale and Notes for Sept. and D«. 

B. MOBILIZING THE COMMUNITY 

At the heart ofCIJE is an axiom that national champions, local community leaders. intellectuals, 
scholars and nrtists need to be mobilized to e.nsure that Jewish education emerges as the central 
priority of the North American Jewish community. 

In 1995 this will be uanslated into 4 major foci of our work: 

1. CIJE Board, Steering Committee and Committees 
This involves the continued mobilization of outstanding lay leaders to CIJE leadership positions 
through: 

• Appointment of vice-chairs to the CIJE Steering Committee which will meet S times in 
199S . 

• Addition of 8 • 16 Board members in 199S ( 4 • 8 at each of two meetings) and 6 • I 2 
additional committee members (3 • 6 at each board meeting). 

Update: The vice-chairs' appointmtnts were put on hold until the expansion of the Board By the 
Novl!mber Board meeting, CIJE should have added 8 new Board members. 

2. Impacting on the J ewish educa tional agenda of an ever-Increasing number or 
commu.nitics 
This involves: 

• Ensuring that an ever-increasing number of North American Jewish communities arc 
engaged in comprehensive high-quality planning for Jewish educational change. Our target for 
December 199S is 9 communities engaged in this process. 

•Articulating a plan for creating n network of"affiliated" or "essential" communities 
leading to o definition of such a community and a proposed time line and outcomes in creating 
the network . 

• Working closely with the CJF and its new standing committee to focus CJF's central 
role in continental community mobili2.ation for Jewish education. 

Update: Hartford. Cleveland, San Francisco. Chicago and Columbus are In various stages of 
discussion with us. about affiliation ancVor underiaking /he Educalor.f' Survey. /11 addillon. we 
are responding lo interest from new communities as a result of the comprehensive federation 
mailing we did in late August 

We are con1i11uing to refine the docwnent that oullines /he relationship between CJJE and 
an "affiliated" community. This is st/// /11 process. 

We l1ave worked closely with CJF 10: define the 11a111re of the new swnding commillee 
and CIJE's role; and 10 participate in the planning process for 1he newly s1ruc111red GA. 



guidelines on in-service training 
policy brief: on the remuneration of Jewish educators 
occasional paper: the goals project 

- occasional paper: best practices on in-service training 

• Development of a data base both for disiribution of al I our materials and for ranking and 
tracking of professional and lay leadership 

• Distribution plan for Best Practices volusmes 
• Creation of small adv'isory group (e.g. Finn) for strategizing media and communication 
opportunities 

• Develop a publicity program with future targets 
• Planning and preparation for 1995 GA 

4 . A Strategy for engaging potential community champions 
• Develop think piece t-0ward a 1996 first iteration of a plan for engaging major community 

leaders in Jewish education. 

• • • 
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7 3. Telling the Story 
This means articulating CIJE's core mission to the most significant lay and professional 
audiences so as to help build the climate for change.This will involve: 

• Dissemination of policy brief to key constitu.encies 
• preparing and dissemi.nating 3 - 4 CIJE publications selected from: 

-guidelines on preparation of local personnel plan &om educators' survey 
-guidelines on in-service training 
-policy brief: on the remuneration of Jewish educators 
-occasional paper: the goals project 
-occasiona.l paper: best practices on in-service training 

• Development of a data base both for distribution of all our materials and for ranking and 
tracking of professiona.1 and lay leadership 
• Distribution plan for Best Practices volumes 
• Creation of small advisory group ( e.g. Finn) for strategizing media and communication 
opportunities 
• Development of a publicity program with future targets 
• Planning and preparation for 1995 GA 

Update, point by point: 
• Dissemination of policy brief to key constituencies: 
Of /0,000 policy briefs, we have distributed 7000. beginning with the 1994 GA, 

according to a design formula.led in the fall of I 994. As indicated above, we have recently mailed 
to the federated system. The next audience will be rabbis. We have gathered from key informants 
the names of the rabbis mos, engaged in Jewish education wi1hi11 the denominations and have 
entered them into the computer. This constituency will receive its own packet. signed by Board 
members of the individual denominations or credible figures. after the High Holidays. Following 
rabbis will be key Jewish educational leaders in the field. They will receive their packet in Jan. 
/996. (fhe dissemination effort will continue through 1996). In a parallel effort, Alan will be 
coordinating the dissemination of the brief+ relevant materials in Israel, through the/al/ of 
1995. 

• Preparing and dissemioating 3-4 CUE publications: 
I. In September/October, C/JE will be disseminating "A Great Awakening," by Jonathan 

Sarna, the first In the CJJE Essay Series. to the 250 key leaders who are invited to our Board 
Seminar, as well as to 1200 members oft he Association of Jewish Studies: this will cover 
virtually all of the academic community in Judaica at universities in North America. 77,e mailing 
will include the description of our current activities. 

2. In October, we will publish Gail Dorph's article on TEI for distribution at the two GA 
sessions C!JE Is holding--and beyond. 

3. We will redesign and repackage the two Best Practices volumes; create a 
dissemination plan/or these v.olumes in the fall; and distribute them in early 1996. 

4. We will publish Best Practices in the JCCs in the new BP format and distrib11te it in 
parmership with JCCA 1hroughout their sysrem- and beyond. where appropria1e. 
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5. In co11s11ltation with MEF. we will issue the integrated report on educational leaders in 
a professional format. 

6. IYe will develop a plan for publishing and distributing a policy brief on educational 
leaders. 

7. We are developing the first case study for the Goals' library of vision-driven 
lnstiwtions (Camp Ramah). 

New to the workplan: By December, I will create a CJJE integrated publications plan that 
approaches eoch forthcomlng publication on the 199516 workplan In a systematic way: purpose; 
content; constituencies; distribution plan. 

• Development of a data base for distribution and U'IICking; 
The creation of a data base was put on hold because of lack of capacil)I and the desire to 

hold ojf fnvestment until we assess possible overlaps with JESNA and CJF In our developing 
relationship. We have, however, entered d11Ja into our word processing system in a way that 
malces It usable for our purposes until we have a final decision about the data base. 

• Distribution plan for Best Practices volumes: 
See under Publications, 3., above. 

•Creation of small advisory group for media/communication: 
Deferred until I 996. See following item. 

•Develop a publicity program with future targets. 
Both this Item and the prevlou.1 one require a CJJE-wide strategic design and approach. 

Deferred until 1996. IYe continue to initiate press oppportunities. 

• Planning and prcparotion for 1995 GA. 
See 2. Impacting on the Jewi.,b educational agenda ... update, above, on our 

involvement with CJF. 

in addition. there are two new venues for "telling the story" that should be distinguished 
on the workp/an: 

I. The Board Seminar: IYe are about 10 conduct 0Iir third Board stmlnar /11 No,·ember. 
(The Invitation feller will be accompanied by the published Sarna essay.) 

2. C/JE Lunclteon Seminars: We have scheduled one in December 1995 and are In the 
process of scheduling rwo In 1he spring of /996. (This w/11 be a stable group of36 professional 
leaders in New Yo.rk. CJJE will provide a forum to discuss issues of Jewish education and 
continuil)I by inviting an author of a rece111/y circulated essay to discuss Iris/her worlc. with a 
respondent. C/JE will make the paper available altead of time 10 the group and wlll provide the 
context for the discussion. Tlris will also create an influential mlnl-communil)I In New York 
representing high-level organizations.) 
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4.A Strategy for engaging potential cammunity champions 
, Develop think piece toward a 1996 first iteration of a plwi for engaging major 

community leaders in Jewish education. 

UpdaJe: Deferred until review by srajf and sreering commi/lee (e.g., MLM-ADH diycussion Oil 

/he June/ion of the board and a possible. biennial meeting.) 

New 10 1he workplan: CLJE's role in planning and par1icipa1ing ill rhe Wexner alumni retrear, 10 
be held in December for 500 graduates ofrhe Wexner Herirage Program . 

••• 
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C. MONITORJNG, EVALUATION AND FEEDBACK 

The workplan for monitoring, evaluation and feedback hos been developed in consultation with 
the advisory committee and reflects the completion of some work in progress and some new 
directions for this project. 

The main areas of work for 1995 that are proposed are: 

I. Analysis and Dissemination of Community Data on Educators and Survey Methods 
This includes: 

• Further analysis of Educators' Survey data In the CIJE laboratory communities including 
further Policy Briefs on: Salaries and Benefits; Career Plans and Opportunities and Teacher 
Preferences for Professional Development; Educational Leaders 

• Full Integrated Report across all three communities 
• Development of a "module" for studying educators in additional communities which 
involves refining the survey instnaments and interview protocols and lJlllk.iog them available 
to other communities by writing descriptions of the procedures. 

2. Monitoring and En luation of CUE-initiated Projects 
In CIJE selected communities, MEF will: 

• Guide communities to monitor and evaluate Personnel Action Plans 
• Monitor and evaluate Goals Project activities 
• Analysis of changing structures of Jewish education in North America (Ackerman) 

3. Coneeptu1li:ting a Method for Studying Informal Education and Educators 
A process of consultation with experts and thinking to result in a design by the end of 1995 for 
implementation in 1996 

4. Leading Educational Indicators 
In place of monitoring day-to-day process in the Lead Communities, the MEF Advisory 
Committee has suggested the development of Leading Educational Indicators 10 monitor change 
in North American communities . 

• In 1995 to hold by June the first discussion with consultants on establishing some "Leading 
Indicators" and to begin gathering data on those indicators in the second half of the year. 

S. Towards a Rescarc.b Capacity 
ln the second half of 1995 develop a plan for creating a research agenda for North America. 

cije/wkplwi95/jan 12.95 
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Outline of MEP and Related CUB Work, 199S 
Revised July 24, 199S 

This document provides an updatB of our 199S Work Plan, bucd on the earlier revision of 
March 8, 199S. The end of the document contains a list or products with notc.s on their 
current state of completion a.s of July 24, 1995. 

I. Building a Research Capacity in Nonh America 

A. Conducting high-<juality research 

I. Wriling the full integrated report on teachers in the lead communities 

2. Writing rcporu on educational leaders in the Lead Communili~~ (In c:1ch 
Lead Communi.ty, and combined) 

3. Possibly additional policy briefs -- 10 be decided 

4. Ke.search papers on teacher power, teacher in-JCl'Vico, and levers for chang$ 
in extent of in-service 

IT. nuilding an I!valuation Capacity in North America 

A. The CUE Manual for the Study of Educaton 

l. Produce via detk-top publishing a module for ,tudying Jewish 
educators in a community 

a. Survey inslnlment 
b. Interview protocol 
c. Instructions for both 
d. List of anchor items to be used in a national data base 
c. Codebook for entering and coding dalll using SPSS (commercially 
available stalislical software) 

B. Dissemination of the module 

I, Prepln: a proposal for an Evaluation Institute organized by CUB 

2. If the Evaluation Institute is IIJ)provcd and a staff penon i.! hired 10 
coordinate it, work wllh the staff pcrl!On to plan and develop curriculum 
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III. EV11luating CIJE Initiatives 

A. Evaluation of Teacher-Educator Institute (Cummings project) 

l. Prepare a proposal for evaluation of the Teacher-Educator 1n¥titute 

2. Implement the evaluation if lhc proposal is approved 

JV. Planning for the Future 

A. Informal educadon - conceptualii:atlon 

1. Consult with CUE Slllff 

2. Consult with other experts on informal education 

532 2646:# 3/ 4 

B. Community consultations•· currently we are providine oneoine advice to AUanta 
and Cleveland 

C. Preparation for possible seminar on CUE: What have we learned from three years 
ofM.8.F'I 
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V. Prodom 

A. Reaearch Ctplcity 

I. Research pap«: "Teachets ID Jewllb Sd!oole' (analyde of IAltVCIJ data ftom three 
collllllllD.ltl•): DRAFI' BXP8CTl!D NOVBMBBR 15 

2. Policy Brief - TO BB Dl!CJDIID 

3. Reports 0.11 the cbanaeriltlcl of educatlonal leaders 

a. xlty n,port: COMPLBTBD (PBNDINO MINOR EDn'OlUAL REVISIONS} 

b. OflO for eadl COIIIIDUIIUy: A'll.ANl'A IU!POJlT COMPLETBD; MILWAUKl!E 
AND BAL11MOR.B Rl!PORTS TOBB COMPLBTBD BY SBP'J'. 23 

4. Jteeearcb papen 

a. Leven for lncreaalDa profeealoD81 erowtb actlvttlea: ORAF'J' COMPLET80 AND 
PRESBNTHD AT RESBARCB CONPBRBNCB, COMMBNTS llBCBM!.D, 
RBVISJON IN PR.OOIU!SS, PINAL VERSION EXPEcrBD OCTOBBR. 31 

b. Teaclier power: IN PR.OOIU!SS, DRAFT WAS EXPBCTliD AUGUST 31, 
SHOULD ARRJVB ANY DAY 

c. Qu.allty or lna«vlce oq,erlencea: IN PlOOR.BSS, DRAFT BXPECTl!D 
SBPTEMBBR 30 

B. Bn/uatloo Capacity 

I. Manual ror SludylnJ Bducato11 ID a Jewlsb Commmrity: COMJll.lITED (PENDING 
MINOR HDrroJUAL AND FORMA1TING CRAN~ 

2. Pl'OpOlal tor Evalulllo11 lllltlwui: COMPLETBD 

C. EvlhillloD of CDE laltlltlvea 

I. Proposal for evaluation of Teaclusr-&luc:ator lllldlUte: COMPLBTIID 

2. Memo oo alma md aeleetioa procecluna Ill Teacher-Educator lllsltu&e: OCTOBER 

3. ID!orvlew pn,cocol for partlclpanll ID Teacller-Edocator lllltltut.e (and other community 
membeff): NOVBMBBR 

4. llepon 011 Ille currcut 1t1te of profmslonal ,rowth opponunltles for teacllen In &elected 
commaulUCII: DECBMBBR 



D. CONTENT AND PROGRAM 

The resources of both the Best Practices and Goals Projects will, in 1995, be primarily 
redirected to the CIJE efforts in Building the Profession and Community Mobilization. Thus: 

Best Practices will: 
• be designed around those best practices of in-service education with the preparation of 

shorter occasional papers on these practices 
• be developed on the Jewish Community Center (in cooperation with JCCA) emphasizing 

the personnel aspects of these outstanding practices 
• create one-day shon consultations on aspects of in-service ll'llini..J\g as these emerge in the 

community personnel action plans 
• make presentations to lay leaders as part of CUE Community Mobilization efforts 
• create· two seminars for educators on Best Practices in local communities. 

The Goals Project 
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• The Goals Project will, following the July I 994 seminar in Israel, engage with several 
"prototype-institutions" in order to show how increased awareness, attention nnd seriousness 

about goals has to be t.ied to invest.men! in educators. This will also serve as a limited 
laboratory for CIJE to learn about how to develop a goals process. Semi.nars will take place in 
Milwaukee, Cleveland and Baltimore and in Atlant.a. ClJE will engage with a group of lay 
leaders planning to create a new community high school. An intensive goals project will not 

commence anywhere until additional capacity has been developed through training"coaches". 

. CJJE will concentrate on developing "coaches"/resource people fur..9 communities in order 
to seed Goals Projects in select communities. lllis will involve identifying and cultivating a 
cadre of resource-people to work in this project. This should take the highest priority of our 

work in the Goals Project. 

• • 

cije/wkpla:n95/jan 12.95 

1995 WORKPLAN: UPDATE AND NOTES 
SEPTEMBER-DECEMBER 

D. CONTENT AND PROGRAM 

The resources of both the Best Practices and Goals Projects will, in 199S, be primarily 
redirected to the CUE efforts in Building the Profession and Community Mobilization. Thus: 

Best Practices will: 
• be designed around those best practices of in-service education with the prepar.ation of 
shorter occasional papers on these practices. During the fall of 1995, we will convene a 
meeting of experts in the area of professional development (insenlice education) in 
Jewish education to develop criteria and choose sites to wriJe up for the planned volume. 
The volume itself will appear in 1996. 
• be developed on the Jewish Community Center (in cooperation with JCCA) 
emphasizing the personnel aspects of these outstanding practices. As planned this volume 
will be published in the late fall- early wimer (1996) . 
• create one-day shon consultations on aspects of in-service training as these emerge in 
the community personnel action plans. Certain aspects of this item have been included in 
our work 011 the Teacher Educator /11stit111e (in the Building the Professio11 domain.) 
• make presentations to lay leaders as part of CUE Community Mobilization efforts. This 
has taken place to some extefll at the 1995 CAJE conference. However, a comprehensive 
plan/or implementing these pre~·emations needs to be developed during 1995. 
• create two seminars for educators on !Best Practices in local communities. Some aspects 
of this item may be included in the TEI program. We have also done this al natio110I 
conferences (instead of local communities) which are attended by local educators 
(e.g . .JEA, CAJE). 

The Goals Project 
• The Goals Project will, following the July 1994 seminar in Israel, engage with several 
"prototype-institutions" in order to show bow increased aw11Teness, attention and 
seriousness about goals has to be tied to investment in educators. This will also serve as 
a Jimj~d laboratory for CI.IE to learn about bow to develop a goals process. Seminars 
will take place in Milwaukee, Cleveland and Baltimore and in Atlanta CUE will engage 
with a group of lay leaders planning to create a new community high school. The items 
above have taken place in Milwa11/ree, Cleveland and Atlanta. A seminar is plmmed for 
Baltimore in October. /11 addition two items have been added: a consultation on goals in 
JCC camps planned for November in Washington DC (via the JCCA) and C/JE 's 
ongoing co11sulti11g 10 the Wexner HeriJage Foundation which will c11/mi11ale in a retreat 
for Wexner alllmni in December. 
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An intensive goals project will not commence anywhere until additional capacity has 
been developed through training"coaches" . 

• CIJE will concentrate on developing •coaches"/resource people flll..9 communities in 
order to seed Goals Projects in select communities. This will involve identifying and 
cultivating a cadre of resource-people to work in this project. This should take the 
h.igbest priority of our work in the Goals ProjccL C/JE has re-examined the coaching 
enterprise and has now decided to focus its energies during the rest of 1995 and into 
/996 by: a) <kvelopi11g needed backgro1111d resource., for goals work, b) "seeding the 
culture" for goals through a 11ariety of semi11a,s and presemations similar to work done 
earlier /11 /995, c) developing pilot projects i11 Milwaulcee and possibly Cleve/a11d. 

• • 
September 8, 1995 



E. FrNANCE AND ADMINISTRATION 

I. In the light ofCIJE's recent 501C-3 and tax exempt status, several important areas of 
administration and fiscal management will need attention in 1995 These include: 

15 

• Development of a fully-functioning independent payroll and benefits system centered in the 
New York CIJE office (January 1995) 

• Identification and truining of a successor to Virginia Levi 
• Development of a full set of office and inter-office procedu.res and implementing them for 

fiscal management and control of CIJE expenses. 

2. Developing and implementing a fund raising plan for CUE with: 
• a fund.raising subcommittee to approve supervise and cooperate on the plan 
•clear S targets and clear allocation of responsibility 
•a system for monitoring fundraising income and regular solicitntions 

3. Managing the CIJE side of the successor search: 
. conwct with Phillips Oppenheim 
• Convening search commincc 

clje/wkplan95/jan I 2.95 
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m. HUMAN RESOURCES 

a. In 1995 the CHE core full-time staff will consist of: 

Executive Director 
Personnel Development 
Content/Program and In-Service 

Education 
Community Mobilization 
Research and Data Analysis 

b. Consultants on ongoing fixed retainer basis 

Alan Hoffmann 
Dr. Gail Dorph 
Dr. Barry Holtz 

Nessa Rapoport 
Bill Robinson 

MEF and Research Agenda Dr. Adam Gamoran 
MEF and Leadership Dr. Ellen Goldring 
Goals Project Dr. Dan Pekarsky 
Building the Profession Prof. Lee Shulman 

c. Consultants on an ad hoc basis 

Monograph on Restructuring of Community 
Education + Regional Colleges 

CIJE Steering Committee meetings and 
Staff meetings 

Planning Consultant on Building Profession 
Community Organization 

d. Mandel Institute 

Prof. Walter Ackerman 
Dr. EUen Goldring 
Dr. Adam Gamoran 
( as yet not identified) 
Stephen Hoffman (unpaid) 

• Consultation on Goals, Planning and Building the Profession; 

16 

• Collaboration on Senior Personnel Development, pieces of in-service training and on Goals 
Project; 

• Cooperation in fundraising. 

e. Successor Search 
Phillips Oppenheim & Co. 

[See Exhibit 1 for matrix of allocation of staff/consultant time to major activity areas] 

cije/ wkplan95/jan 12.95 
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APPENDIX A: ISSUES FACING CIJE 

Some conceptual issues have arisen regarding the preferred role for CIJE: 

l . With its outstanding education staff, should the CIJE develop and implement 
projects (e.g. seminars for principals) or should it enable others to implement, using its 
resources to develop the ideas, the plans and the policies that will enable others to 
implement and disseminate change? 

The 1995 workplan recommends a mid-position, with the CIJE devoting the largest share of 
its staff time to developing the appropriate strategies and leading others to implement them, 
while undertaking a small number of pilot field/implementation activities. These are 
required, we believe, in order to energize a depressed field and demonstrate that quality can 
be achieved and that serious content can make a difference. 

2. How can CIJE influence existing organizations (JESNA, CJF, JCCA, universities, 
institutions of higher Jewish learning) so that their work in education reflects the 
priorities of our mission? 

This workplan takes the position that in 1995 CIJE should engage with three carefully 
selected organiz.ations - probably JESNA and JCCA - and develop joint planning groups to 
target specific areas of Jewish educational activity and plan for capacity and funding. ln 
future years this function should be expanded to other organiz.ations. ln addition, the creation 
of the new standing committee on Jewish Continuity of the CJF in 1995 will have CIJE at the 
core of the framing of its mission. 

3. How should we relate to projects of CIJE which could grow beyond the present 
mission in order to ensure their maximum contribution? 

It is recommended that some time in the future some CIJE projects could be spun off into 
semi-independent activities which would both be highly attractive for fundraising and have a 
life of their own. The Goals Project could be considered as first in this category. In 199 5 
first steps could be taken to establish this as a "project" rather than a center at Harvard 
University in a relationship similar to that of the present Harvard-Mandel project. This 
could be a model for other areas of CIJE's work and has considerable potential for fund
raising. 

cije/wkplan95/jan 12.95 



I EXHIBIT I: TIME ALLOCATION BY PERCENTAGE OF STAFF AND CONSULTANTS a 

A FULL-TIME STAFF 

ALAN HOFFMANN 
GAIL DORPH 

BARRY HOLTZ 
NESSA RAPOPORT 

BILL ROBINSON 
ROBIN MENCHER 

SANDRA BLUMENFIELD 

B. CONSULTANTS ON RETAINER 
% of CIJE T ime 

ADAM GAMORAN 
ELLEN GOLDRING 

DAN PEKARSKY 
LEE SHULMAN 

WALTER ACKERMAN 

C. MANDEL INSTITUTE 
% of CIJE Consulting Time 

01/12/95 

CORE BUILDING THE CONTENT COMMUNITY RESEARCH 

&BOARD PRO~FE~S~Sl~O~N~~&~P .. RO~G~RA~M-~MO~B~IL~IZA~Tl~ON~-~&~ME~F.......,.......,...,..~T~O~TA~L.......,...,. 

40 25 15 15 5 100 
20 70 10 0 100 
20 40 30 10 100 
40 60 100 
10 90 100 

100 
100 

10 90 100 
10 20 70 100 
10 40 50 100 

5 60 35 100 

40 40 20 100 

EXHIBIT1 .WK.4 
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January 31, 1995 

TO: Steering Committee Members 
FROM: Nessa Rapoport 

RE: CIJE Media Coverage / Community Mobilization 

Attached is a chart showing CIJE media coverage for Fall 1994. The majority 
of these articles and citations focus on the Policy Brief, the GA Forum, and the 
implications of our study for Jewish education, locally and continentally. I 
have also included examples of editorials, features, and wire stories--both 
Jewish and general--to show the range of coverage we received. A full set of 
clips will be distributed at the Steering Committee meeting and, subsequently, 
to the Board. 

The findings of the brief on the background and training of teachers in Jewish 
schools were covered in a wide range of Jewish and some general papers. (The 
briefs conclusions were also the subject ofletters to the editor across the 
country.) In addition, CIJE, its chair, and executive director have been cited as 
sources of expertise .in articles on Jewish education. 

In March, a special supplement within Reform Judaism magazine ( circulation: 
400,000) will focus on the Jewish teacher and educational leadership in Jewish 
schools. Included will be an article distilling the findings of the CIJE Policy 
Brief, as well as an article by Barry Holtz on Best Practices in the 
supplementary schools. 

As we discussed in October, the press is one important educating forum for 
"telling the CUE story" and our distinct approach to revitalizing Jewish 
education. 

P.O. 6ox94553, Oeveland. Ohio 44101 • Phone, (216) 391-1852 • fax: (216) 391-5430 
JS £4sr 16th Stn:et. New lbrk NY JOOJ().JS79 • Phone: {P/V SJi·Y.J60 • ftJz: (iii) SJi·i6/6 



CIJE Media Coverage: September-December 1994 

:e ublicatfon Location Circulation Category 
-- Jewish 

New York Jewish New York, NY 110,000 Dec. 2 Feature 

Week Dec. 2 Excerpt of Data 
Dec. 2 Source 
Dec. 16 Source 

B'nai B'rith Messenger Los Angeles, CA 67,000 Dec. 2 Excerpt of Data 

Intennountain Jewish Denver, CO 50,000 Nov. 11 Feature 

News 

Sentinel Chicago, IL 46,000 Dec. 1 Jewish Telegraphic 
Agency (JTA) Feature 

Jerusalem Report Jerusalem, Israel 45,000 (bi-weekly) Oct. 6 Cover Story Source 

Long Island Jewish Great Neck, NY 32,063 Nov. 11 JTA Feature 

World 

Jewish Bulletin of San Francisco, CA 29,000 Dec. 23 Front-page Feature 

Northern California Dec. 23 Editorial 

Jewish Advocate Boston, MA 27,500 Nov. 11 JTA Feature 

Jewish Standard Teaneck, NJ 25,000 Nov. 11 JTA Feature 



fnhlicatfon Location Circulation Catego~ 
-- Jewish 

Jewish Journal Fort Lauderdale, FL 
•Palm Beach County 26,000 Nov. 15 JTA Feature 

(South Edition) 
.Dade County Edition 25,000 Nov. 17 JTAFeature 
.Palm Beach County 24,000 Nov. 15 JTA Feature 

(North Edition) 

Jewish Times Baltimore, MD 20,000 Nov. 11 Feature 

Jewish News Cleveland, OH 15,500 Dec. 2 Letter 
Dec. 9 Letter 

Jewish News Boston,MA 11,500 Nov. 24 JTA Feature 

Jewish Tribune Spring Valley, NY 10,000 Nov. 11 JTA Feature 

Reporter Vestal, NY 10,000 Nov. 24 JTA Feature 

Melton Journal NewYork,NY 10,000 (quarterly) December Staff Article 

Jewish Times Atlanta 9,700 Dec. 16 Feature 
Dec. 16 Editorial 
Dec. 30 Editorial 
Dec. 30 Letter 

Texas Jewish Post Fort Worth, TX 8,000 Dec. 15 JTA Feature 

American Israelite Cincinnati, OH 7,000 Nov. 24 JTA Feature 
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Publication Location Circulation Date Category 
-- Jewish 

American Jewish Minneapolis, MN 7,000 Nov. 18 JTA Feattrre 
World 

Wisconsin Jewish Madison, WI · 6,000 Nov. 25 Sowce 
Chronicle Dec. 9 Front-page Feature 

Dec. 9 Front-page JTA Feature 
Dec. 9 Editorial 
Dec. 23 Letter 
Dec. 30 Letter 

CJF Newsbriefs New York, NY 6,000 (monthly) December JTA Feattrre 

Jewish Observer Syracuse, NY 5,400 (bi-weekly) Nov. 25 JT A -p eature 

Jewish News Richmond, VA 4,100 Nov. 18 Front-page Feature 

Sullivan/Ulster Jewish Wurtsboro, NY 4,000 (monthly) December Editorial 
Star December JTA Feature 

Jewish Chronicle Worcester, MA 3,500 (bi-weekly) Dec. 15 Feature 

Hebrew Watchman Memphis, TN 3,000 Nov. 10 Feature 

3 



Publkation 
-- General 

New York Times 

The Plain Dealer 

Milwaukee Journal 

Location Circulation Dak 

NewYork, NY 1,114,905 Oct. 13 

Cleveland, OH 399,796 Nov. 24 

Milwaukee, WI 205,411 Oct. 5 

Total Circulation 

Jewish Press 
General Press 

647,263 
1,720,112* 

Combined Circulation 2,367,375 

•[Note: This does not include other possible outlets of 
the RNS wire service story, which RNS does not track.] 
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Category 

Source 

Religion News Service 
(RNS) Feature* 

Source 
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CIJE 1995 

DOMAIN AND STAFF RESPONSIBILITIES 

TIMETABLES 

■ indicates parameters of "time-bound" work to prepare 
and implement project/program on a monthly basis 

■ indicates continuous or year-Jong work 



CIJE DOMAIN TIMETABLE 1995 

B N .J F A J 0 D 

1. Building National Teacher E ducation Faculty 

1.1 Virtual College 

a. build virtual college faculty 

b. design virtual college program 

c. recruit first cohort of mentor trainers 

d. mentor-trainer program 

1.2 Teachers Teaching Teachers 

a. design and plan p rogram 

b. recruit first cohort 

c. teachers training teachers program 

2. NationaJ Pilots 

2.1 Building regional capacity (through regional colleges) 

2.2 Brandeis strategic planning process 

2.3 Consultation on salary and benefits 

3. Personnel Action Plan Process 

3. 1 Atlanta 

3.2 Baltimore 



3 .3 Milwaukee 

3 .4 Community seminars (planning and implementing) 

a. March 

b. June 

c. November 

4. Personnel Action Plan Pilot Initiatives 

4.1 Milwaukee Masters degree with Cleveland College 

4 .2 Machon L'Morim 

4 .3 Leadership seminars 

a. educational leadership 

b. building a learning community 

5. Professional Meetings and Presentations 

5.1 JEA 

5.2CAJE 

5.3 Cleveland Principals Council 

2 



CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 
GAil, DORPH J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 

I. Building Nation.al Teacher Education Faculty 

1.1 Virtual College 

a. build virtual college faculty 

b. design virtual college program 

c. recruit first cohort of mentor trainers 

d. mentor-trainer program 

1.2 Teachers Teaching Teachers 

a. design and plan program 

b. recruit first cohort 

c. teachers training teachers program 

2. National Pilots 

2.1 Building regional capacity (through regional colleges) 

2.2 Brandeis strategic planning process 

2.3 Consultation on salary and benefits 

3. Personnel Action Plan Process 

3.1 Atlanta 

3.2 Baltimore 



3.3 Milwaukee 

3.4 Community seminars 

a. March 

b. June 

c. November 

4. Personnel Action Plan Pilot Initiatives 

4.1 Milwaukee Masters degree with Cleveland College 

4.2 Machon L'Morim 

4.3 Leadership seminars 

a. educational leadership 

b. building a teaming community 

5. Professional Meetings and Presentations 

5.1 IBA 

5.2 CAJE 

5.3 Cleveland Principals Council 

2 



PR D 

6. Best Practices Project: Writing Projects 

6.1 Generic personnel action plan 

6 .2 Policy brief: "In-service Education" 

6 .3 Best practitioners 

7.MEF 

7.1 Module: CIJE Study ofEducators 

8. Goals Project 

8.1 Plan curriculum for training coaches 

8.2 Select coaches 

8.3 Seminar for training coaches 

9. Staffing Committee on Building the Profession 

9 .1 Ongoing work of committee 

10. Internal CIJE Work 

10.1 Camper calls 

10.2 Planning board meetings 

3 



r...iTT~DORPH ,r F M A M J .T A s 0 N D 

I 0.3 Professional conferences 

a.GA -= b. ALOHA 

c. Jewish Education Research Network 

10.4 Periodic Wexner planning (occasional consultation) 

10.5 Consultation visits to new communities 

4 



CIJE DOMAIN TIMETABLE 1995 

CONTENT AND PROGRAM J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 

.. 1_· ... Best.Practices. Proj.ect .......................................................................................................................................................................... . 
1.1. Best Practice: JCCs 

1.2. Best Practice: day school hebrew 

1.3. In-service 

1.4. Best practice: seminars in communities 
ouoooOO OoO•••••••••••••H••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••• .. • .. ••••••••••••••••••••••• .. ••••••••••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••ooooooouoooooooooooOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO .. OOOO OOo+oO,oo,,oooo ooooooooooooooo ,.,.,,o,OooOooo oo oooooooooo ooo Oo ooooooooooooo ••• .. ••••!OOOOI OOOOO♦OoOooo o, O 

................................... a .. Early _childhood .......................................................................................................................................................................................... .......................................................................... . 
b. Supplementary school 

1.5. Best Practice: conferences and consultations 
• ••••••·••····•·•·········· · •··••·•••··•••H•·······•••·•••••••••••·•••••••••••• •··•·····•••·•·•·· .. ··•····· ···•··•··· .. •••••••• ·••··· .. ···••···••·· ................................ , ....................................................................... ............ •••·•••··•·•--·· ·•·•···•"• ............... , • •• 

................................... a._ one-day _consultations: .. on .best.practice.in. in-service.training····························· .. ··· .. ,· ................................................................................. .............. . 

................................... b ... one-day _consultations: ... salary and .benefits ........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................ . 
c. public conferences: e.g. best practice in supplementary school etc. 

1.6. Best Practice: New Directions ............................................................................................................................ ~····· .. ······ .......................................................................................................................................................................................................... ······· ....... . 
a. Best Practitioners ............................................................................................................................................................................................................ -................................................................................................... ' ..................................................... . 
b. How a Best Practices Site Comes to be 

1.7. Best Practice: Camping 

1.8. Best Practice: Writing Projects ....................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... ............... ......................................................................................................... 

................................... a._ Write article. on. documenting. best p ractice:. theory .and_ practice .................................................... ........................................................... . 

b. "Policy Brief' on Supplementary School improvement 



CONTENT AND PROGRAM J F M A M J J 

c. Generic Personnel Action Plan 
............. ............................................................................... ................... ,,, ... ., •• , •• , ....... ,9.,,., .. , ........ , •• , .......................................................... ,.u,nHIUllH;o •••• ···••H••······ 

d. "Policy Brief': in-service education 

2. GoaJs Project 
.......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................... 

2. 1 Goals seminars for locaJ communities ............................................................................................ ....... ...................................................................... ~ ................................... , ........................... . 
2.2 Plan curriculum for training coaches 

•••••••••••••••••• .. •••••• .. • .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ......... ••••••••~• .... •n .. •••• .. • .. • •••••• .. •••••••••••• .. • .. • .. •••••••••·••• .. •••••••••••••••••·•••••••O•H .. •••••·• .......... •••••••••••••••••·•U•U•0•••••0o••••••••••••• •••• .. •••••o .. , .......... , .. ,. 

2.3 Select coaches ..................................................... .................................................................................................................................................................................... .............................. 
2.4 Seminar for training of coaches 

2.5 Identify institutions for goals 

2.6 Essay on GoaJs Project 

2. 7 GoaJs resource handbook 

3. Personnel Initiatives 

.................. 3. l .. Consultations .with .communities ......................................................................... ............................................................ - ■ 

.................. 3.2 .writing.Personnel_Action. Plan ......................................................................................................................................... . 

3.3 Machon l'Morim consulting 

2 



CONTENT AND PROGRAM J F M A M J J A s 0 N D 

.. 4 ... Mobilizing .. Community. Support .................................................................................................................................................... . 

4. 1 Best practice presentations for lay leaders 
. ...................... ........................ .............. ..................... ... ........ . ............................. ............. . ........... .......................... u ... ....................... ................. ............ . 

4.2 Planning the dissemination of products such b.p. reports 

4.3 Develop Wexner-type program for lay leadership a.round issues of Jewish education 

3 



CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 
B RRY LTZ F D 

.. 1 .. Best. Practices .Project ........................................................................................................................................................................... . 

1.1 Best Practice: JCCs 

1.2 Best Practice: day school hebrew 

1.3 In-service 

1.4 Best Practice: seminars in communities 
•••••••••••••••••• .. •••••••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••u•••••• .. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••-•••• .. ••••••••••••-n••••••••••••••••••·•••• .. ••·••••••••-.. ·-•••••••••••••••••••-••• .... ••••••••••••••••••·-•-..•••••••••••••••••H• -••••••••••••• ••••••••-••••• •••-•u•••••• •••••••• ... ••••• ••••••••••••••• •••••••••••Hu ••-••••••••••• 

................................... a .. Early childhood ............................................................................................................... _...................................... . .............. _ ...................................................................................... . 

b. Supplementary school 

1.5 Best Practice: conferences and consultations .................. .., .................................................. , .. _, ................... ,_, .................................................................................................................................................................... ............... , ............................ . 

................................... a ... one-day .consultations: .. on .best .practice .in. in-service .training .... ·········-·········· .. ·· .. -·-··················-· ............... ···--.................................... ............ _ . 

................................... b. one-day .consultations: ... salary. and .benefits ...................................................... ·-·· .. ·········-··· ................ __ ........................................................ ........ -.... ............... ............... ............... . . ....... .. 

c. public conferences: e.g. best practice in supplementary school etc. 

1.6 BEST PRACTICE: NEW DIRECTIONS 
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b. How a Best Practices Sile Comes to be 

1. 7 Best Practice: Camping 

1.8 Best Practice: Writing Projects 
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b. "Policy Brief" on Supplementary School improvement 
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c. Generic Personnel Action Plan 



d. "Policy Brief': in-service education 

2. Goals Project 

2. I Goals seminars for local communities. 

2.2 Plan curriculum for training coaches 

2.3 Select coaches 

2.4 Seminar for training of coaches 

2.5 Identify institutions for goals 

2.6 Work with coaches and institutions 

2.7 New goals seminars for local communities 

.................. 3. 2 _Writing_ Personnel. Action_ Plan.................................................................................................................................... .. . . 

3.3 Machon l'Morim consulting 

3.4 Consultation with Brandeis University 
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.. 4 ... Mobilizing .. Community. Support .................................................................................................................................................. .. 

4. I Best practice presentations for lay leaders 

.................. 4.2.Planning. the .dissemination.of products .such.b.p .. reports ............................................................................... .. 

4.3 Develop Wexner-type program for lay leadership ar•ound issues ofJewish education 

5. Internal CIJE Work 
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5.2 Plan for and attend various conferences: GA. CAJE, Research Network, etc . 

................... s. 3 .. Camper .calls ............................................................................................................................................................................................................. . 

5.4 Ongoing writing of Total Vision 

6. Staffing Content Committee 
................... 6.1.0ngoing work .of Content committee ........................................................................................................................... ~ ~ 
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

DAN PEKARSKY 

1. Goals Project 

1.1 Goals seminars for local communities 

1.2 Plan curriculum for training coaches 

J F 
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1.3 Select coaches 

1.4 Seminar for training of coaches 

1.5 Identify institutions for goals 

1.6 Work with coaches and institutions 

1.7 New goals seminars for local communities 

1.8 Essay on Goals Project 

I.. 9 Goals resource handbook 

2. Internal CIJE Work 
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2.1 Do presentations about CIJE to various groups ................................................................................. _ .............................................................................................................................................................. . 
2.2 Plan for and attend various conferences: GA, CAJE, Research Network, etc. 

3. Staffing Content Committee ................................................................................................................................................... -.................................................................................. .. 
3.1 Ongoing work of Content committee 
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CIJE DOMAIN TIMETABLE 1995 

1. Boa.rd/Steering Committee Development 

I. I Appointment of vice chairs to steering committee 

1.2 Addition of8-16 board metl!bers; addition of6-12 committee members 

1.3 Preparation for April board meeting; preparation for November board meeting 

I .4 Interim communication with board members 

1.5 Preparation for 5 steering committee meetings 

1.6 Interim communication with steering committee members 

l. 7 Preparation for semi-annual board seminar/public lecture 

2. Coalition of Essential Communities 

2 .1 Creating "Principles of Partnership" between CIJE and new communities 

2 .2 Initial consultations: Introduction, orientation for new communities (Hartford; Seattle; 
San Francisco; 3 more) 

2 .3 Networking and communications among and within communities 

2.4 The CIJE Study of Educators: Module, implementation through the lens ofcommunity 
mobilization 

2.5 Personnel Action Plans: Development, implementation through the lens of community 
mobilization; access to trainers 

2.6 Goals: Seminars on communal and institutional goals for lay leaders and education 
professionals in lead communities, in new communities; access to coaches 

2.7 Pilot projects: With community mobilization implications, evaluation 

J F M M J A 



2.8 Best Practices: Seminars for lay leaders and education professionals on successful models 
of Jewish education 

2.9 Evaluation: Ongoing, through trained local personnel 

3. Lay Leadership: National Partnerships 

3. ·1 CJF: Working relationship between CJF; JESNA; CIJE to focus on continentaJ 
mobilization for Jewish education 

3.2 GA: Design; prep.; private seminar for execs, pres's; publication for, press; follow-up 

3.3 Wexner Heritage Foundation: Joint curriculum to create Jewish education champions; 
seminars; retreat 

4. Communications 

4.1 Publications (Conceptualizing, editing, producing): 

a. Best Practices in supplementary schools 

b. Best Practices on in-service education 

c. Policy Brief on educational leaders or salary/benefits 

d. Essay introducing Goals Project to lay people 

e. Board Seminar paper 

f. Annual Report 

4.2 Data Base: Establishment and maintenance for dissemination of publications; for tracking 
lay and professional leadership for Jewish education 
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OBJILIZATI 

4.3 Dissemination: First policy brief; CUE Study ofEducators module; Best Practices 
volumes; appropriate new publications under 4.2 

4.4 Press/Media: For specific events and as part of 4.1 

4.5 CIJE Luncheon Seminars 

4.6 Chair/Staffbios: Create; update 

4.8 Packet ofCIJE materials: Update continually; tailor for range of.audiences (new 
communities; new board members; etc.) 

4.9 Mandel Jewish Educatlon Initiatives Communications Plan: Audiences; messages 

5. Comprehensive Plan for Mobilizing Lay Leadership on behalf of Jewish Education 

5.1 Creation of advisory committee for community mobilization/ lay leadership 

5.2 Think-piece on mobilizing lay champions for Jewish education 
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

ESSA RAPOP RT 

l. Board/Steering Committee Development 

1.1 Preparation for April board meeting; preparation for November board meeting 

1.2 Interim communication with board members 

1.3 Preparation for 5 steering committee meetings 

1 .4 Interim communication with steering committee members 

1.5 Preparation for semi-annua3 board seminar/public lecture 

2. Coaliition of Essential Communities 

2. 1 Creating "Principles of Partnership" between CIJE and new communities 

2 .2 Initial consultations: Introduction, orientation for new communities (Hartford; Seattle; 
San Francisco; 3 more) 

2.3 Networking and communications among and within communities 

2.4 The CIJE Study of Educators: Module, implementation through the lens of community 
mobilization 

2 .5 Personnel Action Plans: Development, implementation through tl1e lens of community 
mobilization; access to trainers 

2.6 Goals: Seminars on communal and institutional goals for lay leaders and education 
professionals in lead communities, in new communities; access to coaches 

2. 7 Pilot projects: With community mobilization implications, evaluation 

F M A M A N D 



3. Lay Leadership: National Partnerships 

3.1 CJF: Working relationship between CJF; JESNA; CUE to focus on continental 
mobilization for Jewish education 

3 .2 GA: Design~ prep.; private seminar for execs, pres's; publication for; press; follow-up 

3.3 Wexner Heritage Foundation: Joint curriculum to create Jewish education champions; 
seminars; retreat 

4. Communications 

4.1 Publications (Conceptualizing, editing, producing): 

a. Best Practices in supplementary schools 

b. Best Practices on in-service education 

c. Policy Brief on educational leaders or salary/benefits 

d. Essay introduci.ng Goals Project to lay people 

e. Board Seminar paper 

f Annual Report 

4 .2 Data Base: Establishment and maintenance for dissemination of publications; for tracking 
lay and professional leadership for Jewish education 

4 .3 Dissemination: First policy brief; CUE Study ofEducators module; Best Practices 
volumes; appropriate new publications under 4 .2 

4.4 Press/Media: For specific events and as part of 4.1 

4.5 CIJE Luncheon Seminars 
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4.6 Chair/StaffBios: Create; update 

4.8 Packet of CIJE materials: Update continually; tailor for range of audiences (new 
communjties; new board members; etc.) 

4.9 Mandel Jewish Education Initiatives Communications Plan: Audiences; messages 

S. Comprehensive Plan for Mobilizing Lay Leadership on behalf of Jewish Education 

5.1 Creation of advisory committee for community mobilization/ lay leadership 

5.2 Think-piece on mobilizing lay champions for Jewish education 
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

ALAN H FF.MANN 

NOTE: lTEMS LISTED ON THIS CHART INCLUDE ONLY THOSE ITEMS LISTED ON THE 
COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION DOMArN CHART THAT ARE NOT ASSIGNED TO ANY OTHER 
POINT PERSON. 

1. Board/Steering Committee Development 

I. I Appointment of vice chairs to steering committee 

1.2 Addition of8-16 board members; addition of6- 12 committee members 

,J F A M .r J A 



CIJE DOMAIN TIMETABLE 1995 

RESEA D EVALUATJ N .J F M J A N D 

1. Study of Educators 

1.1 Produce module 

1.2 Three community report on leaders 

[ .3 Individual community reports on leaders 

1.4 Three community report on teachers 

2. Evaluation of CIJE Programs 

2. I Evaluation of training trainers 

2 .2 Evaluation of training goals coaches 

2.3 "Taking Stock ofCIJE in Lead Communities" (undecided) 

3. Research Publications 

3.1 Research paper on levers for upgrading in-service education 

3.2 Commissioned research papers on teacher power, nature of in-service (undecided) 

3 .3 Policy Brief#2 (undecided) 

4. Institute for Evaluation 

4.1 Curriculum for evaluation seminar 



F .J D 

S. Planning For Future Studies 

5. 1 Conceptual framework for studying informal education 

5.2 Proposal for collecting data on leading indicators 

6. Community Consultations 

6.1 Consultation to Atlanta 

6.2 Consultation to Cleveland 
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

ADAM M A M J .J A 0 N D 

1. Study ofEdu cat.ors 

I . I Three community report on leaders 

1.2 [ndividual community reports on leaders 

1.3 Three community report on teachers 

2. Evaluation of CIJE Programs 

2. 1 Evaluation of training trainers 

2.2 Evaluation of training goals coaches 

2.3 "Taking Stock ofCIJE in Lead Communities" (undecid.ed) 

3. Research Publications 

3 .1 Research paper on levers for upgrading in-service education 

3.2 Commissioned research papers on teacher power, nature of in-service (undecided) 

3.3 Policy Brief#2 (undecided) 

4. Institute for Evaluation 

4.1 Curriculum for evaluation seminar 



ADAM C:.~MO_RAN .I F M A M .T J A s 0 N D 

5. Planning For Future Studies 

5. l Conceptual framework for studying infom1al education 

5.2 Proposal for collecting data on leading indicators 

6. Community Consultation 

6. I Consultation to Cleveland -• --- am -- -
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

A M J N D 

l. Study of Educators 

1.2 Three community report on leaders 

1.3 lndividual community reports on leaders 

1.4 Three community report on teachers 

2. Evaluation of CIJE Programs 

2.1 Evaluation of training trainers 

2.2 Evaluation of training goals coaches 

2.3 "Taking Stock ofCIJE in Lead Communities" (undecided) 

3. Research Publications 

3.1 Research paper on levers for upgrading in-service education 

3.3 Policy Brief#2 (undecided) 

4. lnstitute for Evaluation 

4.1 Curriculum for evaluation seminar 

5. Planning For F uture Studies 

5.2 Proposal for collecting data on leading indicators 



ELLEN r.OLDRING .T F M A M .r .J A s 0 N D 

6. Consultations 

6.1 Ongoing consultation with GZD on building the profession ~ --m -~ ~ a -
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CIJE STAFF RESPONSIBILITY TIMETABLE 1995 

BILL ROBINS N J F M M .T .T A 0 N D 

1. Study of Educators 

1.1 Produce module 

1.2 Three community report on leaders 

1.3 Individual community reports on leaders 

I .4 Three community report on teachers 

2. Evaluation of CIJE Programs 

2.1 Evaluation of training trainers 

2.2 Evaluation of training goals coaches 

2.3 "Taking Stock ofCIJE in Lead Communities" (undecided) 

3. Research Publications 

3.1 Research paper on levers for upgrading in-service education 

3.2 Policy Brief#2 (undecided) 

4. Institute for Evaluation 

4.1 Curriculum for evaluation seminar 



BILL ROBINSON T R M A M .T J A s 0 N D 

s. Planning For Future Studies 

5.1 Proposal for collecting data on leading indicators 

6. Lead Community Consultation 

6. l Consultation to Atlanta 
~ ~ -- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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From; 
fo ; 
CC : 
Subj : 

EUNICF.::"GOLDRIEBolctrvax , Vanderbilt , Edu" lh- FEB - 1995 0'1 : 12:46. 9S 
74l04 . 3335@compuserve . com, Jamoran 

Steering Committee Upda te 

fhe Steering Committee was mos tly reports from the staff with 
relatively little input fro," !l oard members . IJe also finisherl by 
2 : 00 , with only 45 "inutes to talk ove r lunch with Esthe r Leah • 
R i char(j Shat tan was asked by '1o rt to !JO to Community Mobil i zation , 
so it was Just Esther and I • 

I reminded ELR of o~r "old" plan ond e xplained the new thinking 
af t er the MEf meeting that perhaps the time has to111e to re- focus on 
evaluation and took at outcomes , especially those related to 
Pe r sonnel Action Plans and the Goa ls Project . She was concPrned 
,.bout the lon,;i term versus short term outcomes and what wou td 'oe 
realistic . I told her about the Mdrch 6 meeting where hopefully 
sone of this would be clari lied . 

She didn ' t have any clear opinion . She is concerned STILL about 
11here the study of informal education i!i 011 ovr workplan in li 4ht 
of all th i s • 

we talked about the need to p lan for the board meeting and decided 
.ie would be in touch after t1ar ch 6 and after she rPturned from 
• • Florida? a-fter the 1 8th • 

Some issues for consideration with the Boa r d may bp: 
l) Discu~sion of the policy brief • 
2) IF we ~o the evaluation route: What outcomes - categories-domains 
1o1ould be most important to evaluate? Short term vs . long term? 
3)Get their input about trie modu le? <Ra i se some of the issuPs we 
did at the MEF meeting once we decide on a model) . 

I reported for about 15 minutes t o the steering committee ~nd 
exµlained our evolving work p lan, presenting thP di lemmas in terms 
of the numerous strands or possible foci of our work: 
llResearch (policy briefs , reports, etc) 
2)Evaluation (that ~P until no w we have doc umented the processes of 
J e tting organized for action but we have no t evalu:ited the action 
and may be the time has come to do so , the need for the 
imp l ementers to articulate specifies , etc) . It was a l so sul)gested 
that if we did , we 1.ould be "piloting" the methods and principles 
of evaluation which could later be devetoped in t o a module and also 
serve the function of helpin9 com~unities evaluate their programs • 
.S )J ntormal Educdtors and Ed~cation 
~>Building Re search Capacity in Jewish Education 

fhen HORT said , and Annette was t hri lted, that we should develop a 
iull fledged Plan with rationale , specifics, budget etc , t hat AOUld 
take into account alt of it , <not US do it all> . I think mainly 
i terns 1 , 2 and 3 . What would a plan look like i f the whole resea r ch 
~nd e va l ua t ion agenda were to be seriously considered? 
ii e ob vi o u s l y need t o t a l k a bou t t hi s be ca us e A n n e t t e t hough t t h i s 
pldn development should the n b e part of our workp l~n ! 
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Otner ;ssues that emerged : 
Alan explained the use of MEF tools and p roducts as part of 
community mobilization . This is r elatively new thinking and a new 
aspect to the function of M[r. 

Annette explained that Leading Community Indicators were gene ral , 
the pulse of the community, Jewish education , etc . This is 
diffe rent than evaluating specific "imp.ict " or outcomes clearly 
defined and articulated . 

Chuck Ratne r said, once a~ain, that the thing Cleveland needs the 
~o~t and is so sorry they never had, was evaluation of 
impact/outcomes so they would know how they are doing after • •• 5 
years etc . 

vanny P. mentioned t he importance of Institutional Prof iles as 
we l l • 

John Coleman asked for work in de veloping d mo re systematic 
knowledge of data bases, centralization of data collection, 
repository , etc • 

That is about it! 
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id XAA17884i Sat , 18 Feb 1995 23:42 : 07 -0500 
Date : 18 Feb 95 23 : 40 : 31 EST 
From: HOCHSTEI~ <10C274 . 1745Qcompuserve . com> 
To: Adam Gdmoran <Ga~oranissc.wisc . ed) 
SUl)Ject: Hike I nbar 
HessaJe - 10: <950219044031_100274 . 1745 _8HL21 - l~CompuServe . COM> 

I have been unable to locate Mike ' s phone numbe r in ~lew York . 
I su9Jest that you call as fol lows: 212 - 924- 7991 
This .iill eithe r be 1he switchboard of the Chelsmore apartmPnts ,1here he stays -
in which case they ~ill yive you his number 
or it will be a t enant - in whi c h case you should ask for the swithchboard ••• 

:1ootJ luck I 

annette 
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SUMMARY OF CONSULTATION CONCERNING GOALS PROJECT 
CAMBRIDGE, MA, FEB. 1995 

INTRODUCTION 

I'm not s u re whether it 's physical ant hropologists or 
paleontologists who try to turn a hodge-podge of bones that they 
come upon into a dinosaur -- with a few bones left over; but it 
occurred to me tonight that this is the way I feel about the 
effort to reconstruct our discussions. I return to my notes and 
discover a slew of miscellaneous comments, half-comments, 
question-marks, and unintelligible scribblings; and then I do 
what I can to turn them into an something that makes sense , 
probably connecting some elements that may not have been 
connected during the discussion and omitting any number of items 
altogether -- either because I can't figure out how they fit in 
or because I simply don't remember them . The extent to which it 
ends up reflecting the discussion's content and structure, I ' m 
not sure. Anyway, here goes . . . . I begin with a very brief summary 
of my opening c omments, and then move on to an account of major 
themes and questions that informed our discussion . I apologize 
in advance for omissions and misinterpretations, but trust that 
our discussion wi l l surface them. 

BACKGROUND TO DISCUSSION 

Pekarsky's introductory comments concerning the day's agenda 
tied the agenda to some of CIJE's projected and announced 
activities : namely, to work with select institutions on what we 
have been calling a "goals-agenda". We would like to get clearer 
concerning the nature of this work, with attention to the role 
that what we have been calling "coaches" would play in this 
process. While we are also interested in the possibly very 
fruitful contribut i on to this effort that might be made by CIJE's 
Monitoring, Evaluation, and Feedback Project, our primary concern 
today focuses on the coaches- issue, as we work towards an 
understanding of the skills, knowledge, qualities of mind, etc. 
that we believe they need; clarity concerning these matters will 
be invaluable in recruitment as well as in determining the 
content, form, and length of their t raining. If we can emerge 
from the day with a better understanding of such matters, we will 
be better positioned to move ahead. It was also stressed in this 
introduction that the presence of Professors Scheffler and Howard 
offered us with an opportunity revisit, and thereby clarify 
and/or revise, varied basic assumptions that have been at work in 
the project -- assumptions. which may, for better or worse, 
profoundly affect the course and success of the enterprise. 

Against this background, and in order that all participants 
might start the deliberations with enough pertinent information, 
Pekarsky went on to summarize some basic assumptions of the Goals 
Project, notably, the four following: 



1. Educational goals can play an indispensable role in 
guiding our efforts at education. They help us to make 
basic decisions concerning personnel, training, 
pedagogy , curriculum, etc . ; and they provide us with a 
basis for evaluating our efforts and rendering us 
accountable for what we do. 

2 . Jewish education typically suffers from a variety of 
weaknesses in this domain: teaching assignments are 
often made without goals in mind , or with goals so 
vague that they are compatible with most anything; what 
goals there are, are often not understood by or 
compelling to key stake holders (including the 
educators); the avowed goals are often not meaningfully 
embedded in the life of the school , nor is it obvious 
to participants how attainment of these goals is 
connected to any guiding vision of a meaningful Jewish 
existence. 

3. Predicated on 1 . and 2 . , CIJE has defined the Goals 
Project as an Effort to encourage and support 
institutional efforts to become more thoughtful about 
their goals and to use them more effectively as a guide 
to practice. 

4 . CIJE has also been interested in goals at the level 
of the community (and has discovered that there is 
great interest in this matter on the part of some major 
constituencies we deal with) . 

It was noted that the projected work with select 
institutions would represent the third of a three-stage process: 
a) the Goals Seminar in Jerusalem last year, designed to educate 
lay leaders from a number of communities concerning the 
importance of goals and present inadequacies in this area; b) 
local seminars with representatives of educating institutions 
from these communities, designed both to enhance their 
understanding o f t hese matters and to see which if any of them 
might be a suitable candidate for entering into a partnership 
with CIJE around a Goals Agenda; c) identification of such 
institutions would usher in the 3rd stage . Though by the end of 
the Goals Seminar in Jerusalem, more than one institution 
expressed an interest in moving with us immediately to the third, 
or partnership, stage, we felt that a slower approach made good 
sense for a number of reasons, one of them being that it would 
g i ve us more time to build capacity (in the sense of both 
knowledge-base and personnel . 

As we have begun to think about what work with institutions 
mi ght look like, we have tried to articulate some guiding 
p r inciples that might help to clarify what we're after or how we 
might proceed. These have included the following : 



1. The attempt to clarify goals is critical ly 
important. The process of clarifying goals should 
engage participants in encountering and wrestling with 
Jewish content issues, and it should culminate in goals 
that the participants can genuinely and 
enthusiastically unders t and and endorse. It is also 
crucial that they be led to think carefully about what 
is involved in embedding these goals meaningfully in 
the l ife of the institu tion. 

2. There are multiple routes to the desiderata 
identified in a ) , and though a coach may walk in with a 
variety of possible strategies for engaging the 
participants in the effort, which if any would be 
useful would depend on a thoughtful assessment of local 
circumstances . A process of serious self-study 
(understood in more than one way) would be a t the heart 
of the enterpr i se . 

3. Key stake holders - lay, p rofessional, a nd (where 
relevant) r abbinic leadership - must be party to the 
effort if i t is to be fruitful . 

4. The developmen t o f our own knowledge base requires 
carefully mon itor i n g what we do and what happens. 

Pekarsky's comments ended with two concerns: 1 ) that when 
issues of goals come up, there is often a strong tendency in a 
diverse group t o settle on a quick but v e ry vague statement that 
can generate a quick consensus ; 2) that institutional stake 
holders are sometimes impatient with what may feel to them like 
"an academic" insistence that they engage in ser i ous study along 
the way. 

DISCUSSION-PART I 

Goals , Aims, etc . An ini tial res p onse to Pekarsky's 
presentation focused on its inattention to possi bly important 
distinctions between goals (of different kinds), aims, and 
visions (moral and strategic) . There was a sense among us that 
making these distinctions explicitly could prove useful -- and 
the distinction between moral and strategic visions turned out to 
play an important role in our discussion (later in the day) 
concerning the role of Goals Project coaches. 

Community- and Institutional Visions. Pekarsky's 
introductory comments had distinguished between work with 
institutions and work aimed at responding to an interest 
expressed by many people in addressing issues relating to 
"community-vision" . This distinction and the attention paid to 
"community vision" drew a number of helpful responses. 

First, although it was rightly stressed that the content of 



a community vision and an institutional vision might be very 
different, it was also noted that the two are related in ways 
that make it somewhat artificial to say that we will focus on 
institutional visions but not on community-visions: 

a. the work of institutions in developing guiding 
visions greatl y benefits from their being located in 
communities that are activ ely wrestling with issu es of 
vision. 

b. Educating institutions {like the one in Atlanta} 
which view themselves as "community institutions" 
necessarily wrestl e with what amounts to a "community 
vision". Indeed, their efforts a t self-definition help 
us to understand what a community-vision might look 
like. 

c. Seminars of the kind being offered in Milwaukee 
{which bring together lay and professional leaders from 
significant institutions to think about issues relating 
to educational priorities) may actually operate to 
encourage movement towards some kind of a larger 
community vision. 

Second, our conversation {joined with earlier discussions ) 
helped clarify ways of thinking about what a community-vision 
might look like. Here are some possible elements : 

a. A community-vision might identify a language, set of 
practices, or commitments which, differently 
interpreted, could be shared by different 
constituencies in a community . Rosenak's essay 
identifies some of the elements that might enter into 
this shared universe. In practice, these shared 
elements could be identified a) through a process of 
dialogue among the different constituencies and/ orb) 
by looking at what they are all, albeit in different 
ways, already doing. 

b. A central plank in a community-vision platform might 
well be a proclamation of its commitment to encourage 
its local educating institutions to work towards a 
clear and compelling vision of the kinds of Jewish 
human beings they hope to cultivate through Jewish 
education. 

c . A community-vision focused on Jewish education might 
move in two directions (or in a third direction that 
gives place to both of them): 

1. Encouraging institutions that foster some 
general, ecumenical conception of a Jewish 
human being. 



2. A pluralistic ideal : encouraging the 
development of institutions, each of which is 
organized around a different conception of a 
meaningful Jewish existence. Note that taking 
such a vision seriousl y may mean calling into 
question the idea that our emphasis should be 
on helping institutions featuring a great 
deal of ideological diversity to find a 
shared set of priorities; rather, the 
emphasis might turn out to be on finding ways 
to steer people who share similar priorities 
towards like-minded institutions. (A parallel 
was drawn to certain formulations o f the 
magnet-school ideal ) . 

3 . Encouraging a pluralistic range in the 
spirit of #2, but one thatthat includes 
institutions that try to nurture an 
ecumenical/general citizen vision (of t he 
kind identified in #1). 

Which of t hese visions a community adopts may carry 
significant implications for its decisions and for the efforts it 
tries to encourage . 

The problem of vagueness. Pekarsky's presentation had 
pointed out that the vagueness of the goals proclaimed by 
educating institutions precludes their offering much serious 
guidance. In the discussion it was observed that in another sense 
this vagueness might be functional in that it a llows very diverse 
constituencies "to hang together" . This comment elicited a 
number of observations concerning the place of vagueness in the 
enterprise: 

a) It is often asserted that the effort to get beyond 
vagueness through becoming clearer about what we're 
about would inevitably operate to reduce the population 
of participating constituencies . But is there really 
strong evidence to s upport this claim? Might it in 
fact be possible to work towards a substantially more 
substantive consensus concerning what we're after 
without pushing aside significant constituencies? Has 
this really been tried --or has the notion that it's 
impossible operated to prevent efforts in this 
direction? 

b) It was stressed that community-schools that are 
ecumenical in their orientations are not necessarily 
vague or wishy-washy concerning what they are after and 
what the content of education should be. On the 
contrary, they may be capable of clearly identifying 
bodies of knowledge and skill which all graduates 
should have, e.g., in Jewish history. In response, it 
was suggested that such clarity might be harder to 



achieve in certain delicate areas that concern 
normative matters , and that this might be particularly 
true of institutions that make non- exclusion a strong 
value. But to this it was responded that perhaps it is 
okay for an educating institution t o define itself as 
deliberately vague or agnostic with respect to certain 
matters (at least s o long as it is non-vague across a 
great deal of what it does). 

c) An additional point related t o vagueness, one not 
made in our meeting, might also be worth noting: while 
vagueness of goals does o ften leave Jewish education 
without a clear sense of direction, we need to be 
careful not too encourage so much specificy as to rule 
out a measure of creative interpretation on the part of 
educatars in response to the circumstances they face. 

DISCUSSION-PART II 

The second part of our d i scussion focused on issues relating 
to the goals agenda in institutional settings and questions 
relating to the character of what we've been calling "coaching" . 
Discussion began with Daniel Marorn's presentation which did two 
major things: 

a. it identified five different levels at which issues 
relating t o educational goals might be discussed 
(Philosophy; philosophy of education; theories of 
practice; implementation; evaluation). 

b. it suggested that any of these levels (but 
particularly levels 4 and 5) might offer avenues for 
engaging participants in institutions around issues of 
goals. 

Whatever the starting-point, the challenge is to encourage 
participants in the institution to think more carefully about 
what they are doing, what they are trying to do, and what they 
think they should be doing. The level at which one intervenes, 
the parties that one engages, and the questions around which one 
engages them must be determined on a case-by-case basis. Wherever 
one starts, one person suggested, the critical role of the coach 
is to create a level of (stimulating) uncertainty, 
uncomfortableness, or tension among the representatives of an 
institution -- the kind o f uncertainty that might call forth 
efforts to inquire thoughtfully about what they are or should be 
about. 

This conversation sparked some intriguing conversation 
concerning what is at the heart of the coach's role. Up to now 
we've often spoken of the coach as a kind of resource person 
whose knowledge of strategic options and of varied conceptions of 
the aims of Jewish education make it possible for him/ her to 
offer critical insights, suggestions, and teachings, etc. In 
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today's conversation, the suggestion was made that we think of 
the coach as a kind of Socratic gadfly whose primary job is to 
raise critical questions concerning what the institution is doing 
or is proposing to do -- questions which provoke intellectual 
tension and serious reflection. Indeed , it was suggested, 
perhaps we should be l ook i ng for coaches who can be trained to 
know nothing ex~ept how to ask good questions. 

It was suggested in this vein that we should be developing 
for coaches a script of seminal questions that they can use, when 
relevant, in stimulating reflection . Such questions might include 
the following: a) What are your aims? b ) Since these aims may be 
variously interpreted, can you clarify which you have in mind? c) 
Why are these your aims? d )) What is the relationship between 
what you are trying to achieve and other institutional aims? 
d) How will what you are aiming for enter in a meaningful way 
into the life of the graduate of this institution? e ) How are the 
aims you are articulating connected to - or disconnected from -
the institution 's avowed mission? f) To what extent does what 
you do cohere with your avowed aims - or give rise to other 
outcomes? etc. 

An over- lapping formulation of critical questions focused on 
the following: a) What are you doing? b) What do you think you're 
doing? c) What d o you think you should be doing? 

On this view, the coach does not enter the i nstitution with 
"a bag of tricks ", or strategies, or suggestions for how to 
address goals-related issues. On the contrary, just as a good 
critic may not b e a good novelist , the coach may be adept at 
helping an institution think critically about it's doing or 
proposing to do without being particularly adept at helping it 
identify what i t might be doing . The coach should be adept at 
helping to encourage thought concerning "moral vision"; he or she 
need not have much to offer in the way of strategic vision 
(although it was acknowledged that the decision t o take up or not 
to take up a given question, and how to take it up, involved 
strategic considerations of various kinds. 

This view of the coach had much appeal, but it was felt by 
some that the coach's role might profitably be construed as a 
hybrid that includes but is not limited to the gadfly model . The 
key question on this view is this: what kinds of responses and 
suggestions on the part of the coach are most likely to encourage 
thoughtful attention to basic aims and the way they are and 
should be reflected in an institution's life? In some cases, 
r estricting the coach to the gadfly role may prove too limiti ng . 

Even if this last view is granted, the advantage of the 
gadfly formul ation is that it highlights that the coach's role is 
primarily that of a catalyst, and that he/ she cannot be viewed as 
responsible for more than catalyzing a p:rocess for which the 
institution must assume major responsibility . Our efforts must 
be p r imaril y focused on encouraging serious reflection concer ning 
goals; and "our bet" is that engaging stake holders in an 
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educating institution around s u c h matters in a serious way will 
call into being p r ocesses that will give rise to significant 
improvement. It may well be that t h e i nstitution ' s own personnel 
will prove much more effect ive than our coaches migh t be i n 
developing exciting answers to the chal lenges t hat t he c oaches 
pose. 

A concern was expressed t hat the coach migh t be drawn into 
institutional efforts that pull awa y from the primary focu s on 
goals. The danger was acknowl edged , and the r esponse was 
s uggested that the c oach must thi nk carefully about which issues 
he/she feel s mi ght f o rwa rd t h e g oal s agenda, letting go o f those 
that seem inappropriate and f o rmul ating his / her quest i ons in ways 
that cohere wi th t h e goals - a g enda. 

Another conc ern expressed was t hat the coach be careful not 
to "set too many fires" in ways that might dissipate the energies 
of the participants by discouraging follow- through in a ny given 
area. The "set t ing-fires" imagery also called forth t h e comment 
that the aim should be to nurture a culture in which the setting 
of these fires would not depend on the presence o f the coach . 

It was noted that how our efforts with this project will be 
received may depend heavily on finding "the right rhet oric " . 
Such rhetoric might include the following elements: 1 ) empowering 
educators by encouraging them to wrestle with issues concerning 
the aims that s hould animate their institution's efforts; 2 ) 
philosophical r eflection concerning basic questions is emine n t ly 
practical ; it c arries significant implications for what we s h ou ld 
be doing; and 3 ) "lest you think we're up in the clouds," we are 
aware of and able to draw on practical strategies being used in a 
variety of educational reform efforts. 

It was suggested that work with institutions (on the gadfly 
model) might involve creating special seminars/workshops for 
clusters of principals and clusters of lay- leaders, aimed at 
helpi ng them move the process along in f r uitful ways that 
outstrip the role and competence of the coaches. 

The day ended with questions: a ) should we be re-thinking 
the kinds of folks that shou ld serve as coaches? b ) should we be 
working with several insti tuti ons or possibly with only one? c) 
should we be trying to cultivate a very small cadre of coaches 
(or is it "facilitators" ) with whom we can share our back-stage 
uncertainties, or should we be trying to work with a 
significantly larger group? There was disagr eement concerning 
such matters, and we agreed to return to them. 



CIJE Staff Meeting - March 6, 1995 
Agenda 

From the perspective of the MEF team, the main purpose ofthis meeting 
is to settle the ambiguities described in the memo of Fe bruary 9, 1995, 
which remained after the advisory meeting of that day. Accordingly, 
our top priority is to decide how to disseminate our module, and second 
priority is to decide what other sort of evaluation we will be doing 
this year. 

I. The Module 

A. Which model? 
1. Communities on their own 

/ ( 2. Centralized agency 
3. Comprehensive package 

/ B. What is CIJE's role, given a decision on A? What resources are 
necessary for CIJE? 

J C. What steps does the MEF team need to undertake given decisions 
about A and B? 

II. Evaluation 

A. Development and implementation of personnel action plans 
1. What approach to take in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee? 
2. Are we involved in this elsewhere? 

B. Goals Project 
l. What approach to take in Atlanta, Baltimore, and Milwaukee? 
2. Are we involved in this elsewhere? 

C. Is there a grander scheme? What else are we supposed to be evaluating? 
./'E.g., what role can or should CIJE play in developing a capacity for 

evaluation across North America? 
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MINUTES: CIJ E STEERING COMMITTEE 

DATE OF MEETING: February 14, 1995 

DAT E MINUTES ISSUED: March 8 , 1995 

PRESENT: Morton Mandel (Chair}, John Colman, Gail Dorph, Seymour 
Fox, Ellen Goldring, Annette Hochstein, Stephen Hoffman, Alan 
Hoffmann, Barry Holt z, Daniel Pekarsky, Nessa Rapoport, 
Charles Ratner, Esther Leah Rit z, Richard Shatten, Virginia Levi 
(Sec'y} 

Copy to: Adam Gamoran , lester Pollack, Jonathan W oocher, hlenry 
Zucker 

I. Introductory Remarks 

The master schedule control, minutes, and assignments were reviewed. Steering 
Committee members were encouraged to review the master schedule control 
carefully and advise a member of the CIJE staff if any of the meeting dates are 
inconvenient . Note: The A ugust meeting w ill t ake place in New York, not in 
Cleveland, as originally scheduled. 

With respect t o CIJE' s continental agenda, it was suggested that a significant 
amount of data is being generated by the work of CIJE. CIJE should consider 
establishing a national data base as a repository for this information. It was noted 
that the MEF team has this on its agenda, but t hat we m ay wish to be selective 
about the data that we collect and store, perhaps by focusing on "leading 
indicators." 

It was als,o suggested that other organizations are collect ing data and that we 
should f ind a way to coordinate and standardize the collect ion process. It was 
noted that baseline information is important to the evaluation of any effort and is 
frequently not available. This issue should be considered within this context. 

Assignment It was concluded that the MEF committee should consider this matter, outline the 
issues and begin t o develop a plan. A first cut into this issue may be a topic for 
discussion at t he next meeting of t he steering committee. 

11. Overview of Organization Workplan 

Alan Hoffm ann reminded the steering committee that much of 1994 was spent on 
developing the structure of CIJE and focusing its agenda. Dur ing that time, the 
four committees were est ablished w hich represent the primary domains of CIJE's 
work. Now, based on those four domains, a 1995 workplan has been developed. 
It is antic ipated that the w orkplan for 1996 will be drafted by August, 1995, so 
that input of the steering committee can be sought much earlier in process. 
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CIJE continues to work on the mandate set forth by the Commission on 
Jewish Education in North America: building the profession and mobilizing 
community support for Jewish education. Based on the outcomes of the 
personnel research which was undertaken in 1994, it has been concluded that 
first efforts should be focused on in-service training, while initial steps are 
taken to develop a comprehensive plan for future efforts to build the 
profession. A scan of the field suggests that there is no obvious agency or 
institution to w hich we can turn for assistance in providing comprehensive in
service training for c lassroom Jewish educators. The first step in this effort is 
to determine w hat capacity is needed to provide t he necessary training and 
then to build that capacity so that by the end of 1995 w e will have a cadre of 
trainers available t o move t his init iat ive forward. 

8. Work toward mobilization of community support for Jewish education will 
involve four foci in 1995: 

1. We will continue to work toward engaging additional lay leaders for 
Jewish education through our own board. This includes appointing vice
chairs t o the CIJE committees, adding eight to sixteen new board 
members and encouraging committees t o meet more frequently than two 
t jmes each year. 

2. CIJE will work with additional communities, aiming toward engaging nine 
communities in comprehensive planning for educational change and then 
developing a network of affiliated communities. 

3. Work will be undertaken to disseminate informat ion to clearly defined and 
prioritized constituencies in the ongoing effont to mobilize the community. 

4 . A plan will be developed for community mobilization. The first step, to be 
accomplished during 1995, is to develop a "think piece" which will be the 
basis for developing a plan to engage major community leaders, and 
untapped potential champions from outside the organized communal 
framework, in Jewish education. 

C. Monitoring Evaluation and Feedback 

MEF plans to focus on the following areas in 199·5 : 

1. Analysis and dissemination of community dat a on educators and survey 
methods. 
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3. Begin work on developing a study of informal education and educators. 

4. Develop a set of "leading educational indicators" to help monitor change in 
Jewish educational efforts. 

5 . Develop a plan for creating a research agenda for North America. 

D. Content and Program 

Work in the area of Best Pract ices will include the publication of a report 0111 

best practices in JCCs and init iation of work on best practices in the teaching 
of Hebrew. Shorter papers will be developed to review best available practices 
in in-service training. 

The Goals Project will concentrate on developing resource people ("coaches") 
to work in selected communit ies. 

In the brief discussion t hat followed, we were reminded to keep informal educat ion 
in mind as the workplan is implemented. Consideration is being given to 
development of a policy brief on non-classroom educators. 

Ill. Reporting and Community Mobilization 

Alan reported briefly on the November 1994 GA at which CIJE presented the 
results of the surveys of educators in t he lead communit ies through a report by 
Adam Gamoran and the dissemination of the Policy Brief . He noted that the 
reporting was an effective effort which moved CIJE's agenda forward. At the 
same time, he noted t hat CIJE w ill be more centrally involved in the planning of 
future GAs and will seek to make Jewish education a more central part of the 
agenda for the 1995 GA. 

Nessa Rapoport reported on her work on communications, noting that her mandate 
is to raise awareness of CIJE and its work. The policy brief and the presentation at 
the GA resulted in significant press attention. We are continuing to identify 
opportunities for exposure in the press. A special forthcoming supplement in the 
March issue of Reform Judaism is an example of this work. 

Communications is a priority because of its importance in mobilizing community 
interest and support. Work has begun on the notion of a "library of essential 
documents" in Jewish education. In addition, CIJE will begin its planning for the 
GA by spring. Work is also under way to develop a package of materials which can 
be distributed as we begin to establish relationships with new communities. 
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Assignment 

IV. 

In discussion, it was suggested that CIJE consider the audiences it wishes to reach. 
It was suggested that the GA participants represent a fairly narrow audience and 
that we should consider how to reach others. 

It was reported that CIJE has begun to open conversations with Hartford, San 
Francisco, and Seattle as possible additional communities with whtch we will work. 
In response, it was suggested that CIJE not limit itself to communities where 
success is assured, as this will be less helpful in the long run. "Risk of failure is 
part of the game." 

It was also noted that many people respond well to the opportunity to see 
themselves as part of an elite group. It was suggested that CIJE plan a special 
''invitation only" session at the 1995 GA in an attempt to attract the right people. 

It was reported that plans are under way to study the impact of Jewish education 
on lay leaders by developing a program to work with graduates of the Wexner 
Heritage Program. Participants are young lay leaders who spend two years 
studying Jewish sources and who, it appears, do not necessarily become more 
involved in community activities following their studies. CIJE proposes to work 
with Wexner alumni, and perhaps to develop a module for inclusion in the Wexner 
Heritage Program curriculum. The module would deal with Jewish educational 
change as a focus for leadership development. 

Capacity Building 

A. Building the Profession 

Gail Dorph expanded on the workplan goal to develop a program of in-service 
training during 1995. She noted that the first step is to identify people who 
can provide the training, after which it can be institutionalized. The strategy is 
to develop a high-level cadre of people who can teach others to be teacher 
trainers on a local level. Described as a "virtual college," this group of 
educators would serve as mentors/trainers of local master teachers. 

At the same time, it was noted that work with teachers can have little impact 
without the commitment of educational leaders. The Harvard Leadership 
Institute last October was a first effort to mobilize educational leaders. During 
1995 this model will be used to plan similar work with other educational 
leaders. 

Work on building the profession also involves work with currently active 
institutions of higher Jewish learning. CIJE is working with Brandeis University 
in its own planning process concerning its role in Jewish education in North 
America. Professor Walter Ackerman is examining the feasibility of a regional 
college of Jewish studies serving as an educational center to provide local 
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service. CIJE continues to work with the denominational training institutions 
to determine how they can be supportive of the needs of local communities. 

In discussion it was suggested that synagogues and day schools hire educators 
without respect to their personal denominational commitments. It may be that 
the involvement of the denominational training institutions is not critical to 
effective in-service training. 

It was noted that the original expectation of wall to wall coalition has meant 
that individual synagogues are involved to some degree in CIJE's activities in 
the lead communities. Local synagogues do not wish to be left out as planning 
and implementation are undertaken. 

B. Content and Program 

Barry Holtz reported that the best pract ices project is intended to provide 
information and knowledge which can help with both building the profession 
and community mobilization. CIJE staff w ill continue to work during 1995 in 
disseminating the two Best Practice reports already completed so that they can 
serve as a resource for educators. In addition, a new report on best practices 
in the JCC arena is nearing completion as work begins on best practices in the 
teaching of Hebrew. Work will also be undertaken to identify " best available 
practice" in the area of in-service education, drawflng on both Jewish and 
general education. 

Daniel Pekarsky reported that work continues on the Goals Project, as seminars 
are developed for use in local communities. Work is now under way to identify 
individual institut ions that wish to work on a goals project. A first step will be 
to identify and train people to serve as coaches to local goals efforts. It was 
reported that as a result of the Goals Seminar in Israel during 1 994, Cleveland 
has started a course on goals identification with Walter Ackerman as the 
teacher. The intent is to develop community-wide goals for Hebrew language 
instruction. 

It was reported that CIJE staff and consultants had just returned from a day of 
work in Atlanta with 70 lay leaders interested in establishing a Jewish high 
school in Atlanta. They had determined that the first step in this process is to 
develop a vision for the ideal graduate of such a school to serve as the starting 
point for planning. This was the purp ose of the consultation, which was 
deemed a major success as the community now moves forward in its planning. 
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It was noted that there is a limited number of top level positions in Jewish 
education which are central to both planning and implementation of change in 
local communities and continentally. There is currently no comprehensive plan 
for senior personnel in North America. CIJE is beginning to t hEnk about this, in 
close consultation with the Mandel Institute in Jerusalem. 

Annette Hochstein reported that the Mandel Institute has determined that t lhere 
is insufficient capacity to train the senior personnel needed in North America 
and elsewhere. Few of the people in top level positions have been 
appropriately trained to fill them. 

There are a number of organizations in Jerusalem that currently do train small 
numbers of people for senior positions. The Mandel Institute is considering 
what it would take to increase the capacity of these programs to train the 
number of people required. Work is under way to identify actual needs of 
individual communities and to develop a plan to address these senior personnel 
needs. It was initially thought that recruitment would be a stumbling block, 
but current efforts to recruit students to the existing programs have been 
stepped up and are resulting in many more qualified people than had been 
anticipated. 

One possible outcome for this sort of training might be to develop a cadre of 
senior educators who could establish a similar, perhaps affiliated, training 
program in North America. 

V. Research and MEF 

Ellen Goldring reported that the MEF team had completed the study of educators 
and the publication of the policy brief in 1994. Work is now under way to 
complete a similar study of educational leaders to be completed prior to the April 
board meeting. Preliminary review suggests that a significant number of 
educational leaders do not possess the sort of training one might expect of people 
in positions of educational leadership. 

It was noted that the MEF team has documented planning for action and organizing 
for action. If it is now to begin evaluating the action, itself, those involved must be 
challenged to articulate clear desired outcomes. 

It was noted that monitoring , evaluation and feedback is a means to community 
m obilization. 

We were reminded that each community needs an evaluation and research 
capacity. It is hoped that the work of CIJE in measuring outcomes of its own work 
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can serve as a model for individual communities. At the same time, it is important 
to note that the same need to build capacity to accomplish this work that has been 
pointed to in earlier segments of the meeting is also a serious issue in the area of 
research and evaluation. 

It was suggested that the first step in undertaking this capacity building is to 
develop a map of what is now available and what is desirable. We can then begin 
to think about what it would take to get there. 

VI. Committee chairs and st aff met over lunch to discuss issues related to their work. 
Summaries of t hose meet ings are attached. 

The meeting adjourned at 2:00 p.m., at w hich t ime the steering committee went 
into executive session. 



SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ON BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

Date: February 14, 1995 
Present : Gail Dorph, Annette Hochstein, Morton Mandel 

Gail's report at the Steering Committee highlighted CIJE's plans for building the 
profession through building capacity for teacher and leadership training. The 
committee discussed some of the issues and challenges that emerge from the 
conceptualization of the plans to create a hig1h quality cadre of t eacher trainers to 
deliver in-service programs at the local and national level. A strategy was 
developed for thinking about the plan in a way t hat departs from Gail's 
presentation in t he morning meeting. 

The issues discussed included: 

1. The difficulty in getting sufficient t ime from t he "Virtual College" faculty to 
actually use them as primary faculty for inservice programs. 

2. The challenge for CIJE to serve as a catalyst for in-service training if our 
plans only include an intervent ion at the highest level of educators. 

3 . Isadore Twersky's suggestion to create a program for Master Teachers 
w ho would engage in t he teaching of other teachers. 

The strategy that emerged suggests beginning not only by identifying and working 
with the virtual college faculty but also with a larger pool of potential teacher 
trainers (including not only central agency personnel and principals, but also master 
teachers). This strategy addresses the concerns inherent in all the issues 
discussed. Gail will develop this strategy more fully and report back. 



SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ON COMMUNITY MOBILIZATION 

Date: 2/14/95 
Present: Steve Hoffman, Alan Hoffmann, Nessa Rapoport, Chuck Ratner, Richard 

Shatten 

The meeting focused on two issues: CIJE's role at the 1995 GA; and the agenda 
for the next meeting of the board committee on community mobilization (April 27, 
1995). 

1 995 GA: Discussion focused on our recognition from the 1994 GA that many of 
CIJE's key audiences-federation presidents and execs; senior staff and lay leaders 
of national organizations are at i'nternal meetings at the same time that public 
programs take place. It was suggested that if we want to reach federation 
presidents and execs, we need t o hold a meet ing during t he GA specifically for 
them. 

Board Committee: At the October meeting, this committee discussed traditional 
ways the organized community has rallied around crises, and t he different nature of 
the crisis in Jewish education (it is long-term, without quick f ixes; it is not about 
the "rescue, relief and rehabilit ation" of Jews abroad, but about ourselves}. 

In the current composition of t he committee, several of its members represent 
national organizations whose mission is primarily or in part Jewish education. (The 
remainder are Lead Community representatives.) There was some discussion about 
the most fruitful w ay for this committee to think through questions of community 
mobilization around the CIJE agenda and vocabulary. One suggestion w as to engage 
its members in looking at ways of "spreading the word" through the organizatjons 
represented around the table. Since in CIJE's design, the revitalization of Jewish 
education can only take place through our partnership with other national 
organizations, there was some discussion about whether this committee meeting 
could be a forum to explore those possibilities. It was agreed that there are inherent 
limitations of time and format to such an option. 

The meeting concluded with the. understanding that Nessa Rapoport would need to 
convene a further meeting shortly among these participants to continue to think 
through the appropriate agenda for this committee in future board meetings and 
throughout the year. 



SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ON CONTENT AND PROGRAM 

Date: February 14, 1995 
Present: John Colman, Seymour Fox, Barry Holtz, Daniel IPekarsky 

The group reviewed a draft of a report to the full committee on CIJE's recent and 
future activities in the area of content and program. Most of our meeting was then 
spent in discussing possible directions the Goals Project might take and has been 
t aking. 

Three directions were identified: 

a) Efforts to work with institutions and to cultivate coaches who would be 
doing this kind of work; 

b) Efforts to int roduce new communities/institutions to the basic ideas 
informing t he Goals Project (via seminars like t he one done in Jerusalem 
and the ones now being done in Milw aukee); 

c) The Community Goals agenda. 

We ended with the suggestion that Dan Pekarsky prepare a brief oral presentation 
for the meeting of the full committee in April on t he implications of pursuing these 
different routes, along with some discussion of the route(s) we have been pursuing. 



SUMMARY OF COMMITTEE ON RESEARCH AND EVALUATION 

Date: February 14, 1995 
Participants: Esther Leah Ritz, Ellen Goldring 

We reviewed the 1995 workplan for monitoring, evaluation and feedback. At 
present the MEF team is working on the report of educational leaders in the three 
Lead Communities and is completing a module for the study of educational 
personnel to be used by Jewish communities beyond the three Lead Communities. 

Next we discussed whether MEF should begin to evaluate CIJE implementation 
projects, specifically the Goals Project and Personnel Action Plans. To date, MEF 
has documented the processes of 'organizing for action' in the three lead 
communities. We spoke about the complicated distinction between short term and 
long term indicators of evaluation. We also discussed the role of evaluation 
in relation to the other important strands of MEF's work: continuing the research 
agenda with more policy briefs and reports, and the need to embark on the study of 
informal education. 

There will be a CIJE staff meeting on March 6 to help address these issues. After 
this staff meeting the agenda for the next board meeting will be addressed. 
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GUIDELINES FOR CIJE AFFILIATED COM:MUNITIES 

PREFACE 

CIJE is an independent organization dedicated to the revitalization of Jewish education across 
North America through comprehensive, systemic reform. In November 1990, the Commission 
on Jewish Education in North America released A Time to Act, a report calling for dramatic 
change in the scope, standards, and the quality of Jewish education on this continent. It 
concluded that - whatever the setting or age group -- the rev italization of Jewish 
education will depend on two essential tasks: 1) building the profession of Jewish 
education; and 2) mobilizing community support for Jewish education. CIJE was 
established to implement the Commission's conclusions. 

Created as a catalyst for change, CUE promotes reform by working in partnership with 
individual communities, local federations and central agencies, continental organizations, 
denominational movements, foundations, and educational institutions. 

THE PARTNERSHIP OF CIJE AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES 

CIJE COMMUNITIES 

Structure and Process 

CUE will help orient communities' educators 
and lay leaders to the purposes and 
importance of CIJE's rationale. This will 
include rationale for involvement in the CUE 
Study of Educators. 

CUE will provide ongoing consultation for 
communities in the areas of building the 
profession of Jewish education and 
mobilizing community support for Jewish 
education 

CUE wi]l provide regular opportunities for its 
affiliated communities to network. This will 
include sharing experiences and knowledge 
and learning from outside experts 

The CIJE project will be viewed as central to 
the mission and activities of the federation 
by its professional, eduational and lay 
leadership. 

Communities will develop a cadre of lay 
leaders committed to Jewish educational 
issues. 

Communities will ensure that local educators 
play a significant role in the planning and 
implementation of the entire project. 



CIJE 

CUE will provide community with 
"communication" support. 

COMMUNITIES 

Communities will designate a person to Jead 
the process. 
Person's responsibility will include: 

a. managing the proc-ess 
b. communicating the process and 

products appropriately throughout the 
community 

The CIJE Study of Educators 

CUE will provide a module to help 
communities implement a study of its 
educators 
This may mean: 

a. seminar describing implementation 
of project 

b. series of seminars on analyzing 
survey results 

c. seminars on conducting and 
analyzing interview study 

d. prepare local person to manage 
entire process 

Communities will conduct a study of its 
educators. 
This means: 

a. use CIJE's Study of Educator 
Module 

b. contribution of findings to the 
CIJE national database 

c. designation of local person to lead 
this process 

Personnel Action Plans 

CUE will help communities develop a 
personnel action plan. 

a. CUE will prov ide regular seminars 
to share provide expertise and 

opportunities for networking. 
b. CUE will consult with community 

on the process and content of the 
plan 

2 

Communities will develop a personnel action 
plan and a strategy for implementing the plan 



CIJE COMMUNITIES 

The Goals Project 

CUE will conduct a series of seminars around 
the issues of communal and institutional 
goals to help initiate and guide a goals 
process. CUE will train goals coaches to 
facilitate this process. 

Communites w ill engage in the Goal's Project 
This may mean: 

a. engagement in searching for 
communal goals 

b. seminars for leadership of 
educational institutions (synagogues, schools, 
ICC's) 

about the go als of their institutions 
c. individu al institutions engaged in 

articulating their vision 

Pilot Projects 

CIJE will consult on a select number of p ilot 
projects. 
These projects must. 

a. be oriented toward one of the 
"building blocks"-- I) bu ilding the profession 
and 2) mobilizing community support 

b. have implications for adaptation 
and replication in other communites 

c. have an evaluation component 
built into the project from the beginning 

Communities will initiate a select number of 
pilot projects 

The Best Practices Project 

CIJE will provide communities with results 
of its best practices projects and opportunities 
to use these results with both lay leaders and 
professionals in a variety of settings. 

3 

Communiti.es will create opportunities for lay 
leaders and educators to learn about and use 
the Best Practices Project 



CIJE COMMUNITIES 

Ongoing Evaluation 

CIJE will help prepare local personnel to 
conduct program evaluation. 

4 

Communities will commit itself to a process 
of ongoing evaluation of its educational 
system, projects and outcomes 
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March 16, 1995 

Adam Gamoran 
University of Wisconsin 
2444 Social Science 
Madsion, WI 53706 

Dear Adam: 

for 
!nitiatives 
m E
Council 

Jewish 
Education 

I am delighted to let you know t hat our fort hcoming Board Meeting w ill begin 
w ith a second education seminar for CIJE Board Members and inv ited 
guests . Our presenter will be Dr. Jonathan Sarna, Braun Professor of 
American Jewish History at Brandeis University. 

Dr. Sarna w ill interpret for us his ground-breaking histor ical study of the 
great American Jewish aw akening that led to the founding of the core 
institutions of our community today. Against a backdrop of despair about 
the Jewish future, this revitalization transformed Jewish life. 

Dr. Sarna's fascinat ing retrieval of this seminal era of American Jewish 
history presents ideas that are powerful--indeed, inspirational--about the 
possibility of change and renewal in a t ime of crisis, a time that in many 
ways resembles our own. 

The Seminar will t ake place on the evening of Wednesday, April 26, 
7:45 p.m .. at New York UJA/Federation, 130 East 59th St .• New York. 

As April 26 is the evening of Yorn HaShoah, the evening program will begin 
with a Holocaust commemorat ion arranged by the composer Elizabeth 
Sw ados. 

The following day' s Board Meeting w ill build on the strong response to the 
data on the background and professional t raining of teachers in Jewish 
schools previewed at the October meeting and presented at the GA by Dr. 
Adam Gamoran and Or. Ellen Goldring. The Board Meeting of April 27. also 
at UJA /Federat ion. will begin p romptly at 9 :30 a.m.; refreshments will be 
served from 9:00 a.m. We w ill conclude at 3 :00 p.m. 

IX), 1x>x 94553. Cleveland. Ohio« 101 • Phone: (216) 391-1852 • fax: (216) 391•5450 
J5£ssti6tbSrreet. New lbr.t NY JOOJ~IJ19 • Pbane:(ili}.5N-iJ60 • Fu: (ili}Di-!1616 
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These data, incorporated in the CIJE Policy Brief, have been of considerable interest to Jewish 
communities around the country and have received a great deal of media attention. As you 
know, the CIJE Study of Educators juxtaposed the severe lack of training of most t eachers 
with an unexpected degree of commitment and stability, making a powerful case for communal 
investment in educators now in the f ield. 

How can our North American Jewish community meet the challenge of creating serious, 
comprehensive in-service training to improve the quality of teaching? 

Among the issues we w ill explore in our April meeting are: 

• What can be learned about the most effective in-service training for teachers from the 
field of general education? We will hear from an expert w ho has studied "success 
stories" of comprehensive professional development for teachers. 

• How can professional growth for educational leaders support the revitalization of Jewish 
schools? We will hear a report on The CIJE- Harvard Leadership Institute, the first in 
North America to join the expertise of Harvard University's Principals' Center w ith 
outstanding Jewish scholars and educators from a range of denominations and 
communities to focus on issues of educational leadership. 

• As communities begin to formulate their action plans for improving their educating 
personnel, what are some of the local initiatives in which CIJE is involved, and w hat can 
be their national implications? We will learn about programs now being launched which 
provide a range of models t hat other communities and institutions could replicate. 

• What kind of partnerships are possible-locally and nationally--to spearhead the 
professionalization of teachers currently in the field? New examples of such 
partnerships will be presented at the meeting. 

With the growing focus on in-service t raining, how will communities f ind the expertise they 
need to create comprehensive in-service initiatives? On April 27 , we will explore the critical 
question of lhow to build the nat ional capacity for t raining in this effort to transform the quality 
of teaching in Jewish classrooms around the country. 

Finally, we will also have the opportunity to hear about an application of the Goals Project to a 
specific institution--the establishment of a new community high school. 

We will soon be sending you advance materials as background for t he meeting. In the 
meanwhile, please complete and return the enclosed reply form. 

With best wishes, 

MORTON L MANDEL -- Chair 
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Policy Brief 

CIJE 
Research and Evaluation 

UPDATE ON RECENT ACTIVITIES 
October 1994 through April 1995 

The CUE research and evaluation team has been active in a number of areas since our last 
meeting. Following our presentation at the last Board meeting, we devoted substantial time to 
revising and producing the first CIJE Policy Brief, on the professional background and training 
of teachers in Jewish Schools. The Policy Brief was distributed to everyone who attended the 
CJF General Assembly in November, and it was presented at a major forum at which the keynote 
speaker was the Honorable Am.non Rubenstein, Minister of Education of the State of Israel. As 
we prepar,ed for this presentation, we took into account the helpful feedback provided by Board 
members during and after the last Board meeting. 

The Policy Brief was also discussed at a press conference, and subsequently has been widely 
reported in the Jewish press: about two dozen local Jewish papers and five national sources have 
carried the story. A selection of these articles was circulated to Board members in the most 
recent CIJE mailing. 

Most recently, a summary of the Policy Brief was published in Reform Judaism. Copies of this 
issue of the magazine will be available at our board meeting. 

Report on Educational Leaders 

Whereas the Policy Brief covered teachers, CIJE researchers also surveyed educational leaders 
(i.e. principals and education directors). These data have recently been analyzed, and the 
Research and Evaluation team is currently preparing a report on educational leaders, addressing 
such topics as background and training, salaries and benefits, careers, and leadership. Preliminary 
findings from the survey of educational leaders will be presented for comment and feedback at 
our April meeting. 

Integrated Comprehensive Report 

By the end of the summer, a comprehensive report of the teachers and educational leaders in 
these three communities will be available . 
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Development of Educator's Survey Module 

A m.1mber of communities have expressed interest in carrying out their own studies. To meet this 
need, our Research and Evaluation staff have been preparing a Module for the Study of 
Jewish Educators. Toe Module includes a revised survey instrument and interview protocols, 
along with directions for carrying out the study. Toe contents of the Module will be discussed at 
our committee meeting. 

Evaluation Work in Communities 

We are continuing to provide consultation to a number of communities working on evaluation 
and planning for Jewish education. However, we are no longer employing a full-time researcher 
to monitor each Lead Community, as our work concentrates more on the national agenda. CIJE 
has been a catalyst for local evaluation, and we hope that communities will draw on their own 
internal and external resources to continue their evaluation efforts. The issue of CIJE's role in 
encouraging and supporting local evaluation will also form part of our committee's agenda. 

Adam Gamoran and Ellen Gold.ring 
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CIJE: Community Mo bilization 
Update: October 1994 to April 1995 

CIJE has continued to move ahead on the three areas wiithin the domain of community 
mobilization: 

I. "Telling the story" of CIJE's approach to and work within Jewish ,education. 

2. Working in local communities to create informed l<1;y and professional advocates for 
Jewish educational change, within institutions and communally. 

3. Mobilizing lay leadership on behalf of Jewish education and creating a comprehensive plan 
for this effort 

1. "Telling the Story" 

At the October board meeting, the Board Committee on Community Mobilization discussed 
the traditional ways that the organized Jewish community has rallied around crises--and the 
different nature of the crisis in Jewish education: that is, Jewish education demands a long
term effort, not a "quick fix"; it is not about the relief and rehabilitation of beleaguered Jews 
abroad but about the rescue of ourselves. Committee members also talked about the inherent 
difficulties in showing the passionate, personal face of Jewish education. (There is no 
equivalent in Jewish education to Israeli air bases, to which one could take communal leaders 
for a gripping; immediate illustration of the issue.) We need a new model for creating 
sustained advocacy for Jewish education and new champions on its behalf. 

The committee then explored the most effective way to use the CIJE data on the background 
and training of Jewish teachers to mobilize the Jewish community. The initial findings of The 
CIJE Study of Educators held "bad news" about teachers' training but "good news" about 
their stability and commitment to teaching as a calling. CIJE fashioned the GA Forum and 
the press materials around the committee's recommendation that we emphasize not only the 
crisis reflected in the data but that success is possible and that there are solutions to 
professionalizing teachers. A wrap-up and sample of the e~uing media coverage has been 
sent to all CIJE board members. 

Communications and Publications 

We are now in the process of setting up a data base that will allow us to reach the 
constituencies of CIJE and disseminate our materials and findings in an effective, timely 
way. These constituencies include Federation lay leaders, executive directors and planners, 
and members of continuity commissions--local and national--who affect policy for Jewish 
education; senior educators and bureau professionals; faculty at the training institutions, 
congregational arms, and regional colleges; rabbis extensively involved in Jewish education; 
foundations that support Jewish education; national organizations with Jewish educational 
missions; and Jewish and general press; among others. 
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In the course of 1995, CIJE will be producing several publications of particular relevance to 
lay leaders involved in Jewish education. These will include: 

I . A brief that answers the question: What are the necessary components of an excellent 
supplementary school?, based on the Best Practices seminars Dr. Barry Holtz has been 
offering lay and professional leaders. 

2. A brief summarizing what is known in general and Jewish education about effective in
service education for teachers in the field. 

3. An essay for a general audience about the importance of goals and vision in Jewish 
education. 

4. The publication of our April Board Seminar lecture by D r. Jonathan Sarna for wider 
dissemination. 

We will also be producing a second CUE Policy Brief, which will--like the first brief on the 
background and training of teachers in Jewish schools--make available further policy
oriented data from the CIJE Study of Educators to the North American Jewish community. 
There is great interest in research on salary and benefits, as well as on the background and 
training of educational leaders (principals and school directors). 

2. Work in Local Communities 

In addition to our ong oing consultations with the three laboratory communities--Atlanta, 
Baltimore, and Milwaukee--CIJE has begun conversations with several new communities 
interested in a systemic change approach to Jewish education. CIJE staff and consultants are 
in the process of articulating the mutual responsibilities and expectations such partnerships 
would entail. 

3. Mobilizing Lay Leadership: 
A National Partn.ership 

A new standing CJF Committee on Jewish Continuity has recently been established, 
creating a formal working relationship between CJF, JESNA, and CIJE for Jewish 
education and continuity. This committee will allow a coordinated strategic approach 
continentally to mobilizing community support for Jewish education, bringing together 
the resources of the three bodies, in consultation with the religious movements, JCCA, 
and others. Community mobilization for Jewish education requires a massive effort of 
policy planning, advocacy, collaboration, and resource development; no single institution 
can undertake such an effort alone. CIJE's design has posited a model of working 

2 
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partnerships, both locally and continentally, to create the leadership and stimulate new 
resource allocation for Jewish education. At the board committee meeting on community 

- mobilization we will hear a presentation on the new CJF committee's goals and agenda. 

A Comprehensive Plan 

Among the greatest challenges of CTJE's work in the domain of community mobilization 
is that of exponentially increasing the number of communal leaders who, are advocates for 
Jewish education. North American Jewry has successfully rallied for its fellow Jews in 
this dramatic century of our history. Now we need to create a vital, flourishing Judaism 
within the open society of America. Jewish knowledge and education are at the core of a 
strong Jewish identity, but they must be transmitted in compelling new ways. CIJE will be 
creating an advisory committee of people from a range of fields, within Jewish life and 
outside it, to begin to design an approach to this challenge. 

Nessa Rapoport 

3 
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CIJE 
Building The Profession 

UPDATE 
From October, 1994 through April, 1995 

Building National Teacher Education Capacity 

CIJE has been developing a plan to create a cadre of " Mentor-Educators" w ho can 
work with communities and institutions both to develop and to implement In
Service offerings on the local level. A national task force of experts will plan and 
serve as the faculty for the first cohort of participants. This first cohort will then 
become part of the faculty of this College Without Walls and will participat e in 
educating future cohorts. 

This first cohort w ill be made up of educators who have extensive Judaica 
background, years of experience in the field of Jewish education and experience 
helping others learn to teach. A seminar for this group cohort is being planned for 
this summer. 

Developing Pilot Initiatives at the National l evel 

CIJE and the Harvard Principals' Center developed a seminar for educational leaders 
on " Building a Community of Leaders: Creating a Shared Vision." The seminar was 
designed to bring together educational leaders across denominations and across 
settings (pre-school, supplementary school, and day school). Over fifrty educational 
leaders participated in t he seminar taught by educators and scholars, such as, 
Roland Barth, Terence Deal, Arthur Green, Ellen Goldring, and Isadore Twersky. 
In the three lead communities, t he educators who participated in the seminar 
continue to meet together to discuss substantive shared issues. These meetings 
have included sharing the w ays in which they have adopted and adapted the 
materials and strategies learned at the seminar in their own settings. Often these 
sessions have been facilitated by the central agency and lead community 
professionals w ho also attended the Harvard seminar. 

Development of Communal Personnel Action Plans 

Each of the lead communities has been involved in the development of a 
comprehensive personnel action plan. The logistics of the planning process has 
taken a unique form in each community. In all three cases, educational 

1 
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professionals are key players in the process. CIJE has been assisting communities 
in this work by consulting on the process, co-planning meetings and sometimes 
atten·ding meetings as well. 

In order to prov ide guidance and information as well as to facilitate cross 
community feedback, CIJE has held two consultations in December and March with 
another planned for May. Each of these consultations was structured around an 
issue critical to the development of these action plans. Educational papers were 
mailed out before and after. 

In preparation for the December consultation, Dr. Gall Dorph and Dr. Barry Holtz 
prepared an outline of a generic personnel action plan along with planning tools to 
facilitate the use of the outline. Because the format was so fruitful, a longer (two 
day) consultation was planned for March. 

In March, Dr. Dorph supplied communities with a working paper outlining w hat is 
currently considered " best practices" in In-Service education in general education. 
In addition, Holtz and Dorph suggested a strategy for using the guide to both 
evaluate current in-service of ferings and design new programs. 

The March consultation also provided an opportunity for representatives of the 
denominations to present their thinking about the arena of in-service education. 
Participants included: Rabbi Robert Hirt and Dr. A lvin Schiff of Yeshiva University, 
Dr. Kerry Olitzky of Hebrew Union College, Dr. Robert Abramson of United 
Synagogue of Conservative Judaism and Aharon Eldar of the Torah Department of 
the World Zionist Organization. In the discussion which ensued, lead community 
representatives were also able to share the issues with which t hey are struggling. 
These include: 

1 . How do w e induct new teachers into the system? 
2. How do w e develop supervisors and mentors to provide on-site guidance 
and support to teachers? 
3. How do w e provide for on-going professional cllevelopment for our 
educational leaders? 
4 . How do w e create standards for our teachers in all of our settings, but 
particularly in supplementary and early childhood settings? 

The May consultation will be devoted to a discussion of the CIJE Study of 
Educators findings about the educational leaders in our communities and the 
implications of these f indings for personnel action planning. 

Development of Pilot Initiatives in Communities 

CIJE has been involved in the planning of two pilot initiatives in building the 

2 
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profession, one in Milw aukee and one in Baltimore. 

In Mifwaukee, the personnel action team's f irst decision in the creation of a 
personnel action plan has been the decision to create a local/regional opportunity 
for its educators to gain a masters degree in Jewish studies w ith a concentration in 
education. Milwaukee has received a grant from the Bader foundation to partially 
fund a masters program that will be run by the Cleveland College of Jew ish 
Studies. The program will fnclude courses in Milwaukee taught by t he Cleveland 
College faculty, video-conference courses, and summer courses in Cleveland at the 
college. The program will be housed at MAJE (the Milwaukee Association for 
Jewish Education) which will also coordinate and co-staff the internship program. 
At this date, the program has been funded. 

In Baltimore, a plan is being developed to creat e a model program for early 
childhood educators. The program will be geared t o the enhancement of the 
Jewish content of early childhood programs in a limit ed number of settings. The 
program will include both teachers and directors of the institut ions chosen to 
participate. Breishit: In t he Beginning: Machon L'Morim for Jewish Early Childhood 
Educators comes at t he initiation of the Children of Lyn and Harvey Meyerhoff 
Foundation and is being funded by the foundation. 

Professional Meetings and Presentations 

Ors. Holtz and Dorph have made present ations at the General Assembly (November) 
and at the Jewish Educators Association Conference (March) on " Using Best 
Practices to Improve Your Supplementary School." At the JEA, they also reported 
on the findings and implications of the CIJE Study of Educators. These 
presentations were w ell attended. Participants responses indicate the importance 
of both of these project s to both lay and professional leaders. 

Gail Dorph 

C:\CUE\BTP\BTP.APR 
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Goals Project Update 

Background 

CIJE 
Content and Program 

UPDATE 

From October, 1994 through April, 1995 

The Goals Project is designed to help Jewish educating institutions become more effective 
through careful attention to their guiding goaJs. The project's assumptions are straight-forward. 
First, educational effectiveness depends substantially on the extent to which the work of 
educating institutions is organized around goals that are clear and compelling to the key stake 
holders. Such goals enhance the motivation of educators; they make possible evaluation and 
accountability; and they play a critical role in guiding basic decisions concerning such varied 
matters as personnel, in-service education, and curriculum design. 

Second, many Jewish educating institutions suffer from a failure to be meaningfully organized 
around clear and compelling goals. Third, efforts to improve Jewish education usually deal 
inadequately with goals. Often, institutions by-pass serious issues relating to goals altogether; 
and when the stake holders in an educating institution do address the question of goals, the 
process is usually not one that asks them to examine Jewish sources that might illuminate their 
deliberations. Nor are systematic efforts typically made to organize and evaluate educational 
practice in the light of the goals arrived at; too often, and for reasons that need to be seriously 
addressed, mission-statements just gather dust! 

The Goals Project launched its work with communities through a seminar in the summer of 1994 
intended for lay and professional educational leaders from a number of communities in the 
United States. This seminar was designed to educate the participants concerning the important 
place of goals and vision in Jewish education and to encourage them to engage their local 
educating institutions back home in a process of becoming more thoughtful concerning their 
goals and the relationship between these goals and educational practice. 

CIJE promised to support such locaJ efforts by means of a series of seminars in the local 
communities aimed at key stake holders in their educating institutions. It was assumed that the 
cJientele for these seminars would be generated by these communities. It was also assumed that 
among institutions participating in these seminars, some would decide that the goals-agenda did 
not meet their needs; that others would use the opportunities prov ided by these seminars to 
improve their educational efforts; and that from among the latter group of institutions a few 
would emerge as candidates for intensive work with CIJE'beyond the period of these local 
seminars. These institutions might become the nucleus of a kind of coalition of institutions 
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seriously striving to be vision-driven . 

Recent and current activities 

The Jerusalem Seminar has stimulated a variety of goals-related efforts over the last several 
months. For example, in Cleveland, a seminar organized around the theme of goals and led by 
Professor Walter Ackerman has become a vehicle for bringing together key lay and professional 
leaders in the Jewish education from across the community for regular meetings. In addition, 
Rabbi Robert Toren of the Jewish Education Center of Cleveland has been hard at work with his 
Drisha Project, which is designed to engage local educating communities (schools and 
congregations) in a serious self-improvement process in which issues pertaining to goals play a 
very prominent role. CIJE has been consulting to Rabbi Toren in this process, and he has 
suggested CUE-involvement in working with the institutions that participate in this local project. 

Also in Cleveland, CUE has been in conversation with the Agnon School concerning 
collaborative work around a goals-agenda. In Milwaukee, a four-session seminar on goals began 
in February for a constituency that includes over 35 people representing 4 Day Schools, the JCC, 
and two congregations. 

Alongsjde these efforts, CIJE collaborated with lay and professional leaders in Atlanta around 
the development of an all-day seminar on goals in February for some sixty key stake holders in a 
new Community High School. There have also been conversations concerning Goals Project 
involvement with a number of JCC camps and possibly with one or more _congregations that 
seem particularly interesting. 

PrQjected activities. 

Next fall, the Goals Project is scheduled to begin working with a limited number of select 
institutions interested in undertaking a systematic effort to develop and organize practice around 
a set of clear and compelling goals. 

One significant new project will be a meeting co-sponsored by CIJE and the JCCA to explore 
the goals of residential camping programs in the realm of JCCs. 4-6 JCCs will be invited to join 
in a two-day seminar on the goals of JCC camping. Each JCC will send a team of three people-
the JCC director, the camp director and the JCC Jewish educator. Fo.Uowing upon that meeting 
CIJE and the JCCA hope to, begin to develop a major intervention project in selected JCC camps. 

We believe that such collaborations will benefit these institutions and will contribute 
significantly to our own knowledge-base. But our success in such partnerships will depend 
heavily on our ability to build capacity in two major areas. 

First, the success of our work with individual institutions on a goals-agenda will depend on our 
ability to expand our base of knowledge and know-how. Of special importance is finding ways 
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to engage the stake holders in these institutions in wrestling with issues of Jewish content in the 
face of their tendency to rush impatiently towards a consensus based on the beliefs they bring to 
the table. 

Second, since CIJE1s core-staff will not itself be able to work with individual institutions around 
the country in any sustained way, we need to recruit and cultivate a cadre of resource-people or 
coaches to work with these institutions. Since the pool of people with the requisite background 
and talent is small, and they are the kind of people whose energies are typically already fully 
engaged, this is a difficult challenge. 

Alongside the various seminars scheduled for the next few months, our work this spring and 
summer is organized around this 11building capacity11 agenda. During the coming summer CIJE 
will be running a 4-day workshop designed to bring on-board potential resource-people for our 
project and to further our own learning concerning ways of working with institutions on a 
serious goals-agenda. 

In addition to those pointed to above, the issue of community-vision also needs to be addressed. 
The Program and Content Committee expressed great interest in this topic, as dlid many 
participants in the Jerusalem Summer Seminar. How to address.it meaningfully without giving 
short shrift to other facets of our work remains an important challenge. The talk Professor 
Michael Rosenak:1s delivered at last summer's seminar, when transcribed and edlited, may provide 
a useful avenue for approaching this matter. CIJE1s recent statement concerning community
vision may also provide a useful springboard to discussion. 

Best Practices Project 

Background 

The Best Practices Project is an effort to document exemplary models of Jewish educational 
work and to use these examples for improving the quality of Jewish education in the field. The 
Project has delineated a number of different domains in which to document examples of 
successful practice. Up to this point two volumes have been published: Best Practice in the 
Supplementary School and Best Practice in Early Childhood Jewish Education. 

Recent and current activities 

At the General Assembly Dr. Gail Dorph and Dr. Barry Holtz presented a workshop session on 

the findings of the Best Practices Project about supplementary schools. About thirty lay leaders 
and educators attended the session and had the opportunity to use the best practices volume and 

its findings as a way of analyzing supplementary schools with which they were familiar. This 
session was very well received by the participants and offered a kind of model for using the 
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project as a practical aid toward improving Jewish education in the field for both professionals 
and lay leaders. 

We plan to do similar workshops in other settings during the course of the year-- in the three 
lead communities where opportunities for this work are being planned and at national meetings. 
CIJE, for example, in March CIJE conducted a major session of this kind at the Jewish 
Educators Assembly, the organization of Conservative educators1 at their annual convention in 
March. The CUE Leadership Institute, conducted last fall at the Harvard Principals Center, 
helped prepare the way for best practices sessions in local communities by engaging school 
principals in a process of self-improvement for themselves and their schools. Parallel sessions 
for lay leaders in these communities would also seem to be appropriate. 

The Best Practices Project is currently involved with three initiatives documenting examples of 
successful educational practice. In the area of Jewish education in the JCC arena, CUE is 

working in a joint effort with the JCCA. Dr. Barry Holtz is conducting the project in 
coordination with Dr. Steven M. Cohen who has been engaged by the JCCA for the purposes of 
the project. The project is using the model that has b·een successfully employed in the other best 
practice volumes: a group of experts gathered together with Drs. Holtz and Cohen to delineate 
criteria for best practice in this domain and to choose six outstanding JCCs and six "stand alone" 
programs within other JCCs for further research. For this volume it was decided that the 
individual JCCs will not be written up as separate studies, but rather will serve as examples 
which will be incorporated into a long analytic essay written by Holtz and Cohen about Jewish 
education in the JCC. The stand alone programs will be written up by local practitioners 
describing their own programs. 

Holtz and Cohen have now visited five JCCs (one jointly and the rest separately). Another 

researcher has written up the other site as a research report. The research reports of the entire 
team will be supplemented by an investigation of published materials (reports, board meeting 
notes, catalogues, etc.) from each of the selected JCCs along with interviews with 
knowledgeable informants from the world of JCC education. After Holtz and Cohen write the 
draft of their report, the original advisory committee will reconvene in May, joined by 
representatives from the best practice sites for a review of their findings. It is expected that this 
volume will hie published in the late summer, 1995. 

Secondly, the work throughout CUE on the area of in-service education of teachers needs to be 
served by the Best Practices Project as well. With the publication of the CUE Policy Brief on the 

background and training of educators last fall, upgrading the quality of educators in the field has 

become prime focus of activities in a number of different domains of CUE. Dr. Holtz and Dr. 
Gail Dorph wi]l be preparing a volume on best practice in.the area of in-service education-- both 
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in general and Jewish education-- to guide local schools and communities as plan for improving 
the sky ls .and knowledge of their educators. This volume will look at examples of successful in
service education and seek to learn from those examples specific practical advice for 
implementing "programs that work. 11 

The third best practice "documenting" initiative is in the area of day schools. Following upon 
meetings with outstanding practitioners in day school education organized by Rabbi Robert Hirt 

at Yeshiva University and Rabbi Robert Abramson at the United Synagogue, along with 

consultations with other experts in day school education from the field and from academia, it 
was decided that the complexity of day school education would require more than one volume 
on best practices. CIJE will look at selected topics of great interest to day schools and then 

move on in the future to a volume on "the good day school. " The first topic to addressed will be 
Hebrew language instruction in the day school. Since this is one of the primary motivations for 

day school education and since it is an issue that cuts across denominational lines, the topic is 
particularly appropriate as a first approach into the day school arena. 

Dr. Holtz has been conducting interviews and discussions with a number of experts in the field 
of Hebrew language instruction and has drafted a II guide" for researchers in the area of best 

practice in Hebrew language teaching in the day school. He has now turned to a number of 

expert informants to help choose the sites that will be written up in the final report. These sites 
are expected to represent a range of successful schools-- as geographically, educationally and 
religiously as diverse as is appropriate. It is expected that this volume will be ready in the 
spring of, 1996. 

The fundamental issue facing the Best Practices Project is the way that institutions can learn 

from places that succeed. The successful model employed at our session during the General 

Assembly leads us to believe that there is a considerable amount that people can learn from these 
kinds of "hands-on" sessions. For CIJE, of course, this raises the question of how to allocate 
time and resources. Given the size of the CIJE staff and wide range of need in the field (in so 
many different arenas), CUE could not possibly spend all of its time doing hands-on sessions to 
help schools and other educational institutions all around the country. The approach that is most 

on the CIJE agenda at this time is to think about "building capacity" for best practices 
facilitators/trainers. This approach coordinates well with other domains of "building capacity" 
on the CIJE plan for this year-- in Goals and in Building the Profession. 

There are other approaches that also should be employed: Using publications, we may want to 
begin to think about short reports along with the longer best practice volumes. These reports 

will be along the lines of the CIJE "Policy Brief' on Jewish educators that emerged out of the 
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longer research project directed by Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring. A policy brief, for 
exam,ele, on "bow to im prove your su pplementary school" could be developed based on the best 
practice volum e already published by CUE. 

A second kind of publication that clearly seems to be necessary is something that describes the 

process by which an institution becomes successful. In other wor ds, the current best practices 

volumes represent a kind of snapshot of a "finished product." But how did the good school 

become such a good school? What were the steps that the leaders took? Who initiated the 

process? We have found that practitioners in the field find these questions to be of the most 
interest. 

Finally, we might want to think about other modes of documentation. Video documentation of 

best practices might be an important route to create a knowledge base for Jewish education and a 

resource for teacher education and improvement. By looking at "best practitioners" and 

documenting their work (both in writing and on film), a new kind of training m<;>del for all the 

areas of Jewish education could be developed. What sites might best lend themselves to this 
approach would have to be explored as the project develops. 

The Best Practices Project has another important role as well-- informing community lay leaders 

about successful educational practice to help them in decision-making for communal policy . 

Local lay leaders should have the information about Jewish education that can help them 

influence Federation planning for Jewish education in effective and useful ways . By educating 

our lay constituents we can begin to fulfill the mandate of CUE for building community support 

for Jewish education. Our recent meeting in Atlanta which centered on the issue of creating a 

local day high school is an excellent example of the kind of work that could be done to inform 

and work with local lay leadership through best practice and goals workshops. 

Barry W . Holtz and Daniel Pekarsky 
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l. CREATE CAPACITY FOR TEACHER AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

A. TEACHERTRAlNING 

1. Create a Cadre of High Quality Teacher Trainers 

Create a "Virtual" College (College Without Walls) of Trainers who can Advise, 
Consult and Plan with Communities and Institutions 

a. Identify and Recruit Appropriate Candidates 

Criteria for Membership: Judaica Competence, Expertise in Education, 
Significant Experience in the field 

Target Dates: March, April, 95 

b. Design a Set of Seminars which would: 

* orient them to work of CIJE : this includes Best Practices and its place 
in the development of in-serviceeducation 

* engage in discussions/learning experiences relating to in-service 
education ( For the most part Jewish educators have been involved in 
the training of beginning professionals; few have thought about what 
would it mean to train the trainers of those already in the field.) 

* discuss the feasibility/strategies for organizing and orchestrating 
the work of the Virtual College of Trainers 

Target Dates for 3 Seminars: 

Spring, 95 -- 3 days 
Summer, 95 -- 5 days 
Fall, 95 -- 3 days 

Planning: Ongoing 

2. Develop and Implement a Plan for a Pool of Teacher Trainers who can support In
Service Initiative in Their Own Institutions and Communities 

a. CUE in consultation with Communities/ Virtual College Faculty would 
identify appropriate candidates. (Such people could presently be found in 
Central Agencies or in classrooms as Twersky suggests) 
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b. ClJE together with Virtual College Faculty would create a series of 
seminars/learning opportunities/retreats to "train" candidates. 

Target Date for first seminar: November, 95 

c. CIJE together with Virtual College Faculty would create a mechanism to 
supervise and support these candidates in their community work 

Target Date for strategy: Fall, 95 

B. LEADERSHIP TRAINING (Harvard = Example. Networks, Conceptual Frameworks, 
' Hooks) 

1. Develop and implement a plan to create a finite cadre of educational leaders who can 
act as mentors to others 

Develop Strategy: Summer, 95 

Target Date for beginning: Winter, 96 

2. Develop and implement two seminars for educational leaders in communities 
with which we are working: 

a. Seminar I -Educational Leadership (for new communities and those 
principals who did not participate in first seminar) Winter, 1996 

b. Seminar II -- School as Leaming Community (Open to principals who 
attended first seminar) 11, 95 

C. EXPLORE WAYS TO MOBILIZE EXISTING INSTITUTIONS, CENTRAL 
AGENCIES, PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS, AND THE 
DENOMINATIONAL MOVEMENTS FOR IN-SERVICE ENDEAVORS 

(Brandeis: With encouragement of Yehuda Reinhartz, Brandeis has asked CUE to help it 
with its strategic planning process. Task: To examine its role and activities in areas of 
Jewish education and Jewish continuity. 

Hornstein Program in Jewish Communal Service is organizing this process but it will 
include faculty members and administrators from Jewish studies, social work and other 
relevant departments 

Ackerman: Exploring issue of regional colleges becoming centers for In-Service 
Education) 
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1. Meet with representatives of denominations etc to update on CUE activities and 
involve in thinking through their role in in-service education 

Target Dates: Winter and Spring, 95 

2. Set up meeting with lead communities reps and denominational representatives to 
work on their respective roles in development of personnel action plans 

Target Date for first meeting: March 9, 1995 

3. Continue meeting with Bureau Directors Fellowship-

possible forum for disseminating policy brief and planning process for personnel 
planning and adding communities 

4. Meet with professional groups (rabbinical, educational (ALOHA), professional) 

Target Dates: Spring, 1995 

5. Work with National Board of License on issues of standards and credentials 

Il. OFFER SELECT COMMUNITIES GUIDANCE IN PREP ARING AND 
IMPLEMENTING THEm COMPREHENSIVE IN-SERVICE ACTION PLANS 
BASED ON STUDY OF JEWISH EDUCATORS 

A. Develop a thick comprehensive personnel action plan 

Target Date: First Version: December, 94 

B. Work with communities on the development of systematic and differentiated 
professional development plans for early childhood, congregational and day 
school teachers and leaders 

Ongoing 

C Work on pilot initiatives at communal level 
*Milwaukee Cleveland College Program -- February 
*Baltimore -- Machon L'Morim -February, March, --- June 

D. Recruit and work with additional communities (Carol Starin- Seattle, Bob 
Sherman--San Franscisco) 
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ill. ARTICULATE AND DISSEMINATE IN-SERVICE TRAINING CONCEPTS, 
CURRICULA AND STANDARDS 

A. Best Practices on In-Service education for teachers (with Barry) 

Target Date: Fall,'95, Winter, 96 

B. Handbook for Upgrading Supplementary School Teachers (with Barry) 

Target Date: Fall, 95 

C. One-Day Seminars on In-Service Issues for Bureau Directors, ALOHA, etc. 
on work and thinking of CIJE on In-Service Professional Development 

IV. COMPREHENSIVE PLANNING FOR BUILDING THE PROFESSION 

A. Create an academic advisory group to define and guide the assignment 

C:\CUEIBTPISTEERING.FEB 
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Much has transpired since our last Board Meeting in October, when our 
consultants Dr. Adam Gamoran, of the University of Wisconsin, and Dr. Ellen 
Goldring, of Vanderbilt University, presented a preliminary report of The CIJE 
Study of Educators. 

As you know, the initial findings of this study juxtaposed the severe lack of 
training of most teachers in Jewish schools with an unexpected degree of 
commitment and stability, making a strong case for far more comprehensive in
service education for teachers in the field than currently exists .. 

The first CIJE Policy Brief, which summarized these findings, was presented at 
the GA and has subsequently received widespread media attention. In 
preparation for the April Board Meeting, I am enclosing another copy of the . 
policy brief and a selection of the articles and citations CIJE's work has received. 
The majority of our media coverage has focused on the policy brief, the 1994 
GA Forum that presented the study to the Jewish community, and the 
implications of the study for Jewish education, locally and continentally. In 
addition, CIJE, its chair, and staff have been cited as sources of expertise in 
articles on Jewish education. 

At our October meeting, the Board Committee on Community Mobilization 
emphasized the importance of "telling the CIJE story" and of conveying our 
distinct strategic approach to revitalizing Jewish education. The chart that 
accompanies the press selections shows that the CIJE study was a subject of 
interest across the country, in large as well as smaller Jewish communities. We 
receive ongoing requests for the policy brief and have begun discussions with an 
increasing number of communities interested in conducting their own educators' 
study and building the profession of Jewish education. At the upcoming board 
meeting, I will report on our plans to expand our work to several new 
communities this year. 
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We are continuing to consult with our laboratory communities. Following the results of the 
educators' study, they have embarked on creating Personnel Action Plans built around the 
strengths and gaps in their educators' training. 

In partnership with those communities, CIJE has begun a number of innovative pilot projects in 
the area of personnel that build on some pioneering work in general education on the most 
effective way to enhance the professional training of teachers and educational leaders in the field. 
The CIJE-Harvard Leadership Institute, held in the fall, was one such project; others, on 
early childhood and the regional training of teachers for advanced degrees will begin in 

1995. 

In the process of planning and implementing these projects, we have recognized the need for a 
systematic way to train "mentor" educators--those who are qualified to construct and oversee 
comprehensive teacher training programs in local communities. CIJE is committed to building a 
national capacity for such teacher tra iners, so that communities who want to upgrade their 
educational personnel can call on outstanding expertise. Dr. Gail Dorph will discuss this in 
greater detail at the board meeting. 

To complement the work in this area, CIJE will be publishing a brief on Best Practices in In
service Training, which will summarize current research in general and Jewish education on 
teachers' professional development, as a guide for local schools and communities committed to 
improving the knowledge and skills of their educators. 

CIJE's platform for change depends on two conditions: the need to build the profession of 
Jewish education, with the training, career tracks, salary, benefits, and prestige that a true 
profession requires; and the corresponding need to mobilize community support and create 
champions for Jewish education who can be its advocates in their own communities and on a 

continental scale. 

The North American Jewish community has entered a critical stage of reflection and analysis 
about its future. The sphere of Jewish education requires not only new approaches but also new 
formulations of purpose; not only "How can we create excellence in Jewish education?" but 

"Why must we?" 

The Goals Project was designed to address, on an institutional and communal level, the 
question of: What kind of Jews do we want to create through Jewish education? Since the Goals 
Seminar in the summer of 1994, which brought together lay and professional leaders and 
educators from several communities to work together, CIJE has been involved in a series of 
seminars and training projects, under the direction of our consultant from the University of 
Wisconsin, Dr. Daniel Pekarsky, that will continue throughout 1995 and further. (One such 
seminar is the subject of an article in the enclosed packet.) I look fonvard to bringing you up-to
date on future goals work in the areas of the communal high school and institutional and 
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community visions for Jewish education. We are particularly intrigued by the possibilities of a 
pilot goals project in the area of camping, as informal education is such a powerful agent of 
Jewish learning and identity. 

In the Best Practices Project, directe,d by Dr. Barry Holtz, we will soon be adding Best 
Practices in JCCs to our volumes on preschools and supplementary schools. We continue to 
present seminars for educators and lay leaders on creating excellence in the supplementary 
school, and have begun to document selected topics in the areas of day schools, beginning with 
the role and teaching of the Hebrew language. Issues we will address in the best practices realm 
include how other institutions can learn from the best practices models of success and a study of 
the process by which an institution becomes a best practice setting--which is of great interest to 

practitioners in the field. 

Finally, CIJE has reaffirmed its commitment to one of the most underdeveloped areas in Jewish 
education: building a research capacity. In this decade, during which the Jewish community 
and its leadership are allocating increasing resources to a range of Jewish educational projects, 
the question of educational evaluation is becoming urgent. As institutions and communities 
consciously set goals for Jewish education and Jewish continuity, it will become imperative to 
establish indicators by which success and failure can subsequently be measured, so that the entire 
North American community can learn from each other in order to transform Jewish education. for 

the coming generations. 

CUE consultants Drs. Gamoran and Goldring are overseeing a plan designed to address this 
critical issue. The monitoring, evaluation, and feedback domain will also be evaluating CIJE's 
own projects, as well as publishing policy-oriented research to meet the needs of those who pl~ 

I 

fund, and implement Jewish education. 

I look forward to seeing you at the April 27th Board Meeting, which will begin promptly at 9:30 
am and conclude at 3:00 pm at UJA/Federation. 130 E. 59 St., New York. 

With best wishes for a joyous Passover, 

~ 
Alan D. Hoffmann 
Executive Director 
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MEMORANDUM 

CIJE Board Committee 

To: Members of the CUE Board Committee 
on Research and Evaluation 

From: Esther Leah Ritz, Committee Chair 

Date: April l 0, 1995 

Re: Recent activities and agenda for April meeting 

At our committee session on the day of the CUE Board Meeting (April 27), 
we will have an opportunity to discuss some of the recent and proposed future 
;.cti.vities of the CIJE Research and Evaluation team. Our agenda is as 
follows: 

1. Preliminary findings from the survey of educational leaders: Staff will 
present preliminary results for our discussion and feedback. 

2. The CIJE Module for the Study of Educators: We v.,ill examine the 
Module and discuss its use. 

3. Putting local evaluation on the continental agenda: We will respond to 
staff proposals for encouraging evaluation of Jewish education in a 
larger number of communities. 

I look forward to seeing you in New York. 
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MEMORANDUM 

CIJE Board Committee 

To: Members of the CIJE Board Committee 
on Research and Evaluation 

From: Esther Leah Ritz, Committee Chair 

Date: April 10, 1995 

Re: Recent activities and agenda for April meeting 

At our committee session on the day of the CIJE Board Meeting (April 27), 
we will have an opportunity to discuss some of the recent and proposed future 
activities of the CIJE Research and Evaluation team. Our agenda is as 
follows: 

1. Preliminary findings from the survey of educational leaders: Staff will 
present preliminary results for our discussion and feedback. 

2. The CIJE Module for the Study of Educators: We will examine the 
Module and discuss its use. 

3. Putting local evaluation on the continental agenda: We will respond to 
staff proposals for encouraging evaluation of Jewish education in a 
larger number of communities. 

I look forward to seeing you in New York. 
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Policy Brief 

CIJE 
Research and Evaluation 

UPDATE ON RECENT ACTMTIES 
October 1994 through April 1995 

The CIJE research and evaluation team has been active in a number of areas since our last 
meeting. Fallowing our presentation at the last Board meeting, we devoted substantial time to 
revising and producing the first CIJE Policy Brief, on the professional background and training 
of teachers in Jewish Schools. The Policy Brief was distributed to everyone who attended the 
CJF General Assembly in November, and it was presented at a major forum at which the keynote 
speaker was the Honorable Amnon Rubenstein, Minister of Education of the State of Israel. As 
we prepared for this presentation, we took into account the helpful feedback provided by Board 
members during and after the last Board meeting. 

The Policy Brief was also discussed at a press conference, and subsequently has been widely 
reported in tlie Jewish press: about two dozen local Jewish papers and five national sources ha".e 
carried the story. A selection of these articles was circulated to Board members in the most 
recent CIJE mailing. 

Most recently, a summary of the Policy Brief was published ir1 Reform Judaism. Copies of this 
issue of the magazine will be available at our board meeting. 

Report on Educational Leaders 

Whereas the Policy Brief covered teachers, CIJE researchers also surveyed educational leaders 
(i.e. principals and education directors). These data have recently been analyzed, and the 
Research and Evaluation team is currently preparing a report on educational leaders, addressing 
such topics as background and training, salaries and benefits, careers, and leadership. Preliminary 
findings from the survey of educational leaders "vill be presented for comment and feedback at 
our April meeting. 

Integrated Comprehensive Report 

By the end of the summer, a comprehensive report of the teachers and educational leaders in 
these three communities will be available. 



Development of Educator's Survey Module 

A number of communities have expressed interest in carrying out their own studies. To meet this 
need, our Research and Evaluation staff have been preparing a Module for the Study of 
Jewish Educators. Toe Module includes a revised survey instrument and interview protocols, 
along with directions for carrying out the study. The contents of the Module will be discussed at 
our committee meeting. 

Evaluation Work in Communities 

We are continuing to provide consultation to a number of communities working on evaluation 
and planning for Jewish education. However, we are no longer employing a full-time researcher 
to monitor each Lead Community, as our work concentrates more on the national agenda. CIJE 
has been a catalyst for local evaluation, and we hope that communities will draw on their own 
internal and external resources to continue their evaluation efforts. The issue of CIJE's role in 
encouraging and supporting local evaluation will also form part of our committee's agenda. 

Adam Gamoran and Ellen Goldring 
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Discussion about Communal Needs and Institutional Resources 

Debrief: Where are we now? Next Steps 
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Wednesday : 

Personnel Action Planning in Communities: Reports 

Milwaukee: Ruth Cohen 

The first major initiative in Milwaukee's personnel action plan has been the decision 
to create a local/regional opportunity for its educators to gain a masters degree in 
Jewish studies with a concentrat icn in education. Milw aukee has submitted a 
grant to the Bader foundation t o µartially fund a masters program t hat will be run 
by the Cleveland College of Jewish Studies. The program will include some courses 
in Milwaukee taught by Cleveland College faculty, video-conference courses, and 
summer courses in Cleveland at the col lege. The program will be housed at MAJE 
(the Milwaukee Association for Jewish Education) which will also coordinate and 
co-staff the internship program. 

Ruth described the process by which this initiative moved through the Milwaukee 
system. A personnel action team reviewed the results of the educators' study and 
devoted much time to a variety of issues. It focused on the Cleveland College 
option as it seemed a very substantive way to begin. After several meetings with 
Lifsa Schachter (by the committee, by Milwaukee's core planning team), after 
experiencing the video-conference technique and after Ruth Cohen and Ina Regosin 
visited the Cleveland College, the personnel action team w rote up the proposal as 
their recommendation. The recommendation w ent to the Lead Community Initiative 
steering committee which voted on four different proposals made by different 
action teams that grew out of M ilwaukee's strategic planning process. The 
Cleveland College Proposal being only one of them. 

Ruth also described three other initiatives that came before the steering committee 
(one on teen programming that was returned to committee; one on funding family 
educators that has been submitted for joint funding by private grant and federation 
fund ing; one for a feasibility study of a day school high school that w as also 
recommended for funding) 

There are also seven teams (2 congregations, 4 day schools, JCC camping division) 
participating in a series of four seminars which are part of the goals project. In 
addition to the planning meetings, Dan Pekarsky has done one seminar and the next 
one is scheduled for next week. 

Milwaukee is now trying to decide how to move the personnel planning process 
forward. 
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Atlanta -- Steve Chervin 

Steve indicated that positive progreess is being made in terms of developing a 
personnel action plan, but that the issue of mobilizing community support and 
funding has proven more difficult. 

The Harvard Goals Seminar has served as a catalyst for the personnel action 
planning process. The ,group from Harvard has met 2 -3 more times. They have 
developed the case story method and taught it to their colleagues w ho did not 
participate in the seminar. They are also exploring ways of using it at t he annuyal 
teachers' conference. 

The principals' councils have become the lynchpin of the personnel planning 
process. Steve described how he and Janice Alper, the director of JES (Jewish 
Education Services) have planned and "driven" this process together. Each council 
will create a comprehensive plan for its own institutions 

In the day school principals council, the group has reviewed current offerings. 
None are based in school improvement models, none are teacher driven, for the 
most part they are voluntary not mandatory. 

As a next step, they have decided to hold a "town hall meeting" for all day school 
teachers. It is scheduled for April 3 tor two hours after school. They expect to 
draw a large turn-out from the 50-6- potential teachers. Three questions are on the 
docket: , 

1 . What do you see as your needs for professional development? 
2. What do you see as the schools' needs for professional 
development? 
3. What are the next steps that you would like to see? 

One of the ideas that Steve and Janice have in mind is the development of a day 
school teachers' council. 

In the EDC (the supplementary schools' principals council) , they have begun to 
survey the teachers in terms of areas of interest while at the same time addressing 
the issue of minimum standards with the principals and rabbis. When the latter 
group was asked about minumum standards: that is, what do teachers in your 
school need to know in order to teach? what are the domains of knowledge and at 
what level of expertise does this knowledge need to be held, they responded that 
they could not respond to the question without first revisiting the area of 
knowledge for w hat -- that is the goals question. A March 23 meeting is planned 
for rabbis and educators to begin dealing with this issue. 

The early childhood educators council wil l also deliberate this issue in terms of early 
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childhood. They are at a more preliminary stage. 

Steve then raised nine areas of ambiguity and tension with regard to our other 
agenda, i.e., mobilizing community support. 

1 . The relationship between the CJC (council for Jewish continuity) and the regular 
planning and allocations process of the Federation. 

2. The relationship between CJC and the central agency (JES) . 

3. Steve's jc b, a department in federation 

4. Planning for the new high school 

5. Multiple capital campaigns going on in the community 

6. Campaign assignments with educational agencies 

7. Funding for the CJC, an off-the top of the campaign allocation? 

8 . Competing campaigns in terms of federation issues 

9. The emerging need to orient educational programming toward supporteing fund
raising objectives, i.e., as a campaign tool 

Given the lack of clarity in terms of funding, the community is unable to provide 
concrete answers to problems. 

Baltimore --Chaim Botwinick 

1111 Baltimore, a planning group mainly comprised of Jewish education professionals, 
representing all settings and denominations was formed w ith Chaim and Marci as 
its co-chairs. A fter its first meeting the group divided itself into three small 
workgroups according to setting: day school, early childhood, and congregational 
schools. 

The issues that emerged from the day school group's first meeting were: the 
establishment of a kuppah for professional development, videotaping of 
microlessons, mentorship, scholar-in-residence program and the establishment of a 
staff development institute for day school teachers. 

Chaim also described a program initiated and furnded by the Children of Lyn and 
Harvey Meyerhoff Foundation called: Breishit: In the Beginning, Machon L'Morim for 
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Jew ish Early Childhood Educators. This is a program geared to the enhancement of 
the Jew ish content of early childhood programs in a limited number of settings. It 
is a t w o year initiative designed for both teachers and directors of these 
institutions. 

Additionally, the task force on educational personnel of CAJE (Center for 
Advancement of Jew ish Education of The Associated) recently developed a 
proposal for communally fund ing of benefits for educators. Chaim has been 
involved w ith gathering information for the committee. Hopefully, he w ill be able to 
share both the process and the outcome at one of our future meetings. 

"Best Practices" In In-Service Education in General Education 
Gail Dorph 

Gail then shared a w orking paper which synthesized recent work in general 
education that had specific implications for the development of in-service initiatives 
at the communal l•evel. The document is attached. The discussion particularly 
focused on the summary section of the paper: Conditions Necessary for Learning to 
Teach in New Ways and Principles Against which Professional Development 
Opportunities may be t ested. 

Map of Current In-Service Opportunities with Reference to Best Practices 
Information -- Barry Holtz and Gail Dorph 

Gail and Barry then shared a planning guide (enclosed) which could help 
communit ies chart their present in-service offerings. As an exercise, we walked 
through several communal examples using the chart to both test its usefulness and 
workability. Participants were asked to take the in-service maps that they had 
created for the current seminar and " plot" them into the chart for our next session. 
(yet to be scheduled) 

Additionally, everyone was encouraged to t hink about how to use the chart and 
the summary in the current process in which communities are engaged. This could 
serve to raise the level of discourse and provide an impetus for thinking about the 
personnel action plans as opportunities t o try out initiatives different from those 
which currently exist. 

Thursday: 

Denominational Presentations and Discussion 

The morning began with four presentations: t w o from denominational 
representatives who are university based--Robert Hirt from Yeshiv a University and 
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Kerry Olitzky from Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion-- and two 
from denominational representatives who are based in service-delivery positions-
Robert Abramson from United Synagogue and Aharon Eldar from the Torah 
Department of WZO. 

Bob Abramson described two programs that United Synagogue's Department of 
Education runs: a school based program for supplementary school educators (U
STEP--United Synagogue Teacher Education Program) and a peer leadership 
program for day school administrators (PAL- Peer-Assisted Leadership). 

U-STEP is a 1 2 hour per year two year program designed t ogether w ith synagogues 
for the professional development of their elementary school staffs. Its strengths 
reside in: its on-going nature; bringing together whole faculties (including the 
principal) of institutions; United Synagogue supplied teachers w ho are experienced 
Jewish educators; and a curriculum designed to have realistic classroom 
implications. United Sy ngagogue provides the t eachers for the program. 
Synagogues provide transportation and room and board. 

PAL is a program that has been developed with Far West Laboratories and funded 
by the Wexner foundation. It includes an intensive three day preparatory program, 
6 days of paired principals visiting each other using techniques that they have been 
taught, and a concluding t hree day ret reat t o process : he themes and issues. The 
program has been very successful in terms of t he three cohorts of principals who 
have participated. There is now discussion of how to continue to develop this 
program once grant monies have run out. 

Aharon Eldar described t he approach of t he Torah Department of WZO with regard 
to In-Service education particularly in Orthodox day schools. The faculty of the 
Torah department includes a cadre of Israel based educators w ho have been 
"shlichim" and Torah department t eacher-shlichim w ho are in the states. 

He described three models with which they are currently working . All are based in 
the commitment to only work with schools who are prepared to hold on-going 
seminars during a given academic year. 

1 . Three one-week seminars on the same subject which will be determined by the 
school and Torah Department together. 
2. 4-5 meetings a year in one school on one topic 
3. On-going school seminar in which Torah department faculty participate several 
times a year. 

For all these models, the " preferred" siyyum is a seminar in Israel which builds on 
the studies of the previous year. 
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In addition, the Torah department has developed a program for master teachers. 
This program is being run in cooperation with the Associated Talmud Torah (ATT) 
of Chicago. It includes t w o teachers from each of their affiliated schools who 
attend three hour seminars once a week. These seminars focus on subject matter, 
methodology and supervision. At the conclusion of the year of study, there is a 
three week seminar in Israel. There are two incentives offered: the three week 
seminar in Israel and increased salary on the A TT salary scale. 

The formula for funding these programs is similar to that described by Abramson : 
Torah department supplies faculty; schools provide transportation and lodging. 

Robert Hirt described Yeshiva University as a central address for Jewish education 
both because of the Azrieli School's interest in and commitment to in-service 
education and because of the network of schools and agencies that are connected 
to its professional group, the Educators ' Council of America. He reported that the 
Azrieli School was very interested in meeting the needs of local communities for 
substantive in-service w hich is why he had asked Alvin Schiff to also be present at 
this meeting. He suggested that one very productive approach t o the issue of 
designing in-service education opportunities in the lead communities w ould be for 
the community professionals to present the challenges that they are currently 
facing. 

Kerry Olitzky described the organizational structure of the Reform movement in 
general in order to help clarify it s approach t o in-service education in particular. He 
mentioned three areas of service emphasized by the UAHC: curriculum 
development, producing text book literature and t eacher t raining and development. 
For the most part, UAHC's teacher t raining is developed in concert with its regional 
offices. Thus, the offerings and their intensity is dependent on t he way in which 
each region is organized. 

Kerry then defined the province of the College as educational leadership 
development; pilot projects, such as, t he development of national pilot training 
program for beginning teachers over Internet; summer study programs for 
educators at the various campuses of the college; and institutionally based pilot 
project such as ECE (experiment in congregational schools out of HUC-LA and 
family education pilot out of HUC-JIR, NY. 

Discussion 

After questions of clarification and explanation, the discussion turned to issues that 
the communities are facing with regard to development and implementation of 
personnel action plans. Issues that emerged included: 
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1. Development and implementation of induction programs for new teachers 

2. Development and implementation of professional growth oopportunites for 
educational leaders 

3. Development of supervisors and mentors w ho can give classroom guidance and 
support 

4 . Access to competent teacher t rainers (people who are able to provide a 
combination of subject matter and pedagogical expertise 

5. Development minimum standards for t eachers in various settings 
(does this include domains of knowledge, areas of competency, religious standards 
and commitments?) 

6. Development of infrastructures t o support in-service (released time for t eachers, 
salary increments that are meaningful which are tied to on-going professional 
development) 

7. Develop lay-educational partnerships to support professional development 

Where are we now? Next Steps 

In our closing session, we discussed 
a. the timetable for current communal planning processes 
b . the challenge of creating outcome statements for the year 2000 
c. creating capacity to plan and implement inservice education programs 

Everyone agreed to use the chart that Barry created to chart their current in-serv ice 
offerings. 

Gail brought in a suggested list of outcomes for the year 2000 for rev iew and 
comment. Items included: 

1. % of our teachers will hold masters degrees in Jewish education. 
2. % of our teachers will be enrolled in masters degree programs in Jewish 
education. 
3. # of central agency personnel will be qualified to and responsible for ongoing 
professional development programs for teachers. 
4. % of central agency professional development offerings will be in the form of 
systematic programs that include focus on subject matter, pedagogy and classroom 
support. 
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5. % of schools will have on-going staff development built into their school 
programs. 
6. % of schools will have an infrastructure which allows teachers to both learn 
new "things" and work together to plan and support each others' work. 
7. % of schools w ill have a funded "leaad teacher" position. This person will be 
responsible for supporting teachers in learning to teach in new w ays. 
8. In our community, there will be # of teacher netw orks: 

a. organized according to subject matter 
b. organized according to issues of teaching and learning children of "x" age 

9. In our community, there will # of "community" teachers, who will receive 
benefits although teaching in more than one place. 
10. In our community, there will be a benefits structure for teachers teaching # 
hours. 

One of the issues that we discussed in December and again in t he course of this 
consultation w as our communal capacity to deliver services that would be required 
by the creation of initiatives that go beyond that which is currently being offered. 
This issue was the impetus for inviting denominational presentations during the 
course of the current seminar. 

Gail and Barry described a CIJE plan to develop a "virtual college for In-Service 
Jewish Education." This would mean the development of a serious cadre of trained 
people, Mentor-Educators, (for w ant of a better term) who would be able to help 
plan and implement programs within their own communities and perhaps even 
nationally. The approach that they suggested would include: identifying appropriate 

' 
candidates who are currently in central agencies or schools, designing a program 
that would bring them together to learn about current "best-practices'' in in-service 
education, devising strategies for them to collaborate on the integration and 
adaptation of the latest thinking about learning to teach and the development of 
new approaches to in-service education in Jewish education. We discussed this 
idea, and although, it was well received, we did not have enough time to discuss it 
at length. Gail will be back in touch with seminar participants to discuss the idea 
more fully and to receive " nominations" for the first cohort of mentor-educators to 
be recruited. 

We agreed to meet again before the summer break if at all possible. 

C:\CUE\PLANS\COMSEM.MAR 
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MEMO 

TO: 
FROM: 
CC: 

RE: 

4/12/95 

for 
!nitiatives 
in E
Council 

Jewish 
Education 

Chajm Botwinick, Steve Chervin, Ruth Cohen, Ina Regosin 
Gail Dorph 
Janice Alper, Marci Dickman, Alan Hoffmann, Barry Holtz, 
Nessa Rapoport 
NOTES FROM MARCH CIJE-LEAD COMMUNITY 
CONSULTATION 

Enclosed you will f ind the notes of our M arch seminar, the W orking 
Paper on In-Service Education, a bibliography, and the chart w e 
created t o be used t o survey your present in-service offerings. 
(Remember, the chart is keyed to the categories on the Working 
Paper). I hope that you will find the notes to be useful in your current 
planning process. 

In May, you will be receiving your communal reports on the results of 
the leadership survey. I am sorry that we will not be able to meet as a 
collective with Ellen to discuss what we have learned as I have been 
unsuccessful in finding a time for us to meet again this spring . If you 
have any further suggestions, I would love to here them. 

~
0 rin;: t~ Ll et Meantime, I would ask each community to chart their current in

Fi:!':ce Melton ps service offerings and send the charts t o me. Additionally, perhaps it 
Melvin Merians would be helpful if you would take t he time to write an update on t he 
Lester Pollack planning process. I w ill then distribute both of these products. I 

E
C~~les Ra!°e:r. would like to send these t hings out in the middle of May. 

,mer Lean Ritz 
William Schatten 
Richard Scheuer 
lsmu Schomc:h 
David T eutsch 
Indore T wenky 
Bennett Y a.nowitz 

&ccuti11e Direct.or 
Alan Hoffmann 

At t his point, I am thinking that we should try t o meet again toward 
the end of August. 

Immediately after Pesah, I w ill be in t ouch w ith each of you to discuss 
CIJE's "virtual college" plan. (see page 9 of notes) 

C:\CIJE\PLANS\COMCONMA,MEM 
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WORKING PAPER 

{CIJE--LEAD COMMUNITY SEMINAR 3/95) 

WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR TEACHERS? 
(from general education) 

Research shows that the differences in teacher qualifications across schools 
account more than any other factor for the differences in student achievement. 
(LOH, 1994) 

Professional development must be approached from four interconnected premises: 

* teachers are understood to have life-long professional needs and these will 
be met only if treated, as in the case of any learner in terms of continuity and 
progression; 

* for continuity and progression to be realized teachers' developmental needs 
must be assessed on a regular basis 

* schools devise a plan for development from which also f low needs for 
professional development if the school's development plan is to be 
implemented successfully 

* professional needs arising from personal sources (e.g., appraisal) have to be 
reconciled with school needs arising from institutional sources (e.g., a 
development plan) (Hargreaves, 1994) 

Staff development must be grounded in the mundane but very real details of 
teachers' daily work lives and in a form that provides the intellectual stimulation of 
a graduate seminar. By intellectual stimulation, we mean engagement with the 
substantive knowledge to be taught and the sustained analysis of teaching as a 
professional pursuit . (Goldenberg & Gallimore, 1991) 

The most promising forms of professional development engage teachers in the 
pursuit of genuine questions, problems, and curiosities, over time, in ways that 
leave a mark on perspectives, policy, and practice. (JWL, 1993) 

There is little significant school development without teacher development. 
There is little significant teacher development without school development. 
(Hargreaves, 1994) 
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Content 

Three components need to be part of a comprehensive approach to teacher 
professional development in order to make a difference in teachers' effectiveness 
and in student outcomes: 

1 . Subject Matter Knowledge 

In order to teach for understanding, McDiarmid, Ball and Anderson { 1 989) 
argue that teachers need a "flexible" und - ' Standing of their subject matter. 
They define this as the ability to draw rel ionships within the subject and 
make "real w orld" connections. It also means what scholars in that field do 
and how increase one's own know ledge. A growing body of case studies 
shows that teachers with flexible subject matter understandings are better 
able to connect students and subject matter in ways that respect both (see, 
for example, Grossman, 1990; Wilson, Shulman & Richert, 1987). 

Majoring in an academic subject in college does not guarantee that teachers 
have the specific kind of subject matter knowledge needed for teaching. 
{NCRTL, 1992) 

Many teachers have never had the chance to develc ;:, understandings of their 
subject matters that are required in order to teach for meaning. 

2. Knowledge of Education {particularly including knowledge of learners and 
what will make subject matter meanrngful to learners) 

Building bridges between students and subject matter also depends on 
another kind of knowledge which Shulman (1986) has labeled "pedagogical 
content knowledge." PCK includes the most powerful w ays to represent and 
formulate a subject so as to make it comprehensible to others. It is a 
melding of knowledge of st udents and knowledge of subject matter. To 
teach for subject matter understanding, a teacher must be able to view the 
subject through the eyes of the learner and to interpret the learner's 
questions and comments through the lens of the subject matter. 

To foster meaningful learning, teachers must construct experiences that 
allow students to confront powerful ideas whole. They must create bridges 
between the very different experiences of individual learners and the 
common curriculum goals. They must understand how their students think 
as well as what they know. (LOH, 1993) 

Teachers must combine deep knowledge of-subject matter and a wide 
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repertoire of teaching strategies with intimate knowledge of students' 
growth, experience, and development. 

3. Clinical Guidance in Learning to Teach 

Teachers need support in their classrooms to figure out: how to synthesize 
new practices, how to work with their students to create community, 
etc . . (LDH, 1990) 

The National Center for Research on Teacher Learning suggests that 
''substantial changes in teaching practice are likely to occur only when 
teachers have extended, ongoing assistance that is grounded in classroom 
practice." (NC RTL, 1992) 

Differentiation 

Professional development opportunities should be appropriately designed with "the 
teacher-as-learner" in mind. This would include attention to: 

1. School Setting (day, supplementary and pre-school} 

2. Students: (developmental issues, affiliation) 

3. Teachers: Experience/background/training 

4. Subject Matter to be taught 

Systematic Training Opportunities 

1. Time 

Learning to teach like learning to play a musical instrument. It takes time, a 
grasp of essential patterns, much practice, tolerance for mistakes, and a way 
of marking progress along the way. A major contributor to the success of 
professional development is the organizations of time. More successful 
programs organize regularized time involvement at frequent intervals over an 
extended duration. (JWL, 1986) 

2 . Duration 
Learning new roles and new practices requires time, opportunity and mental 
space. Learning to teach in new ways, i.e .. , transforming one's practice and 
roles requires considerable time and effort and seems to follow a particular 
process, for most teachers. 
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Learning to teach in new ways is developmental. The process inv. 1ves not 
only unlearning things that teachers and others have thought w ere good or at 
least standard practice, but also figuring out exactly what these new ideas, 
strategies, techniques mean and look like in the classroom and school. The 
sequence often involves the following four stages. 

*level #1 awareness 
*level #2 int erpretation 
* level #3 understanding 
i< level #4 reflective self evaluation 

W ithout adequate opportunities t o learn or the support for the learning, there is no 
guarantee that teachers will move beyond the awareness level. (McDiarmid, 1994). 

3. Experience 

Experience of Teacher (Feiman & Floden, 1983) have reviewed several 
different approaches to st aff development that support t he claim that The 
issue addressed by these "st age theories" relates to increasing the relevance 
of in-service offerings for t eachers. 

Incentives 

When a participant is selected to take part in training, either by being designated as 
a representative of a particular group or through a competitive selection process, 
the effect size was significantly greater than for all other incentives. 

Other incentives that were examined that were also significant include: college 
credit, released time, increased pay and certificat e renewal.(Wade, 1984) 

Compensation 

In general education teachers' salaries have improved over the last few years, but 
t hey continue to remain lower than t hose of similarly educated workers. Teachers' 
salaries vary greatly among districts and states. "Typically, teachers in affluent 
suburban districts earn more than those in cities ... These vari.ations contribute to 
surpluses of qualifies teachers in some locations and shortages in others, and they 
influence teacher retention, especially early in a teacher's calieer. Those who are 
better paid tend to stay in teacher longer than those with lower salaries. (LDH, 
1994) 

Enrollment in teacher education programs has fluctuated in recent decades as 
salaries for teaching have risen and fallen. When salaries are up, enrollment is up; 
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when salaries are down, enrollment is down. (Murnane, et. al., 1991) 

Empowerment 

We must create contexts in teachers' work lives that assist and sustain meaningful 
changes. These contexts should consist, preeminently, of engaging teachers in 
rigorous examinations of teaching: the concrete challenges and problems they 
face, the range of possible solutions, and most important, close examination of 
whether, over time, there is progress in addressing these challenges. (Goldenberg 
and Gallimore, 1991) 

Successful Models Of Professional Development Using Models of 
Empowerment 

1. Teacher Collaborativ es and Networks 

2. Subject Matter Associat ions 

3. CoUaborations Target ed at School Reform 

4. Special institut es and Centers (JW L, 1 993) 

Aspects of Evaluation 

1 . Reaction: assesses how the participants felt about in-service training 

2. Learning: measures the amount of learning that was achieved 

3. Behavior: measures w hether participants changed their behavior as a result of a 
staff development intervention . 

4. Results: determine whether t here was an impact in t he classroom, usually on 
students, as a result of teacher training 
Wade (1984) 

Leadership 

In the more successful staff development model, teachers and principals w ere 
asked to participate in training and implementation as a group; in effect, the school 
staff made a commitment to work on the training activity. 

Principals direct involvement with the professional development initiative 
exemplified a shift from a "gatekeeper" stance to a "change agent" stance. (JWL, 
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1986) 

SUMMARY 

Conditions Necessary For Learning To Teach In New Ways 

1. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need a community of colleagues . 

2. To learn to te,ach in new ways, teachers need the support and leadership of 
their building principal 

3. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need support in the classroom in 
changing their practice. 

4 . To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need to be part of a larger learning 
community. 

5 . To teach in new ways, teachers need opportunities to develop new 
understandings of the subjects they teach, t he roles t hey play in the school 
and classroom, and their membership in a learning community. 

6 . To learn t o teach in new ways, teachers must be w i.l ing to assess their o w n 
practices critically. 

7. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need time and the opportunity to 
get away physically and mentally from their daily work in the classroom. 

8. To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need sustained funding and policies 
to support their professional development. 

9 . To learn to teach in new ways, teachers need the public and policy makers to 
afford professional development activ ities the same priority as classroom 
t eaching. (McDiarmid, 1994) 

Professional development opportunities may be tested against these principles: 

* Professional development offers meaningful intellectual, social, and emotional 
engagement w ith ideas, with materials, and with colleagues in and out of teaching. 

* Professional development takes explicit account of the contexts of t eaching and 
the experience of teachers. 
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* Professional development offers support for informed dissent. 

*Professional development places classroom practice in the larger contexts of 
school practice and the educational careers of learners. It is grounded in a big
picture perspective on the purposes and practices of schooling, providing teachers a 
means of seeing and acting upon the connections among students' experiences, 
teachers' classroom practice, aind school wide structures and cultures. 

*Professional development prepares teachers to employ the techniques and 
perspectives of inquiry. 

*The governance of professional development ensures bureaucratic restraint and a 
balance between the interests of individuals and the interests of institutions. (JWL, 
1993) 
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MINUTES: · CUE STAFF TELECON 
APRIL 19, 1995 DATE OF MEETING: 

· DATE MINUTES ISSUED: APRIL 25, 1995 
PARTICIPANTS: Gail Dorph, Alan Hoffmann (in Israel), Barry Holtz, 

Virginia F. Levi, Debra Perrin (sec'y) 
COPY TO: Morton L. Mandel, Nessa Rapoport, Robin Mencher 

Assignment 
Assignment 
Assignment 

Assignment 

I. Assignment Sheet - 4/11/95 Telecon 

Reviewed assignments from previous week's telecon. Assignments 1 - 4 have been 
completed (attached). BWH and GZD are still placing camper calls. GZD is sending 
Cummings Grant information to full staff today. ADH will speak to MLM regarding 
board members bringing fact books home. Billie Gold has accepted NR's invitation to do 
a commemorative reading at the Sama Seminar. 

II. Board Meeting/Steering Committee Meeting 

A. ATTENDANCE 

Current RSVP'd attendance is as follows: 

Steering Committee 15 
Search Committee 7 
Executive Committee 12 
Sarna Seminar 80 
Board Meeting 42 
Funding Meeting 15 

Discussion was held over why there has been a bigger turnout for the seminar than 
the October meeting. Factors which seem to play a role are the timing of 

mailings, greater familiarity with CIJE, and J. Sarna as a draw. 

B. COMMITTEE ALLOCATION 

Walter Ackerman will attend the Building the Profession Committee. GZD will 
call him and go over the agenda. She will also remind him that his attendance at 
the Board meeting is as a member of our staff. Carl Sheingold will attend the 
Community Mobilization Committee. 
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C. AGENDA 

It was decided that we will leave both Lee Hendler and Lester Pollack's names on 
the Board Meeting agenda despite the fact that they have both RSVP'd that they 
will not be attending. ADH will call Lee Hendler to try and convince her to 
attend. 

D. ADDITIONS TO CHAfRMAN'S NOTES 

Following GZD's introduction, talk and summary, MLM will raise a question to 
begin the discussion. GZD will e-mail an appropriate question to ADH to be 
enclosed in the Chairman's notes. It will be something like "what would it take 
for North America to organize itself to be able to deliver..." DSP will forward a 

copy of the Swados and Sarna bio's to ADH for inclusion in Chairman's notes. 

E. LOGISTICS 

BWH will discuss with DNP the time allotments for discussion and introduction 
of M. Rosenzweig. 

F. BOARD fvfEMBERSHIP 

Discussion was held regarding the recent developments at CJC in Atlanta. Steve 
Berman will take over as CJC President after Bill Schatten leaves. D. Sarnat is 
unhappy with Bill Schatten. There is no protocol for removing Board members, 
though poor attendance might be an acceptable cause. 

ID. Summer 1995 

A. GOALS COACHES 

There will be a summer seminar for goals coaches. A number of the people we 
hoped would participate have said yes. DP, BWH, and GZD will work to include 
people from Seattle, Hartford, and San Francisco. Those discussed were as 
follows: 

Seattle 
S. Weinberg 
D. Kerdeman 
B. Huppin 

San Francisco 
N. Tamler 

Hartford 
Gerber 
Margolis (Boston) 
Shapiro (Boston) 
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After the Steering Connnittee meeting GZD and BWH will begin calls to these 
communities. 

IV. D. Pekarsky Telecon 

The Pekarsky telecon of April 18 included a discussion of planning something between 
CIJE and Harvard's Philosophy of Education Research Center and its Mandel Program 
for creating goals oriented institutions. We are looking into planning a seminar for late 
fall and having the goals coaches participate. This would give us some sense of the 
institutions that we would like to work with in 1996. Our focus would have to connect 
three levels: 1) the Principals seminar and last year's attendees, 2) lay people, and 3) a 
Principals seminar for new people in which we could include a practical aspect. 

V. Association of Colleges of Jewish Education 

ADH reported on his meeting with the Association of Colleges of Jewish Education. 
Initial reception was hostile, but this attitude changed to one of consideration as the 
meeting progressed. There were two possible interpretations of their response: 1) this 
could have huge potential and good things could come to them from it, or 2) all they want 
is money to bolster what they already have going. They did realize that there is a 
mutuality of interests. We need colleges for local work and they need to bring their work 
to a national level to become funded nationally. The meeting ended very positively. 

GZD and ADH will be visiting the colleges in Boston, Baltimore, and Cleveland to 
prepare for the next Association of Colleges of Jewish Education meeting on May 30. 
This begins an important conversation opening the issue of training institutions and puts 
the denominational institutions on alert that something serious is going on here. 



CIJE ASSIGNMENTS 

NO. DESCRIPTION ASSIGNED DATE DUE DATE 
TO ASSIGNED 

l. Contact M. Rosenzweig regarding hotel VFL April 13, 1995 Done 
reservations. 

2. Send consultant pre-approval form to ADH DSP April 13, 1995 Done 
for signing. 

3. Outline agenda for Board meeting to be GZD, BWH, VFL April 13, 1995 Done 
included in fact books and send to MLM 
for his approval. 

4. Complete MEF Camper Calls. GZD,BWH April 11, 1995 April 21, 1995 

5. Discuss binders with MLM. ADH April 13, 1995 April 24, 1995 

6. Distribute Cummings Grant information to GZD April 13, 1995 April 24, 1995 
all staff by mail. 

7. Call Walter Ackerman to discuss agenda of GW April 19, 1995 April 24, 1995 
B\JildiPg the Profession committee. 

8. Call Lee Hendler to convince her to attend ADH April 19, 1995 April 24, 1995 
the board meeting. 

9. Outline questions to begin discussion GZD April 19, l995 April 24, 1995 
following GZD presentation at the board 
meeting and e-mai1 to ADH. 

10. Forward a copy of the Swados and Sarna DSP April 19, 1995 April 24, 1995 
bio's to ADH for inclusion in Chainnan's 
notes. 

11. Discuss time allotments for introduction BWH April 19, 1995 April 24, l 995 
and discussion with D. Pekarsky. 

12. Begin. calls to new communities regarding a GZD,BWH April 19, 1995 April 27, 1995 
seminar for goals coaches. 

up,fa1cd: April 1S, I 99S 



STAFF MEETING NOTES: APRIL 26 

present: Gail Dorph, Adam Gamoran, Ellen Goldring, Barry Holtz, Ginny Levi (for a 
part), Dan Pekarsky, Bill Robinson {by phone) 

The purpose of the meeting was to 

1 . share information and make sure that we were all up to date on CIJE 
projects and initiatives 

2 . to discuss the evaluation component of these projects 
3. to move ahead in the discussion of CIJE and inform al education/educators 

One of the things that became clear again was that our internal communication is 
not yet what it needs to be. Too much time had t o be spent on explanation of the 
Cummings Grant and the Virtual College idea and of t he Goals seminar this 
summer. Some of it was due t o lack of informational communication (that would 
account for the lack of knowledge about goals p roject). Since Cummings Grant had 
been distribut ed in w riting, I think the problem there was the confusion of the 
concept Virtual College {the big picture) and the Cummings Grant {one project that 
is part of the, big picture). 

One organizational suggestion that was made: Danny should include Adam, Ellen 
and Bi ll on e-mail communication that has to do w ith the Goals Project and MEF 
team should include Danny on their e-mail communication roster. 

I'm w'ondering if better than that would be a bi-weekly e-mail assignment for every 
domain summarizing what's going on in each. Perhaps that's more ef ficient that 
copying everyone on all this other stuff which may not get read because of the 
pace and detail of some of the communications. 

Virtual College: 

Suggestions about the project itself: t hink through the relationship of goals and 
goals coaches t o leadership seminars and mentor-trainer program. 

Include in first cohort principals as well as centra~ agency personnel otherrwise we 
may fall into the "same scene" that currently exists, top down-central agency 
delivered models not part icularly tied to institutional contexts . 

Bill will attend the planning sessions May 3 1 and June 1 so t hat M EF will be in at 
beginning of formal planning and t raining process . MEF w ill monitor process and 
evaluate outcomes. Although CIJE has not yet given MEF team specific written 
goals, it is clear that we expect those who participate in t he program to engage in 



the planning and delivery of professional development opportunities either at 
institutional and communal level and that we hav e ideas about the elements of 
educational practice t hat ought to characterize their w ork. Gail and Barry will 
actually write up specific goals for the project after the two ·day consultation. 

Goals Coaches: 

A suggestion was made about content of seminar: issue of taking stock and 
creating base line data needs to be folded in to content of the seminar and needs to 
be part of the process of creating goals and linking them to practice and seems to 
be a prerequisite to engaging in this project institutionally. 

Bill wil l attend the seminar for coaches to be held July 30 to August 2 in Cleveland. 

Since we do not necessarily expect everyone who comes to seminar to become an 
institutional goals coachr the question of what needs to be evaluated generated a 
discussion of a variety of option: 

a. community seminars (for example: there has been a four session seminar 
in Milwaukee Dan has run --no MEF component has been part of it ) 
b. training seminar for goals coaches at end of July 
c . institutional goals process starting when they begin t o work tow ard 
creation of goals 
d. institutional goals process starting when they are t rying to implement 
"new vision and goals" 

A fter some discussion, it was agreed that given our approach, it w ould not be 
appropriate to begin at po int d. C and D are definitely on the docket --that is, CIJE 
will definitely become involved in an evaluat ion process at the point w hen 
institutions commit t o t aking on a goals coach and begin to engage in creating 
goals and linking them to practice. A and B still need t o be discussed. 

Adam also suggested a strategy that we might want t o think about an evaluation 
strategy by which three groups could be compared: those who participate in the 
community seminars but elect not to continue; those w ho participate in community 
seminars and elect to continue; and t hose who do neither. 

Clearly the issue of the role and nature of evaluation and the goals project has not 
yet been resolved. MEF will prepare two memos on evaluation options: one for 
goals project and one for Cummings grant. Staff will t hen need to review memos 
and decide on the direction that the evaluations of these project w ill take. 
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Community Mobilization: 

Nessa raised t he "stepchild" nature of community mobilization in the creat ion and 
implementation of all of our projects to date. Her sense is t hat community 
mobilization is not integral to our planning and continues t o be an afterthought in 
terms of: 

who needs to know what 
when do they need to know it 
by what means should they get the info needed 
how is information about any of our products or programs disseminated to 

larger audience than the "who needs to know" for purposes of funding 
and carrying out the program 

Example: at Goals Coaches seminar, should there be a half day open to lay leaders 
in Cleveland? 
Example: w hat's our ongoing communication w ith Harvard participants like? how 
have we used them to continue the community mobilization stuff? 
Her sense: as long as community mobilization gets shunted off into "a project for 
Nessa" rather than integrated into each and every aspect of the w ork, it will not 
happen properly. 

Needs further discussion and some strategizing if we arre to take any serious action . 

Informal Education: 

Adam's feeling is that we need to address informal ed from a different perspective 
than formal ed . and his suggestion was that we look at the issue of settings. 

We then generated a list of settings in w hich informal education takes place: 
camps, culturnl arts programs, youth groups, Israel tr ips, retreats, college 
campuses, family and adult ed in synagogues and JCC's. As w e continued our 
work, we found that this particular w hile interesting did not move along the 
question of "learning more about building the profession" of informal Jew ish 
education. 

Danny then suggested that w e look at the people doing the work who were in 
"director" type positions. The list we generated included:: camp directors, directors 
of youth program opportunities, Israel trip leaders, retreat programmers, museum 
educators, family education programmers, synagogue programmers, Hillel 
professionals and perhaps program directors, JCC Jewish educators. 

Question: What should be the nature of this study of informal education? Is it 
comparable to our study of formal educators? That is, are we asking, who is the 
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formal Jewish educator and based on that knowledge hoping to create a plan for 
"building the !Profession" of the informal Jewish educator? If so, then the last list 
we made may be a promising way to begin thinking about the questions we need to 
be addressing. We need to clarify our goals with regard to this study before we 
can even bring the issue to our steering committee. Again today, we got to this 
agenda item at the very end of our meeting, allowing only a half hour for our 
deliberation. This needs more staff time devoted to the issue. Perhaps a way to go 
might be to convene a very select group of the top professionals in the informal 
realm and add them to our group for purposes of this discussion. 
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